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PREFACE 

The transliteration system of the Royal Society, generally known 

as the British system, is used in this thesis to convey the titles of 

books, articles, essays and chapter headings. The spelling of the 

characters' names and also of place names as they occur in Master i 

Margarita is based on the usage adopted in M. Glenny's translation of 

the novel (London, 1967). All Russian quotations are given in the 

Cyrillic alphabet and the old orthography has been modernised. 

The Soviet edition of M. A. Bulgakov's Romany. Belaya 

gvardiya. Teatral'nyy roman. Master i Margarita. (published in 

1978) is used as the primary source for this study and quotations 

from this text are referred to by page number only. Similarly, 

quotations from Vekhi (Moscow, 1909) and Brat'ya Karamazovy 

(Petrozavodsk, 1970) are indicated by page number only. Page 

references, particularly in connection with the first two chapters 

of this thesis, refer not only to specific quotations but serve as 

a more general guide to locating the source information relating 

to the discussion in progress. 

As regards Vekhi, particular attention is given in this thesis 

to the essays of N. A. Berdyaev, Sergei Bulgakov, M. 0. Gershenzon 

and S. L. Frank. 

Finally, I am grateful to the members of the Edinburgh University 

Russian Department who have generously given their time and invaluable 

advice and thus greatly aided the task of completing this work. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mikhail Bulgakov's preoccupation with evil in Master i Margarita 

is set against the background of spiritual barrenness which is outlined 

in the essays of Vekhi (1909) as dominating Russian radical thought at 

the beginning of the 20th century. The themes of loss of spirituality, 

utilitarian faith or atheism, man-godhood, split personality, lack of 

faith in people and ethical inaptitude, as depicted in Vekhi, re-emerge 

in Bulgakov's novel more than two decades after the publication of the 

essays. 

The devil's genealogy is examined in relation to the sources which 

Bulgakov is known to have used while writing the novel. The study of 

the devil's role reveals that, in the case of the conformist 

characters, Woland appears as a manifestation of the irrational and 

metaphysical aspects of existence while, in the case of the ordinary 

Moscow citizens, he advocates a more common sense, rational attitude 

to life than that which relies on magic and witchcraft. 

The writer's dilemma in a philistine, authoritarian society is 

examined through the phenomenon of split personality (Ivan Bezdomny 

versus the Master). 

Throughout the thesis C. G. Jung's ideas are employed to illustrate 

how Bulgakov shapes the myth which gives meaning to the life of a writer 

whose work might never be published. The Pontius Pilate story is shown 

to contain the philosophical kernel of the novel; in accordance with 

Jungian ideology moral absolutes are conceived by Bulgakov, not as 

opposites, but as part of a paradoxical whole. The joint immortality 

of Pontius Pilate and Jeshua serves as a most explicit metaphor of this 

view which is echoed in Woland's question: what would happen to good 

if there were no evil? 
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Yet, as a whole Master i Margarita must be seen to demonstrate 

that there may be justification, but there is no consolation, for a 

person who turns away from truth. 



1. 

INTRODUCTION 
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Mikhail Bulgakov's Master i MargaritaI is considered in this 

thesis as an account of the author's preoccupation with evil. The 

novel depicts life in a society which has forsaken God and seeks only 

to satisfy its materialist and rationalist side. An attempt will be 

made to show that the novel reflects Bulgakov's phantasmagoric view 

of the hollowness which defines human existence if the questions of 

good and evil, of truth and falsehood are determined exclusively 

according to a dogmatic outlook on life. 

The intellectual background to the evil of spiritual paralysis 

by which Soviet society is affected in Master i Margarita is outlined 

with reference to a collection of essays entitled Vekhi2 (published 

in 1909). It is argued that the conditions of which Vekhi's 

essayists warned the intellectual leaders of their society at the 

beginning of this century have become reality in the Moscow depicted 

by Bulgakov: the pursuit of utilitarian aims has wholly replaced any 

preoccupation with the metaphysical aspects of human life; corrupt 

materialism prevails and latent spiritual energy - inherent in the 

Russian mentality - finds unnatural channels of outflow. The 

conception of man-godhood marks the culmination of the process in the 

course of which Soviet society has become afflicted by the paralysis 

of its spiritual life. 

The devil plays a leading part in the revelation of the truth 

about evil in Master i Margarita. Thus it seems appropriate that 

his genealogy should be studied in some detail particularly in 

relation to those reference works which Bulgakov is known to have 

used while writing the novel. The study of the devil's genealogy 

shows that although the devil stands at the very centre of Bulgakov's 

preoccupation with evil he is not an evil character. It is made 
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clear as early as in the novel's epigraph that Bulgakov wishes to 

make a connection between Goethe's devil and his own novel. It will 

be argued in this thesis that Mephistopheles' words can be applied to 

Woland who also wills evil and does good in Master i Margarita. 

In this context it will be illustrated how the truth about evil, 

as it concerns the characters and their society, is unveiled in 

Bulgakov's work through the devil's agency. On the one hand, i. e. 

in the case of the conformist literary characters, the devil is seen 

representing the suppressed aspects of the characters' lives, pri- 

marily the irrational region of their sensibility. In this connection 

considerable reference will be made to C. G. Jung's ideas which help 

to illuminate the devil's function in the novel's thematic development. 

Ivan Karamazov's devil will also be evoked in connection with the study 

of Woland's influence as a spirit of negation. On the other hand, in 

the case of the ordinary Moscow citizens the devil is viewed as an 

advocate of a more common-sense attitude to life than is displayed by 

the people's unquestioning belief in magic and witchcraft. 

The theme of artist versus society is examined through the 

symptoms of Ivan Bezdomny's schizophrenia, which the devil predicts 

in the opening chapter of the novel. The characters of Ivan 

Bezdomny and the Master are shown to parallel one another in many 

ways and it will be argued that they can be seen as different aspects 

of a writer's divided personality: Ivan represents his public 

persona while the Master stands for his individual, creative self. 

The conflict between life and art which emerges from the division of 

the writer's personality is thus considered as part of the general 

malady - the evil of spiritual paralysis - by which Soviet society 

has become affected. An attempt will be made to show that the devil 

also partakes in the revelation of evil as it affects the artist in a 
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philistine society: in Ivan's schizophrenia the suppressed, para- 

lysed aspect of his personality, his creative instinct, is revived 

through the Master's appearance to him. 

In the novel both the Master and Margarita are shown to be 

closely connected with the devil's dimension which relates at once to 

the material reality of Moscow and the immaterial plane of being. 

on the devil's 'fifth dimension' time and space may be altered to any 

desired degree. Thus free of temporal and physical restrictions 

Woland's domain is full of possibilities which serve both to bring 

life on the material plane into a sharper focus (e. g. the episodes 

relating to the chess-game and the living globe) 
3 

and to provide a 

gateway for a flight of fantasy such as is manifest, for instance, in 

Margarita becoming a witch and a queen of Satan's Ball. In 

connection with the study of the 'fifth dimension' reference will be 

made to P. Florensky's understanding of fictitious parallels in 

geometry4 as it is known that Bulgakov was fascinated with Florensky's 

ideas while constructing the cosmology of his novel. 

It is maintained in this thesis that the Pontius Pilate story 

contains the philosophical kernel of Master i Margarita. In it 

uncompromising truth is given expression through Jeshua's character. 

However, it will be argued that in the story this truth becomes 

inextricably bound up in a paradox when it is set against Pontius 

Pilate's predicament in Jerusalem. It will be illustrated that the 

characters of the Procurator and the vagrant form a synthesis in 

which the moral absolutes of good and evil are reflected as 'halves 

of a paradoxical whole's. Furthermore, it will be shown that the 

joint immortality which the two protagonists attain in the story 

rests upon this paradoxical understanding of the moral absolutes. 

Good and evil are examined in relation to the degree to which the 
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protagonists' moral choices are made freely or out of necessity. 

As a whole, the Pontius Pilate story is viewed as Bulgakov's 

creation of a myth in a language of his own age for the purpose of 

depicting the moral dilemma which affects an artist living in a 

dogmatic, philistine society. 

To sum up Bulgakov's preoccupation with evil, as realised in 

Master i Margarita, this thesis attempts to show that the novel 

relates how in a godless society - paradoxically - the devil appears 

as the saviour of God's image in man. 



6. 

CHAPTER ONE: 

Vekhi - ideological background 
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1. Introduction 

Master i Margarita1 is considered in this thesis as a philosophi- 

cal work in which Bulgakov depicts 'the partial destruction and 

partial adaptation of the Russian intelligentsia to the post- 

Revolutionary order'2. Consequently, it seems appropriate that the 

dominant characteristics of the ideological background from which 

this work emerges should be outlined at the beginning of this thesis. 

An important collection of essays entitled Vekhi3, which was 

published in 1909, is used here for this purpose. 

Vekhi is a publicist work which was aimed at dissolving the 

alliances - born out of the intelligentsia's radicalism at the turn 

of this century - between atheism and progress on the one hand and 

between religion and political reaction on the other. Vekhi's 

contributors are connected with a movement, which began well before 

1905, inspired by V. Solov'ev and inclined to identify liberalism 

with Christian idealism Although it must be emphasised here that 
4 

Master i Margarita does not advocate Christian idealism in any sense, 

it is possible to see the novel as part of the spiritual revival 

which began with certain intellectuals seeking to resist the attempts 

of the radical intelligentsia to replace culture with utility and in 

connection with which Dostoevsky's influence must not be under- 

estimated. In other words, the evil with which Bulgakov is pre- 

occupied in his novel may be traced to the same source as the evil 

against which the Christian liberals who contributed essays to 

Vekhi sought to warn their intellectual brothers. 

The contributors to Vekhi were all highly esteemed thinkers and 

the work has gained much authority as an indication of the dis- 

illusionment with which the majority of the intelligentsia was 
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regarded by some of its own members after the 1905 Revolution. 

It is necessary to emphasise the fact that the essays of Vekhi must 

be seen as the intelligentsia's indictment of itself, i. e. in them 

the contributors seek to present a self-critical analysis of the 

malady by which they saw the intelligentsia becoming infected. 

Although Vekhi predates Bulgakov's literary activity connected with 

Master i Margarita by almost two decades, its significance as an 

accurate seismograph of the tremors which came to shake Moscow in the 

1930's makes the collection extremely valid from the point of view of 

this thesis. In general, the collection of essays contained in 

Vekhi must be considered as an open plea made in support of spiritu- 

ality and individuality in Russian society. The contributors were 

seeking to arrest the Russian intelligentsia in its blind march 

towards materialism and utilitarianism. 

In his novel Bulgakov depicts a materialist society in which the 

search for philosophical truth has been replaced by a concerted effort 

to implement and maintain 'socialist reality's. It is against such a 

society that the contributors to'Vekhi sought to issue a warning. 

The first chapter of this thesis aims to provide an outline of the 

intellectual and philosophical background to which Bulgakov's Master 

i Margarita may be traced. It does not aim to present a summary of 

the key ideas contained in the essays of Vekhi but it seeks to focus 

attention on the arguments which can be seen reflected in the themes 

of Bulgakov's work. 

2. Loss of spirituality 

The overall purpose of this thesis is to show that in Master i 

Margarita the devil is employed by Bulgakov for the task of joining 

together the severed pieces in which God's image in man is revealed. 
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Loss of spirituality emerges as a primary cause for the disintegration 

of this image in a society where materialism and spirituality have been 

separated from corporate existence and the former has come to triumph 

at the expense of the latter. In Bulgakov's novel Berlioz, the 

conformist editor, embraces and advocates the kind of ideas against 

which Vekhi's contributors sought to warn the intellectuals of their 

time. In his work Bulgakov shows that these ideas have come to 

dominate the intellectual climate of Moscow in the 1930's. Berlioz 

is a public personality; he belongs to the ranks, of the 'official' 

intelligentsia. He adheres meticulously to the dictates of the 

materialist and rationalist dogma and, with haughty complacency, he 

seeks to enlighten the young poet Bezdomny who has accidentally or 

instinctively wandered into the mythical reality of the New Testament 

through his vivid portrayal of Jesus Christ. ' Vekhi's contributors 

were highly aware of the threat contained in the loss of spirituality 

which was characteristic of intellectual thinking at the turn of this 

century. The way in which this loss had come about is now illustra- 

ted through the examination of those sections of Vekhi which provide 

illumination of Bulgakov's depiction of this depraved condition, in 

Master i Margarita. 

Mikhail Bulgakov's uncle, Sergei Bulgakov contributed to Vekhi 

an essay entitled 'Geroizm i podvizhnichestvo'6 from which it is 

apparent that a feeling of anxiety had arisen amongst the serious 

thinkers at the beginning of this century about the fact that the 

Russian intelligentsia seemed to have lost its sense of sinfulness: 

OHa tHHTennxreHLuia] yseponana, BMecTe C "Pycco u co BceM 

upocBeTHTenbCTBOM, LITO eCTeCTBeHHbdii RenoBex go6p no 

npxpoge cBOeA x 'TO ygeHMe o nepBOpopHoM rpexe m 
xopexxoil nop'ie genoaeqecxog npHpogbi eCTb cyesepKwA H3... 
(51) 
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That is - as claimed by a newspaper article in 19097 - the radical 

intelligentsia must be seen as Ivan Karamazov's disciples who, having 

rejected the superstitious myth of the Fall and the Original Sin, had 

advanced even further in their journey in the direction of Self than 

was the case with their intellectual progenitor: 

, 
gaze 

... 
MBaH Kapama30B, nyTeM noritiecxHx Buxnagox 

peMHBm caMylo CTpamHyio c)opr yny ]A143HH ("ecnH HeT Bora, 

TO A -Bor"), gaze 3TOT oTI4ey6H tL ax HanepcHHx gbHBona, 

He OTB JKHThCB O6O7ReCTBHTb CBOIO nHMHOCTb HHatie, xax 

ycnoBHO: ecilu nem ßo. a ... 

MHTxxrosaie opaTOpbw namHx RxeH xe cxaiyT , n0A06x0 

K»axy KapaMasosy, "eciw Her Bora", a cxaZyT: "matt 
Ka}C HeT Bora 

... 
"$ 

Thus the intelligentsia had, according to this article, arrived at a 

stage which marks the culmination of man's arrogance and self- 

idolatry: 

... B cospeMeHHoM caMoo6ozecTBnesxx yxe aeT H HaMexa xa 
rpycTb H snocTb ... a TOnbKO pasMepexxoe x Tynoe, KaK xo1 
MagTHHKa, cosnaHHe csoero ripesocxoAcTBa. 

9 

The above quotations help to define the background against which the 

intelligentsia's loss of spirituality - as seen by Vekhi's contri- 

butors at the beginning of the 20th century - may be traced. 

Because arrogance and self-idolatry dominated intellectual 

thinking and because the intelligentsia had turned away from God, the 

pursuit of true philosophical enquiry became seriously threatened. 

Thus Vekhi's contributors claim that the intelligentsia rejected its 

true mission as it turned away from philosophical enquiry and devoted 

itself wholly to the realisation of utilitarian aims. N. Berdyaev's 

essay1° reveals how deeply the few traditional thinkers had been dis- 

illusioned by the majority of the intelligentsia which had become 

indifferent to the philosophical truth: 

HzTennxrernz Io ne xsTepecyeT Bonpoc, HcT}wua xnn noaata, 
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HanpHmep, TeopHR sxaHHH Flaxa, ee HHTepecyeT nHmb TO, 
6naronpHSITHa HnH HeT 9Ta TeopHH HAee colxHanHSMa, nocnYXHT 

nit oHa 6nary H rnn epeca. uponeTapHaTa; ee HHTepecyeT He TO, 

$osMo7Riia nit McTa()HSIixa H cyu ecTByloT nH McTa()f3HTdecxHe HCTHHtJ, 

a TO JIHUb, He nospegHT nm McTad)HSHxa HHTepecaM Hapoga, He 

oTBneneT nH or 6opa6bi c caMoaepacaBHeM x OT cnyxcexxx 

nponeTapHaTy. (6) 

In Berdyaev's view the intelligentsia had no interest in ideas and 

questions for themselves. They were-only interested in how these 

ideas related to socialist dogma, i. e. whether they served tQ 

strengthen or weaken the teachings of this ideology. In ßulgakov's 

novel this attitude is most clearly illustrated in the opening 

chapter of the work where Berlioz, the senior editor and a pillar of 

the establishment, confidently dismisses Ivan Bezdomny's depiction of 

Jesus Christ. The editor is not interested in what Jesus was like as 

a man; he is only interested in showing that Jesus had never existed 

at all, as demanded by the official dogma. 

Berlioz and Bezdomny - the latter with some reservations - are 

endowed with the kind of mentality which Berdyaev attributes to that 

section of the intelligentsia whose behaviour he saw as being guided 

by the so-called 'Catholic psychology"'. Berdyaev defines the 

tenets of this psychology of hatred and indifference in relation to 

the intelligentsia's attitude towards the idealistic and religious 

aspects of philosophy as follows: 

HHTennHreHWis roTOBa npHHRTB Ha Bepy BCRxyiO 4Hn000(»HIO rcoR 
TeM yCJIOBHeM, QTO6w oxa, caHxIHoHHpoaana ee coiWanbHEje 
HReanbI, H 6es KPHTHKH oTBepraeT BcsixyIO, caMylo rny6oxyio H 
HCTHHHyIO (bnnocob oo, ecnH ona 6yAeT sanoRospexa B He6na- 
ronpHATHOM H nPOCTO KpHTHßecKOM OTHOMeHHH K 3THM Tpa- 

, gffl1HOHHb1M HaCTpoeHHSlM H HAeanaM. (6-7) 

Berdyaev asserts further that a particular kind of morality arises 

from the kind of intellectual thinking described above: 

06xgecTBeHHbIH yTHnHTapH3M B ouemmax BcerO, noxnoHexae 
"HapORy", - TO xpeCTbAHCTBy, TO nponeTapiaTy, - Bce 9TO 
oCTaeTCa'MopanbH 4 AorHaTOM 6onbwefl QacTH HHTeniHreHt . (7) 
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In terms of this new morality the questions of good and evil, guilt 

and innocence, cowardice and heroism are measured against the yard- 

stick of usefulness to society and the people. 

In Master i Margarita the conformist literary characters display 

symptoms of this 'Catholic psychology' through their narrow-minded 

adherence to the official dogma. The morality which they preach - 

i. e. right and wrong are determined according to whether they are 

sanctioned by this dogma - is shown by Bulgakov to be undermined by 

magic and superstitious beliefs which are rampant amidst the Moscow 

citizens. The questions of responsibility for evil are conveniently 

avoided by the people through reference to witchcraft and other 

supernatural forces whose influence remains beyond man's control. 

For Berdyaev the whole of Dostoevsky's Grand Inquisitor concept 

stands for the malady which underlies the utilitarianism of the 

Russian intelligentsia. It is in Ivan Karamazov's legend of the 

Grand Inquisitor that 'the Catholic psychology' is depicted most 

vividly. In it narrow dogmatism lights up the fires and erects the 

stakes on which heretics burn for the cause of human happiness on 

this earth. The legend reveals Dostoevsky's acute awareness of the 

dangers inherent in the Roman Catholic Church that has become State3 

as regards individual freedom and respect for human beings. With 

reference to the legend Berdyaev states that the majority of the 

Russian intelligentsia had been overcome by spiritual dearth: 

., n1LOoeb x ypaeuumeIlbHO2 cnpaeedaueocmu, x o6tt CmeeHhamy 
do6py, x xapoöxOMJ 6naey napanusoeaAa naa5oeb x ucmuxe, 
novm4 wno yuuumawiza uxmepec x ucmuhe. 

OHa [HHTennHreHI. sI] mna Ha co6nasH Bentucaro HHKBHSHTOpa, 
KOTOpbI Tpe6oBan OTKasa OT HCTHHbI BO HMH cgaCTbH uioget%. 
(8) 

Berdyaev sees the majority of his fellow intellectuals taking upon 
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themselves the burden of the Grand Inquisitor: seeking to bring 

material happiness to people while ignoring their spiritual needs. 

Berdyaev's analysis of the spiritual dearth by which he sees the 

intellectual leaders of his time becoming affected is highly relevant 

to Bulgakov's exploration of the same dilemma in Moscow in the 1930's. 

This thesis attempts to show that in a sense Master i Margarita can 

be seen as a 'book of revelations' because in it Bulgakov seeks to 

uncover the truth about evil which has become buried under the morass 

of the official dogma. The devil is conjured up by Bulgakov for the 

purpose of revealing the mystery in which life in Moscow has become 

shrouded, ironically, under the rule of the city's materialist and 

rationalist 'high priests'. 

In Bulgakov's novel Berlioz is engaged to control literature. 

That is, he measures literary works against a yardstick which records 

each work's value in relation to the official ideology. Bezdomny's 

depiction of Jesus Christ has fallen below the acceptable standard in 

this measurement. Berlioz distrusts the people's ability to walk 

along the correct ideological path without the guidance of strict 

censorship. In Vekhi Berdyaev claims that at the beginning of the 

century the intelligentsia was seriously lacking in genuine respect 

for man; that is, the majority of its members seemed to have lost 

their faith in people12. Consequently, the cause of material happi- 

ness in which these members of the intelligentsia were deeply involved 

came to be founded on false love for mankind. Berlioz's dismissal of 

Bezdomny's work is a particular manifestation of the way in which such 

false love operates in a society characterised by spiritual dearth. 

The consequences of the Grand Inquisitor phenomenon are defined by 

Berdyaev in religious terms as follows: 
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OKasanocb, MTo noIHo HaripaaneHHoe menoBexono6 e yOHBaeT 
6oronb6He, TaK KaK nW6OBb K HCTHHe, KaK K KpaCOTe, KaK H 

10 BCRKOH a6COnIoTHOfl ueHHOCTH, eCTb BbxpaxeHHe na68H K 
Bo, KeCTBy. (8) 

The essence of Berdyaev's lament on the condition of his intellectual 

brothers is contained in an argument put forward by him in passionate 

defence of God's image in man: 

nognHHHas ze nI6OBb x EIARM eCTb n106OBb He TIpOTHB HCTHHM 
K Bora, aB HCTHHe HB Bore, He SanOCTb, OTpHuaouaR AOCTO- 
HHCTBO genoaexa, a HPH3HaHHe poRHoro Bolbero o6pa3a B 
xaoM 'lenoaexe. (9) 

Neither compassion, nor pity, nor worship, when steeped in the 

doctrines of utilitarianiasm, take account of the divinity manifest in 

every human being as all of them fail to recognise God's image in man. 

In Master i Margarita the Pontius Pilate story represents a 

further dimension of the spiritual barrenness to which Berdyaev 

refers: the Procurator's lack of faith in people shows how the con- 

dition of spiritual depravity confines the individual within a 

vacuum in which fear eats his soul. However, it is possible to 

conclude the discussion on lack of spirituality in Russian society 

on a more positive note with reference to the fact that in Bulgakov's 

work Ivan Bezdomny's 'erroneous' portrayal of Jesus Christ bears 

witness to the vitality of the image of God which has not yet been 

drowned in the sea of materialism and rationalism. 

3. Utilitarian faith - atheism 

Thus far the outline of utilitarianism as adopted by the Russian 

intelligentsia has focused on the lack of spirituality inherent in 

this ideology. It has been noted that Berdyaev considers the 

absence of respect for man and faith in people as the most dangerous 

features of this utilitarianism. In order to acquire some under- 

standing of the kind of extremism characteristic of Berlioz' and 
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Bezdomny's defence of their society's official ideology it is 

necessary to discuss in more detail the non-material aspects of 

utilitarianism, i. e. the utilitarian faith, to which both Berdyaev 

and Sergei Bulgakov see the intelligentsia of their time persistently 

adhering. Furthermore, the, susceptibility of even the more educated 

Moscow citizens to the mystery of black magic in Master i Margarita 

may at least partly be traced to the paradox which, according to 

these thinkers, was apparent in the intelligentsia's attitude towards 

the cause it sought to advance at the time of the publication of 

Vekhi. 

Berdyaev asserts that due to historical circumstances the 

temperament of the Russian intelligentsia was not capable of embracing 

the concepts of objectivity and universalism13. It was primarily 

concerned with the struggle against autocracy and service to the 

people; questions and ideas of an eternal nature remained outside 

its sphere of interest. In its fervent pursuit of these two primary 

aims the intelligentsia was inspired by something that may only be 

called a religion or a faith. Thus, paradoxically, the intelligent- 

sia became religious in its anti-religiousness and its members became 

believers in their very denial of faith. Berdyaev supports this 

claim by maintaining that 'pagHOHanH3M CO3HaHH. coueTanco c 

HCKIIIO*3HTeflbHOr1 3MOI; HOHaJIbHOCTbIO HC cna6OCTLIO caMot eHHOri yMCTBeHHOIi 

ZHsHH' (9). This rationalism, imbued with emotion and lacking in 

intellect, was evident, for example, in the Russian intelligentsia's 

attitude towards scientific positivism: 

Ayx Hay'Horo n03HTHBH3Ma cam no ce6e He HciJuo'aeT H1ucaxo i 
McTad)H3HKH H HHKaKOA penHrxo3HOA Bepw. Mu ze noA HayqHm i 
n03HTHBH3MOM BcerAa noHHManH paRHxanbnoe OTpHuaKHe BCXKO# 
McTac H3HKH H BC$KOR penHrHOSHOii Bepbi, H. M. TORHee, Hay'IHbdi 
rOSHTHBHSM 6b1n gnsI HaC Toz eCTBeH c MaTepHanHcrw' eCKOf1 McTa- 

cnHSxxoiI H couHanbxo-peBonfogHOHHo Bepoift. 
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3anaR cosRan HayMHD pyx, KOTOpb H TaM 6tin upespaneH B 
opyAHe 6opb6w npoTHB penxrHH x McTad)HSHxH. Ho 3ana y 
lye cnaBiHcxae KpaRHOCTH; 3ana. cosRan xayxy penuruosao 
H McTa4)H3HmeczH HeATpanbHy1o. (11) 

The kind of extremism to which Berdyaev considers the intelligentsia 

susceptible can be seen as the root of the kind of 'materialist meta- 

physics' with which Mikhail Bulgakov is concerned in Master i 

Margarita. 

In Bulgakov's work the devil is assigned to challenge the 

materialist and rationalist outlook on life which is propounded by the 

official ideology in Moscow. This challenge is presented in a manner 

which makes the term of 'materialist metaphysics' apply to Bulgakov's 

novel in its most literary - almost pedantic - meaning. By means of 

reasoning in a circle - i. e. 'assuming what is to be proved as the 

basis of the argument'14 - Bulgakov makes metaphysical ideas manifest 

in the material reality of Moscow. For example, the devil's 

existence is proved by his arrival in Moscow. As a result of this 

technique the paradox which is seen by Berdyaev in Vekhi as being 

characteristic of the Russian intelligentsia's attitude towards its 

mission emerges in Master i Margarita, for example, through the 

depiction of the naive and narrow-minded mentality of Berlioz and 

Bezdomny in the very first chapters of the work. Throughout the 

novel Bulgakov implies repeatedly that the threat which ensues from 

this kind of mentality holds the stability of the Moscow society on a 

knife edge. In the course of the revelation of the mystery of black 

magic in the novel (a process which is not confined to the events at 

the Variety Theatre performance) the weaknesses inherent in this 

paradox are uncovered and the city is overcome by chaos and disorder. 

Like Berdyaev, Sergei Bulgakov also acknowledges that the Russian 

atheism was characterised by a peculiarly religious extremism: 
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... B AYXOBHOM o6nHKe pyCCKO HHTennHreHUHH HMeioTCH yepTä 
penmrxo3HOCTH, HxorAa npH6nizajotgiecg gaze K XpHCTHaHCKO i. 
(27-28) 

To illustrate the paradoxical nature of the radical intelligentsia's 

atheism Sergei Bulgakov employs religious vocabulary to outline the 

tenets of its ideology: 

HsBecTHax HeOTMHpHOCTb, 9cxaTonorum ecxaH McXITa 0 rpaje 

BozHeM, o rpaAyneM uapcTBe npaB; VA (nog pasHai couHa- 

nHCTHmecKHmH nceBAoHHMaMH) H saTes CTpeMneHHe x cnaceH io 

nenose'zeCTBa - ecni: He OT rpexa, TO OT CTpagaHH i 

(29) 

Thus Sergei Bulgakov claims that the echo of religious thought was 

clearly detectable in the dogma advocated by the radical intelligent- 

sia. While in Vekhi this intelligentsia is endowed with religious 

inclination, in Master i Margarita Jeshua, the prototype of the New 

Testament religion, is transformed into a political offender who has 

a profound understanding of the metaphysical aspects of being and, yet, 

is totally devoid of any religious or mythical qualities. However, 

the complexities of this paradox emerge fully only when the vagrant's 

predicament is juxtaposed with the political realities circumscribing 

life in Jerusalem. 

In Bulgakov's novel the reasons for the senior editor's vehement 

denial of the existence of Jesus Christ are connected with the reasons 

for the Russian inteiligentsia's apparent rejection of religion as 

explained in Vekhi. Sergei Bulgakov states that the Russian 

intelligentsia regarded education and enlightenment synonymous with 

religious indifference15. In this connection it must be emphasised 

that in Master i Margarita Jeshua's character does not stand 

specifically or even more generally in opposition to religious 

indifference. Rather, he stands in support of the truth as it con- 

cerns the metaphysical dimension of human existence. Sergei 

Bulgakov explains in Vekhi how the Russian intelligentsia came to 
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turn away from the contemplation of the truth. 

It is ironic that the Russian intelligentsia - as Sergei 

Bulgakov asserts - adopted its negative attitude to religion, not 

through persistent intellectual enquiry, but by simply professing 

adherence to the belief that religion was incompatible with enlighten- 

ment. It was readily assumed that science would resolve finally all 

religious questions and thus religion would be naturally cast aside. 

In this context the intelligentsia also turned away from philosophy - 

and, in particular, from metaphysics. In Master i Margarita Berlioz 

refers to scholarly study for the purpose of proving that Jesus Christ 

had never existed. He also claims confidently that no evidence of 

God's existence can be found in the realm of reason. Similarly, 

Sergei Bulgakov writes, all classes of people (not just the members 

of the intelligentsia) came to agree on the view that science and 

progress would make religion redundant. The new rationalist and 

materialist 'faith' remained unchallenged because it was adopted so 

readily and unanimously by the majority of the people that only a 

kind of mass hypnosis could be suggested as a possible explanation 

for its extraordinary occurrence. Sergei Bulgakov envisages that 

once consolidated this new 'faith' would be upheld by 'lay priests' 

who would be required to maintain a strong prejudice in favour of 

the official ideology 16. 

In Master i Margarita Mikhail Bulgakov demonstrates that the 

mould formulated by Sergei Bulgakov in Vekhi fits admirably for the 

casting of the Russian atheists who exist in Moscow in the 1930's. 

The novel reveals how the narrow dogmatism inherent in the 

official ideology makes the behaviour of the Moscow society's 

intellectual leaders laughable in its naivety. This naivety is 
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shown to ensue from the paucity of thought characteristic of the 

ideas in support of which, in particular, Berlioz and Bezdomny argue. 

In Vekhi Sergei Bulgakov explains that historical circumstances were 

responsible for this kind of intellectual shallowness. In his essay 

he deals specifically with the shallowness typical of Russian atheism. 

Sergei Bulgakov states that 

B pyccxoM aTexsMe 6onbme scero nopaxcaeT. ero AorMaTHsM, 
TO, MORCHO cKa3aTb, penHrHO3Hoe nerKOMbicnle, C" KOTOpb1M OH 

npHHHMaeTCH. (32 

He points out emphatically that since the Russian intelligentsia 

acquired its atheist ideas from the West it was deceived in its belief 

that alongside atheism it would obtain the whole of the authentic 

European civilisation. Sergei Bulgakov acknowledges that, of 

course, a regeneration of a single idea, i. e. atheism, into a complex 

multiplicity of ideas, i. e. culture or civilisation, is impossible in 

soil which is utterly lacking in the other ingredients that make up 

the rest of Western culture. Because of this misconceived adoption 

of atheism from the West the Russian intelligentsia is seen by Sergei 

Bulgakov as having arrived at a further serious misconception: 

Hama HHTen nHreHLIHS1 no oTHomexxlo K penHrxx üpOCTO eu(e He 

abnuna xs oTpomecxoro ßo3pacTa, oxa eure xe Ay. ana cepbe3HO 

o penarH}1 H He Rana ce6e CO3H Tenbxoro penmrno noro 

caMoonpeReneH}uI, oHa xe xmna enge penHrno xo MLJCnTIO H 

OcTaeTCH n03TOMy, cTporo FOBOpx, xe ebene penxrnn, xax 

gymaeT o ce6e calla, xo sxe penxrxxl6. (32) 

The arrogant self-confidence with which Berlioz and Bezdomny 

extol the superiority of the narrow-minded ideology whose adherents 

they proudly proclaim to be bears evidence to the fact that Mikhail 

Bulgakov has diagnosed symptoms of this same misconception in the 

citizens of his society and time. 
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4. Man-godhood 

The question of who controls man's life is explicitly posed 

twice in Master i Margarita and is implicitly suggested throughout 

the novel. In the opening chapter Bezdomny informs the devil 

impatiently that man himself controls his own life. In the 

Jerusalem section of the novel Pontius Pilate reminds his prisoner 

that the decision upon the offender's life rests within the Pro- 

curator's power. In each case the misconceived arrogance of these 

characters is deflated by the author. In Vekhi Sergei Bulgakov 

examines the ideas contained in this kind of arrogant approach to 

life and how these ideas culminated in the formulation of the concept 

17 
of man's godhood. 

At the beginning of this chapter some reference was made to 

Sergei Bulgakov's concern for the fact that the Russian intelligentsia 

seemed to have discarded the ideas of the Fall and Original Sin as it 

grasped the belief that man is naturally good. Sergei Bulgakov 

traces this belief to the hedonism inherent in the culture of 

classical Antiquity. According to him certain aspects of classical 

hedonism were revived through a renewed interest in the world of 

Antiquity which had occurred in connection with the advent of the 

Reformation and the renaissance of humanism that followed in its 

wake: 

IIapannenbHo c penxrxosHbzi HHgHBHgyanxsMoM pec)opMaumH 
ycHnHBancci H HeO-HSbi'iecxHi HHAHBHRyafH3M, Bo3BenH4HBapWHH 
HaTypanbxoro, HesospoiZAeHHoro nenosexa. 110 3TOMY Bos3peHmo, 
nenoaex Ro6p H npexpaceH no caoef npxpO e, KOTOpax 
HCKazaeTCH nHMb BHeMHHMH ycnon n. m; gOCTaTOqHO BOCCTaHOBHTb 
eCTeCTBeHHoe COCTOAHHe nenOBeKa, H 3THM 6yJeT nce AOCTnrHyTO. 
(34) 

In Sergei Bulgakov's view the very essence of modern humanism and 

the ensuing socialist ideology - as manifest in Russian intellectual 

thought - were derived from the conviction that the whole tragedy of 
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humanity can be resolved through external reforms. Throughout his 

essay the writer's close affinity with the Slavophiles can be clearly 

detected. Essentially, Sergei Bulgakov aims to demonstrate that the 

Russian intelligentsia was misguided in its adoption of Western ideas 

which were fundamentally alien to its native mentality. That is why 

the intelligentsia, endowed with Russian propensity for spirituality 

became religious in its very atheism and denial of faith. Further- 

more, this is partly why the idea of man's godhood came into being. 

A, further reason for the conception of this idea can be found, 

according to Sergei Bulgakov, in the belief that humanity could 

reach a state of perfection through the implementation of external 

reforms which remained entirely within man's power to achieve. 

Sergei Bulgakov explains that the acceptance of the argument 

which states that man is naturally perfect, that limitless progress 

is achievable through human effort and that mechanical understanding 

of this progress is accessible to man presupposes that all evil 

ensues from external circumstances. Thus man is relieved from 

feeling any responsibility for evil. By limitless progress Sergei 

Bulgakov refers to the assumption that man was omnipotent in his 

ability to correct external circumstances through reform in order that 

humanity might proceed towards its - presumably original - state of 

perfection. In a sense this can be seen as man's desire to assume 

the place of Providence since man is in this way seeking to act as 

his own Saviour. In Sergei Bulgakov's view herein lies the essence 

of the doctrine of man-godhood to which the utilitarian section of 

the Russian intelligentsia so vehemently adhered. The writer points 

out that the concept of heroism is closely connected with this 

doctrine: 
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Pepou-am - ... BbrpaxaeT, ... OCHOBHYIO CYII¢iOCTb HTennH- 

reHTCKoro MHpoaos3pea14w i3 jweana, npHTOM repoH3M 

caMoo6oxernisl. BCH 9KOHOMHB ee AymeBHblx CHn oCHopaHa 

Ha 3TOM CaMOMYBCTBHH. (37) 

The intelligentsia saw itself as the only possible Saviour of Russia 

and, at times, even of all mankind. Ironically, however, this kind 

of intellectual heroism arrested the radical intelligentsia's concern 

for humanity in general because it shrouded its heroes in an atmos- 

phere of exclusiveness: 

KTO ZHi B HHTennxreHTCxHc Kpyrax, xopomo sHaeT 3To 

BblcoxoMepBe H caMoMHeHHe, cosHarn e cBoe i HenorpemHMOCTH H 

npexe6pexeHHe x HHaxorBcnxumm, H 3TOT OTBneqeHHbdft AorMa- 
TH3Me B KOTOpbL OT»HBaeTCH sAecb BCRxoe yseHHe. (41) 

Such exclusiveness as described by Sergei Bulgakov above 

parallels closely Mikhail Bulgakov's depiction of the arrogant 

selectiveness which characterises the social behaviour of the 

establishment characters in Master i Margarita. Just as Sergei 

Bulgakov shows in his essay that immaturity and lack of vision 

underlay the air of self-confidence and self-satisfaction which the 

revolutionary, utilitarian heroes of his time had assumed, so Mikhail 

Bulgakov reveals in his novel that in Moscow of the 1930's naivety 

and ignorance are disguised under the veneer of ideological com- 

petence and scientific scholarship on which the superiority of the 

novel's conformist 'heroes' depends. 

Sergei Bulgakov's bitter comment on the intellectual arrogance 

of the radical wing of the Russian intelligentsia as it existed at 

the turn of the century concludes this discussion on heroism; 

.:. ocTaeTCs cxrHaTypoA uenoi acTopHYecxo% uonocu H 13cero 

AymeBHoro yxnaAa HHTennHreHTCxoro repoH3Ma, QTO gAean 

XpHCTHaHcxoro CBHToro, noRBHIHHKa sAecb CMeHHAC$ o6pasoM 

peBonio$iioHHoro CTyAeHTa. (44) 

In this context it is useful to recall that in Mikhail Bulgakov's 

novel a similar role change has taken place between the characters of 
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Berlioz and Jeshua; the former is presented in the novel as a 

spiritual leader who offers guidance to disciples like Bezdomny; the 

latter is branded as a political offender by the ruling establishment 

of his society. Thus while Sergei Bulgakov draws attention to the 

way in which a revolutionary student came to be endowed with the 

attributes of a Christian saint by the radical intelligentsia at the 

turn of the century, Mikhail Bulgakov suggests in his novel how in 

the Moscow of the 1930's Christ could be turned into a threatening 

political figure. 

Sergei Bulgakov's essay finishes on a note of optimism because 

he sees the intelligentsia, despite its temporary misguided 

adherence to the teachings of the Anti-Christ, being capable of 

starting anew. The radical intelligentsia's high religious 

potential is compared by Sergei Bulgakov to a new raft of history 

which is waiting to be swept into motion by inspiration18. This 

inspiration would resurrect the intelligentsia from the 'religious 

suicide' which it had committed when it turned away from Christ and 

sought to erase the true Saviour's image from its consciousness. 

The theologian remains convinced that the intelligentsia would be 

saved, because its members could not continue to ignore their 

irresistible yearning for transcendental truth. Once reborn with a 

new soul the intelligentsia would come to recognise the personal, 

individual responsibility through which it could meaningfully par- 

take in the task of aiding humanity's progress - only this time not 

acting as Providence, but acting in His name. 

In Mikhail Bulgakov's work inspiration is manifest in 

Margarita's character. With the devil's help she leads the Faster 

through a series of resurrections which mark different stages of his 
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journey towards death. It can be argued that as a whole the Master's 

resurrections are concerned with his revival from the suicide which he 

committed when he digressed from the official ideology in his creative 

work. The Master refuses to subject this work to the ideological 

guidance which is based on the teachings of the Anti-Christ or the 

man-god. Inevitably the death of the artist ensues from this refusal. 

Once resurrected the Master is not imbued with increased vigour for 

creative activity. On the contrary, he is simply yearning for peace 

which he finally attains through the agency of the devil. The 

Master's case shows that the optimism voiced by Sergei Bulgakov in 

Vekhi was misconceived since the metaphysical truth which the Master 

had sought to contain in his story is rejected by the Moscow literary 

establishment. In two decades which separate the writings of 

Sergei and Mikhail Bulgakov the intellectual leaders of the Russian 

society had evidently progressed even further in the direction 

indicated to them by the Anti-Christ. 

5. Split personality 

While both Berdyaev and Sergei Bulgakov depict the Russian 

intelligentsia as lacking in genuine spirituality, M. Gershenzon19 

likens its members - and the Russian people in general - to cripples 

suffering from a deep split which has occurred between their original 

selves ("x") and their consciousness. Gershenzon arrives at this 

diagnosis by reasoning as follows: 

Mw xaneKH nOTOMY, RTO Hama nHMHOCTb pasABoesa, LITO MW 
yTpaTHnH cnoco6HOCTb ecTecTBeHHoro pa3BHTHi, rAe co3gaHHe 

pacTeT saoAHo c Boneio, %ITO Hame cosHaHxe, xaK riaposos, 

OTOpBaBIHftCH OT noesAa, ywianocb Aanexo H MHHTCSI B1mJCTYIO, 

OCTaBHB BTYHe Ha1y ßyBCTBeHHO-BoneByIO IH3Hb. PyCCKHf 

HHTennHreHT ... RenoBex, ... zi aygi i ene ce6R, a 6yKBanbHOM 

CMnrcne cnoBa, T. e. npH3HWoU d P. AHHCTBeHHO-AOCTo HW4 

O6öeKTOM CBoero HHTepeca H ygaCTH$i He'TO nexanee BHe ero 

nH'iHOCTH - HapoA, o6neCTBc rocygapCTBO. (70) 
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It is interesting to note that Sergei Bulgakov sees the Russians 

living 'outside religion' and Gershenzon 'outside themselves'. Both 

thinkers are, in fact, discussing the very same condition affecting 

the Russian nation: apathy towards philosophical or metaphysical 

truth. 

Consciousness (co3HaHHe) is highly important in Gershenzon's 

view because it is the spiritual organ through which truth becomes 

attainable to man. He claims that the way in which man's conscious- 

ness operates determines both the psychological and physical order of 

his personality and, furthermore, that the operation of man's con- 

sciousness, in terms of direction and capacity, is to a considerable 

extent autonomous. In other words, man cannot control his conscious 

life entirely by his will, since consciousness also exists or operates 

independently from his will. Gershenzon considers this independence 

of consciousness vital to man's spiritual being, as thus 

CosHaHHe MOZ T jtXO, RHTb OT AHMHOCTH HAanb, 6nyMaTb cso6o o 

no pasHbii nyTsM, AoneTaTb 90 He6a. (72) 

In this context Gershenzon speaks of man reaching towards God's truth 

which he explains simply as norm (HopMa) underlying all human 

existence. This truth affects mankind through the life experience 

attained in the Christian era and it is, in Gershenzon's words, 

[3Ta HCTHHa] ... HAean TOnbKO jjfH Ka71Cgoro OTAenbHOFO 
cosi aHHA, no cyu eCTBy me OHa - He jjonxHoe, a TOJIbKO 
BbICmee o6o6weHHe Bce'ienoae'ecxoro OrWTa, T re . uCTHHHO- 
cylgee, eAHHCTBeHHO-peanbxoe, HMeHHO Ta HOpMa, KOTOpaB 
COOTBeTCTByeT nOAnHHHOMy H Be'HOMy CyIgeCTBy 4enoBexa. 
(73) 

Gershenzon's understanding of the divine truth attainable through 

independent consciousness in the spiritual realms of human existence 

parallels closely C. G. Jung's doctrine relating to the rich 

potential lodged in the depths of the mind's unconscious region 
2°. 
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Jung's doctrine will be referred to later in this thesis to 

illustrate the devil's role in Master i Margarita. However, it 

seems appropriate that Gershenzon's and Jung's parallel understanding 

of one of the fundamental issues included in the thematic tissue of 

Master i Margarita should be acknowledged here; that is, their 

conception of the manifestation of God's image in man. 

Gershenzon finds the origins of the manifestation of God's image 

in man in divine truth to which some attention has been given above. 

He explains further that 

... oHa [BoIecTBeHHax HcTHHa] poz aeTCH H3 caibnt ocxoB 

nenoBe'lecKoro Ayxa, - oHa c HeoTpa3HMOi% cnnoio BHeApxeTCR 

B Ka71Croe OTgenbHoe CO3HaHHe, TaK 'TO, pas IIpeRCTaB yMy, 

oHa yze OBnageBaeT HM, OT Hee HeKYAa 6e7RaTb, H6o oHa - 
Bor B xenOBeKe, TO-eCTb Co3HaTenbHoe KocmHnecxoe caMo- 

onpegeneHiie nenoBexa. (73) 

Jung, on the one hand, explains the God-image from the psychological 

point of view as 'a symbol of the self', a symbol 'of psychic whole- 

ness'; on the other hand, he says that the God-image can be 

explained 'as a reflection of the self, or, conversely ... the self 

as an imago Dei in man'21. The background knowledge of Gershenzon's 

and Jung's understanding of the divine aspect of man's being will 

help to explain the phenomenon of split personality through which 

Mikhail Bulgakov depicts man's spiritual poverty in his novel. 

After having dealt with the positive aspects of consciousness, 

that is, aspects relating to the acquisition of divine truth, 

Gershenzon admits that although it bestows the greatest blessing 

upon mankind a great deal of potential danger is also present in 

consciousness. Gershenzon states that to know the truth and to 

live according to it are two different propositions. CousciQusness 

itself, according to him, has no connection with the world of 

material reality. Such connection may be established only through 
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the operation of man's will; only thus may the acquired truth be 

realised in the immediate sphere of being. The danger lodged in 

consciousness lies in particular in its autonomous nature: this 

autonomy threatens man constantly with a possible split between 

logical consciousness (norw ecxoe co3HalHe) and sentient personality 

(MYBCTBeHHaR nxrxocTb). If individual consciousness is severed 

from personality serious consequences ensue: 

... Bo-nepBbIX, CO3HaHHe nepecTaeT pyKoBoAHTb Bonem, 

6pocaeT ee ... Ha I OH3Bon ee CTpacTeI3, BO-BTOpbIX, canto 

OHO, He KOHTponHpyeMoe ... TOi HenorpemHMofi xeneco- 

o6pa3HOCTb10, CpeAOTOLIHeM KOTOPOf RBASIeTCS B Hac Bonn, 

HagHHaeT 6nyZJ aTb BKpHBB H BKO4 TepsieT nepcrleKTHBy, 

ytjapReTCR B OAHOCTOpOHHOCTH, BnaAaeT B BenHgaiimxe OWH6KH. 
(73-74) 

On the other hand, acknowledging the difficulty of the task, 

Gershenzon attempts to define a normally active consciousness of a 

healthy, whole human being: 

3TO B BMcmeM cmwcne cnOBa 9roueHTpH3M cosHaHHH, cam no 

ce6e 6ecco3HaTenbHb, - xaxoe-To HeonxcyeMoe asaHMoRerl- 

CTBHe CO3HaHHH H %IWBCTBeHHOH nHIIHOCTH, MX HenpepbIBHaR 
6opb6a H MHHYTHOe ypaBHOBemeHHe, B rny6HHe-rapMOHw eCKkd 

POCT Bcero QenoBexa, cHapyzH, Mo(eT 6äTb, psi noTpHceHHf. 
(74) 

Such unity as described above by Gershenzon becomes identifiable 

with the universal unity of being, i. e. the discovery of 'I' leads 

to the revelation of universal ideas. Gershenzon argues that the 

perception of such unity necessarily leads to man becoming religious: 

religiousness is part of the spiritual wholeness which man attains 

as a result of his discovery of the universal ideas. 

In Master i Margarita Bulgakov shows how Moscow society is 

undermined by its citizens' failure to perceive such a unity as 

Gershenzon attempts to define above. The phenomenon of split 

personality occurs repeatedly in Bulgakov's novel in the context of 

a division between the characters' private and public selves - and 
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their private and public lives - between the material and spiritual 

aspects of being and between the demands arising from the recogni- 

tion of philosophical truth and the compulsory adherence to 

'socialist unreality'. Bulgakov presents the phenomenon of split 

personality in his work by means of showing how the main characters 

live 'outside themselves' in the literal sense of this expression. 

Gersbenzon argued previously that 'Pyccxx miTennxreiT ... 

, qenosex, ... ZHByjp4jj exe ce6R, B 6yxsanbxoM crmicne cnosa' (70). 

Gershenzon meant that a certain section of the Russian intelligentsia 

directed its interest wholly towards issues outwith their own personal 

existence, i. e. towards people, society and state. With creative 

ingenuity Bulgakov extends Gershenzon's argument in such a manner that 

the novel's characters come to live outside themselves in the 

fictional manifestations which represent those areas of their whole- 

ness of being in which they are crippled. For example: Berlioz 

believes in reason; the devil is conjured up as a factual manifesta- 

tion of the irrational. That is, Berlioz lives in the devil since 

the irrational aspect of being which the editor has sought to suppress 

is manifest in Woland. An attempt will be made later in this thesis 

to show that, similarly, Bezdomny comes to live in the Master: the 

Master emerges as the true artist in comparison with the false, 

official artist from Bezdomny's condition of schizophrenia. Margarita 

becomes a witch: her spirit is liberated from her body and it flies 

to meet the Master whose memory she has tried to suppress. These 

examples abound in Bulgakov's novel. It is possible to claim that 

Master i Margarita has been constructed in such a way that'as ä whole 

it reflects the kind of unity of personality, of universal being to 

which Gershenzon refers in his essay. The novel embraces a mult. i- 

plicity of split personalities - whom Gershenzon would call cripples - 
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and only a true artist, like Bulgakov, can perceive an outline of 

all humanity in such a gallery of shattered images. 

6. Attitude to ordinary people 

Both the contributors to Vekhi and Mikhail Bulgakov depict the 

intellectual leaders of their society as adopting a patronising 

attitude to ordinary people: they are shown as lacking in regard 

for the people. Gershenzon explains that the intelligentsia's 

crippled condition is responsible for its inability to understand 

the kind of wholeness of being which the mentality of the ordinary 

Russian people (xapoA) is capable of embracing22. Gershenzon 

writes: 

Carl 6esiymHwe, MW He r4ornH ZOHATb, qTO Ayma Hapoga - 
Bosce He tabula rasa, Ha KOTOpO 6es Tpyya MoxHO 'IepTHTb 

nxcbMeHa Eäcmeg o6pasoaaHHocTH. (85) 

He recalls the way in which the Slavophiles had tried to heighten 

the intelligentsia's estimation of ordinary people: the people may 

be compared to children as far as learning is concerned, but they 

must be likened to elders on the basis of their experience of life 

and their view of the world which has evolved from it. 

According to Gershenzon, the people hold beliefs which are 

primarily religious and which provide them with the means of coming 

to terms with life in general. The intelligentsia dismissed such 

beliefs as wild and primitive. Bulgakov's fictional depiction of 

the ordinary Moscow citizens in the 1930's shows that the intelli- 

gentsia's patronising attempts to enlighten the people in their 

darkness through ideological indoctrination have been unsuccessful. 

In Master i Margarita the devil. bears witness to the fact that 

despite constant and severe indoctrination the official ideology 

has failed to effect any meaningful change in the ordinary people of 
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Moscow. Woland remarks that inwardly people have remained the 

same as they always were: both 'thoughtless' and 'compassionate'. 

There are numerous examples in Bulgakov's novel which demonstrate 

that the ancient peasant superstitions are still rampant amidst the 

rational outlook on life fostered by official ideology and, further- 

more, that these beliefs have simply adapted to accommodate the 

mystery surrounding the Soviet authorities' political tactics in 

pursuing witch-hunts etc. in Moscow in the 1930's. In addition to 

superstition, religious habits are still common amongst the citizens; 

even Ivan Bezdomny grabs hold of an icon as he pursues the devil. 

Thus old beliefs and habits have survived in the face of the pre- 

vailing rational, materialist ideology and they continue to aid the 

people to come to terms with life and its mysteries. 

In his essay Gershenzon pleads for the intelligentsia to strive 

for a more complete understanding of their own wholeness and also of 

the nature of the ordinary Russian people. He concludes by stating 

that a movement towards this end had already begun amongst the 

intelligentsia: 

JBHzeHHe, 0 KOTOPOM H roaopio, -K TBOp'IecKOMy BHqHOMY 
camoC03HaHHIO, - yze Ha'IaJIOCb ... 

(96) 

Gershenzon's plea is fully in accordance with C. G. Jung's ideas 

relating to modern man's need for self-knowledge23 which in Jung's 

terms means the attainment of the utmost possible knowledge of one's 

wholeness. In the context of Master i Margarita it is important to 

note that in Jung's opinion the attainment of such knowledge is the 

most important way of finding an answer to the problem of evil in 

modern society. Later in this thesis it will be illustrated that 

Bulgakov's novel can be seen as representing a process in the course 

of which wholeness of being begins to emerge as the suppressed 
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regions of humanity are revived through the devil's agency. The 

characters are confronted with knowledge of their hidden aspects 

whose recovery aids the revelation of the truth about evil as it 

affected Soviet society in the 1930's. 

In his optimistic final note Gershenzon anticipates that the 

attainment of self-knowledge enables the individual to participate 

in public and social concerns in a more meaningful manner. Sadly, 

the attainment of this knowledge in the context of Bulgakov's work 

leads to the characters becoming alienated from their society, which 

considers such knowledge as a symptom of mental illness and madness, 

a threat to the status quo which it seeks to maintain at any cost. 

7. Good and evil 

Bulgakov's preoccupation with evil in Master i Margarita is 

related to the ethics of nihilism as discussed in S. Frank's Vekhi 

essay24 in the sense that the novel's conformist characters determine 

questions of right and wrong according to a uni-dimensional code of 

morality. 

In Bulgakov's novel the senior editor's instruction of the un- 

sophisticated young man shows that the prevailing materialist and 

rationalist dogma defines clearly the ethical code of behaviour in 

Moscow. Evil and wrong consist of everything that fails to enhance 

the authority of the official ideology while good and right embrace 

all that serves to maintain the status quo and to strengthen the grip 

of the accepted dogma on the citizens. The uni-dimensional quality 

of this outlook can be traced to the guiding principle of the 

nihilist ethics which centres on the assumption that material reality 

is the only reality. Frank states that one of the most regrettable 

consequences of such an assumption is reflected in the inept, even 
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hostile, attitude which the radical intelligentsia adopted to 

culture; in the Russian context culture came to be identified with 

utilitarianism25. In Master i Margarita Berlioz' uncompromising 

dismissal of the whole history of divinity (as it is expressed 

through stories relating to gods) as mythical nonsense shows that 

Frank's statement applies also to the Russian intellectuals of the 

1930's. 

In his novel Bulgakov juxtaposes the official dogma with the 

natural qualities of man in order to demonstrate that humanity 

cannot be contained within the limits of narrow dogmatism. The dis- 

crepancy which exists between ideology and real life is revealed as 

the devil arrives in the city. In his essay Frank explains that the 

discrepancy between theory and people arose from the fact that the 

intelligentsia's socialist 'belief' was based on so-called 'utili- 

tarian altruism'26. Frank hastens to add, however, that a socialist 

is not an altruist; it is true that he seeks to increase human 

happiness, but he does not love the living people, he loves his idea, 

i. e. the single idea of human happiness. As a result of the 

alienation which necessarily ensues from this attitude to living 

people and real life, morality which is derived from the nihilist 

'belief' is moralistic, even monastic, in nature. In other words, 

good and evil are clearly discernible by the followers of this 

'belief'; there is no room for hesitation or doubt. 

Iti Master i Margarita the devil's arrival in Moscow undermines 

severely the illusory security which the adoption of a dogmatic out- 

look on life has apparently created in the city. In terms o£ the 

official ethics Woland is evil because he represents those regions of 

humanity whose existence the prevailing ideology seeks to ignore and 

even to deny: for example, the official dogma propounds that material 
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reality is the only reality and Woland represents the reality of a 

metaphysical dimension. With the devil's appearance the characters 

are compelled to face evil as it concerns them both individually and 

socially - not in terms of the official code of ethics, but as it is 

determined according to a more profound understanding of morality. 

8. Conclusion 

It is argued in this thesis that the conditions which the con- 

tributors to Vekhi anticipate in their essays have become reality in 

Moscow in the 1930's as depicted by Bulgakov in Master i Margarita'. 

That is, at the ideological leaders' direction the intellectual 

environment has been turned into a spiritual desert. In order to 

give expression to the deep anxiety which characterised Bulgakov's 

attitude to the dogmatic outlook on life adopted by his society 

Bulgakov acts as the devil's disciple in his novel; he writes about 

evil from the devil's point of view. With the dissolution of the 

mystery surrounding the truth about evil in Moscow good begins to 

emerge. 

Bulgakov's treatment of the Master's predicament in the novel 

reveals that he was acutely aware of the fact that Master i Margarita 

could never be brought out into the open. The fate of the Master's 

story would await any attempt to have the novel published. The evil 

of narrow dogmatism which is typical of Soviet society's official 

ideology is amply illustrated through Bulgakov's unravelling of the 

theme of writer versus society. In a more general sense, the truth 

about evil as revealed through the devil's agency in the novel shows 

that, instead of leading the nation towards enlightenment, utili- 

tarianism, atheism and socialism, the ideological leaders of the new 

society plunge it into the depths of superstition and corrupt 
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materialism. 

The aim of this chapter, which has sought to explain how 

certain - not all - key ideas expressed in Vekhi are reflected in 

Matter i Margarita, has been to provide some illumination of the 

novel's philosophical and intellectual background. In this context 

it can be argued that the issues of loss of spirituality, utili- 

tarian 'faith', split personality and want of innate, instinctive 

understanding of good and evil, of right and wrong, as discussed in 

the essays of Vekhi, reappear more than two decades later as the 

primary themes of Mikhail Bulgakov's novel where Satan is loosed 

upon the city of Moscow. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

Woland's genealogy 



1. Introduction 

In Master i Margaritas the devil acts as an agent through whom 

the image of a whole human being emerges from the novel. In the 

previous chapter on Vekhi2 it was indicated that the division of this 

wholeness could be traced back to the time when radicalism which 

ignored the metaphysical aspects of human existence began to dominate 

life in Russian society. Before turning to a more detailed explo- 

ration of the devil's role in Bulgakov's novel it seems appropriate 

that some reference should be made to the genealogy of the devil in 

the light of two works which Bulgakov himself is known to have used 

frequently while working on Master i Margarita3. They are M. A. 

Orlov's study entitled Istoriya snosheniy chelöveka s d'yavolom4 and 

the Russian Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia - more specifically, the 
s 

entries in it on which Bulgakov made innumerable notes when writing 

the novel. This sketch of the devil's genealogy aims to provide some 

information on Bulgakov's characterisation of Woland as a devil who is 

not evil but who wills evil in order to do good. 

2. Arrogance 

Evil has preoccupied man through the ages. According to the 

Bible myth, evil ensues from the cataclysmic event of the Fall and 

permeates the consequential state of Original Sin. M. A. Orlov's 

study, Istoriya snosheniy cheloveka s d'yavolom6, focuses on the 

heathen aspect of man's preoccupation with evil, i. e. how evil is 

manifest in the realm of folk beliefs and customs. In his intro- 

duction Orlov describes the original state when man was still devoid 

of the arrogance which later came to define his attitude to nature. 

At that time man saw himself as the weaker being and animals were true 

gods to him. He acknowledged their strength and might, he trembled 
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and prayed to them. Then man was surrounded by something mysterious 

and strange which imprisoned his imperfect mind or understanding in 

such a way that he lived in a kind of permanent hallucinatory state. 

Reason and common sense were dominated by emotion and man felt himself 

incapable of drawing any rational conclusions about his natural 

surroundings. His interpretation of nature's ways became increasing- 

ly more fantastic. 

In their studies of the origins of man's understanding of good 

and evil Orlov describes the original state as a time when man lived 

unaffected by the pride of his own importance. In'Master i'Margärita 

the circumstances which according to Orlov define man's existence at 

the early stage have undergone a complete revolution. Modern man's 

arrogance is most clearly illustrated in the character of the literary 

editor Berlioz whose purely rational approach to life has endowed him 

with the illusion that man is the master of his life and of his 

environment. In Bulgakov's novel Berlioz finds all the explanations 

relevant to his existence in the rational outlook on life which he 

has fully adopted. According to this outlook life ends at death and 

material reality is the only reality. Questions relating to meta- 

physical phenomena are readily rejected by Berlioz as they cannot be 

answered on the basis of reason. 

Orlov writes that at the primary stage man imagined all things 

and phenomena pertaining to the universe as living beings endowed with 

a will and passions. Man respected and paid greater attention to 

those beings with whom he had to deal most frequently and who asserted 

their will and passions most forcibly upon his destiny. Subsequently, 

these original beliefs attained a more general meaning and the objects 

and phenomena relating to the external world came to be shrouded in 

divinity. This change in man's relationship with nature heralded the 
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rise of religions which eventually came to provide answers to the 

question of death. Almost invariably religions acquired the con- 

cept of dualism, i. e. most religions came to distinguish good divini- 

ties from evil ones, gods from demons. Soviet society's progress 

towards godlessness - in a metaphysical sense - at the time which 

Bulgakov describes in his novel emerges with inevitable certainty 

against the background of Orlov's exposition of the early stages in 

the development of the ideas of divinity: the fearful humility which 

defined man's attitude to the unknown at the primary stage has been 

replaced by irreverent pride culminating in the idea of man-godhood 

by which Soviet society is blinded. The dictates of the official 

dogma direct the citizens, not to stand in awe, but to assume control 

of 'all things and phenomena pertaining to the universe'. The 

duality of the official dogma is manifest in the juxtaposition of 

the man-god with the devil (e. g. Berlioz versus Woland). 

3. Man willing evil 

The Broekhaus-Efron Encyclopedia explains under its entry of 

'D'yavol (- klevetnik, obol'stitel')7 that the church's teaching 

about the evil spirit is alien to the concept of dualism in the sense 

that it acknowledges the Creator as the originator of both good and 

evil spirits: at the beginning the evil spirit was a good angel who 

rebelled willfully against God and thus became a being of evil and 

darkness. Furthermore, the Encyclopedia asserts that the church's 

teaching has always maintained that the devil cannot compel man to 

evil without man himself willing it. Pride, arrogance, envy and 

greed are cited as the primary causes for God's dismissal of the 

rebellious spirits. 

In Bulgakov's novel there is little evidence of Woland's 
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rebellion against God. On the contrary, repeated references are 

made to the fact that the devil is furthering the purposes of the 

Kingdom of Light: in Mephistopheles' words, Woland wills evil and 

does good. However, Bulgakov's presentation of the devil agrees 

with the church's view of the evil spirit in the sense that Woland 

must be seen as part of the idea of God; it will be shown later that 

Woland is a reflection of the double-sidedness of the God-image as 

conceived by C. G. Jung8. The most revealing parallel between 

Bulgakov's characterisation of the devil and the church's view of him 

is found in the belief that the devil cannot compel man to evil 

without man himself willing it. Bulgakov presents the devil as a 

catalyst who brings forth evil (e. g. pride, arrogance, envy, greed) 

inherent in the characters of the novel. 

4. The devil's likeness 

The Encyclopedia's exposition of the devil from the ethnological 

point of view9 draws attention to the fact that, as a general rule, 

man is not satisfied simply with understanding an abstract power or 

force but will always seek to contain the intangible idea in a con- 

crete, realistic image of something that is familiar to him. In a 

sense this aspiration marks a point at which the development outlined 

in Orlov's introduction -'the objects and phenomena relating to the 

external world came to be shrouded in divinity'10- suffers a reversal. 

The search for realistic images comprises also a search for the 

tangible representation of the evil spirit. 

The devil has also been portrayed in the likeness of representa- 

tines of lesser known tribes and nations simply because these people 

were different. In old Russia he was commonly seen as a Pole or a 

German. During the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries images of the devil 
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became increasingly more complex, but already at the end of the 17th 

century their excellence began to be undermined by the art of satire 

and caricature. 

In Bulgakov's novel the devil and the members of his retinue 

appear in human and animal disguises. Woland, Koroviev, Azazello 

and Hella look more or less like human beings; Behemoth acts like a 

human being but looks like a large black cat. The first manifesta- 

tion of the devilish spirit in the novel takes the form of a vision. 

Bulgakov contains an 'intangible idea in a concrete, realistic image'11 

as follows: 

H TYT 3HOAHbM BO3AYX cryCTHncn nepeA HHM, H COTKanCA 

H3 3TOrO Bo3Ayxa npospa'w rpa aHHH npecTpaxxoro allAa. 
Ha ManeHbKori rono xe HCOKe cKHSt KapTy3Hx, xneTqami 

Kypry3bIH BO39YEHbIA ze nHAxatIOK .., rpaxccaHHH POCTOM a 

CaKeHb, HO B nnegax Y30K, xyA HeHMOBepxo, H 4)H3HOHOMHA, 

jIpowy 3aMeTHTb, rnyMnHBaB. (424) 

Koroviev's form assumes a human likeness which is at first trans- 

parent. The shimmering heat of the afternoon accounts partly for the 

insubstantiality of the apparition. On the other hand, the trans- 

parence implies that Koroviev is a spirit originating from hellish 

heat which characterises the environment of the novel's Moscow 

chapters. 

Woland's outward appearance is extraordinary in the sense that 

it seems to vary according to each observer. The data relating to 

the description of Woland is collated after he has left Moscow. The 

diversity of the acquired information is astonishing: 

Tax, B nepBOH H3 HHX CKa9aHo, TO menoBex 3TOT ObM 

ManeHbxoro pOCTa, 9y6w HMen 3OIIOTble H xpoMan Ha iipnyio 

HOry. Bo BTOPOf - MTO genoBex 6bm POCTy TpomaAHoro, 

KOpOHKH HMen nnaTHHOBbie, xpoMan Ha neayK1 Hory. TpeTbH 

naKOHHneCKH cooftaeT, 'ITO oco6bic npMMeT y YenoaeKa He 
6bino. 

npHXORHTC$ npHsHaTb, PTO HH OAHa H3 3THX CBOAOK 

HHxyya He rORHTCg. (426) 
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The lack of unanimity as to the information relating to the devil's 

outward appearance suggests that every informer or individual creates 

his or her image of the devil and that the devil's appearance is 

changeable. In the text of Genesis God announces; 'Let us make man 

in our image, after our likeness ... 
112 As God created man in his 

own image, so Bulgakov's characters - indoctrinated to believe in man- 

godhood - evoke and depict a devil who corresponds to their individual 

view of him while each view comes to reflect the individual characters 

themselves. 

Above the characters' descriptions of the devil towers the 

narrator's image of him: 

PaHbme Bcero: HH Ha xaxyw Hory ormcbmaeMbIA He xpoHan, 

H POCTY 6bm He ManeHbKorO H He rpOMaAHOrO, a IIPOCTO 

BbicoKoro. tiTO KacaeTCH syÖOB, TO c neBoA CTOPOHbI y Hero 
6 xnn nnaTHHOBble KOpOHKH, ac npaaoA - sonoTbie. (426) 

Bulgakov's description of Woland accords well with the convention of 

presenting the devil as a foreigner: 

OH 6wn B AoporoM cepoM xocTioMe, ß sarpaHHXHboc, B ugeT 
KOCTioMa, Tycpnax. Cepbu3 6epeT OH BHXO sanorHn Ha yxo, 
IIOA MbIIIIKOii HeC TPOCTb c' ep Ha6anAamHHKOM B ßHge 
rOHOBbl rIyAenH. no nHAy - neT copoxa c nmiHHM. POT 

KaKo -TO KpHBOH. BbI6pgT rnajxo. BploHeT. IIpaBb 

rnas nepHbi , neBbni no'ieMy-TO senexblA. $pOBH gepHbie, 
HO OAHa Bbm ApyroH. CnOßoM - HHOCTpaHeI.. (426-7) 

Thus Woland emerges as a well-dressed foreigner whose facial 

characteristics are irregular, asymmetrical. Berlioz and Bezdomny 

detect quickly the fact that Woland must be a foreigner as his out- 

ward appearance is so different from that of the Moscow citizens. 

They become alarmed as the very difference itself threatens the 

uniformity upon which their enclosed society's stability and survival 

rest. Consequently, a foreigner can easily be turned into a devil 

in a society which holds the view that any exception to the rule of 

the official dogma must be evil. 
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The mention of precious metals, i. e. platinum and gold, and the 

reference to black and green colours recalls characteristics commonly 

attributed to the devil's appearance in folk tradition. The outline 

of the black poodle will emerge only later as the insignia of the 

devil's reign. At this stage it simply implies the devil's connec- 

tion with symbols and signs in which animals are figured. Although 

Woland himself is not likened to animal forms in Bulgakov's novel a 

number of different animals are conjured up through the magic which 

his assistants wield, e. g. the hog on which Natasha rides, the bird on 

the doctor's table, the rook which acts as Margarita's driver. Woland 

appears only in two disguises throughout the novel; as a stylish 

foreigner and magician in the material reality of Moscow and as a 

shabby, untidy devil suffering from rheumatism on his own 'fifth 

dimension'. The satire which emerges from Bulgakov's portrayal of the 

devil does not in any way diminish Woland's stature as it relates 

wholly to the revelation of the folly and corruption with which Moscow 

society had become riddled. 

5. The devil's influence 

It is made quite clear by Bulgakov in Master i Margarita that the 

devil is neither omniscient, nor omnipotent as regards his influence on 

human beings. For example, he does not take the final decision on the 

Master's destiny; neither does he know what this decision is until it 

is reported to him by an emissary from the Kingdom of Light. After 

that he helps to execute this decision's command. Woland does, how- 

ever, exercise considerable influence on human beings as illustrated 

by the state of general disorder in Moscow while he visits the city. 

This influence can be understood better in the light of the essay 

which appears in the'Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia under the entry of 
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'Demon'13 

In this essay V. Solov'ev provides a further dimension to the 

study of Woland's genealogy as he explains how the demonic spirit is 

manifest in classical literature, religion and philosophy. Solov'ev 

refers to Homer's epos and he points out that in Homer's writing - 

unlike in Master i Margarita - it is the demon who takes the final 

decision on human destinies. Here the demon is remembered in oaths, 

he is seen as the good and wise inspiration from above and, further- 

more, the power to arouse unusual courage and decisiveness in human 

14 
beings is ascribed to the demon. In Moscow depicted by Bulgakov 

the devil is constantly remembered in oaths. Only these oaths are 

not uttered for the solemn evocation of the demon in order that some 

assistance would be acquired from the 'other world', but they are 

voiced by the characters quite involuntarily and, as it turns out, 

also unwittingly. There are numerous instances in the novel where 

ordinary everyday expressions are taken by Bulgakov in their literal 

meaning and employed as a means of making metaphysical ideas manifest 

in the material reality of Moscow. Oaths connected with the evoca- 

tion of the devil are most common amongst these instances. 

According to Solov'ev gods and demons were seen as an integral 

part of man's everyday existence in the classical world. Simi1ariy, 

in Master i Margarita the devil plays an essential part in the Moscow 

citizens' daily lives. The frequency with which he is summoned by 

the characters bears evidence to this. It is important to note that 

the devil or his assistants appear almost without exception only when 

called forth by the citizens. The following examples show what kind 

of expressions are used when referring to the devil: 

Koroviev's first appearance in the novel is preceded by 

Berlioz thinking: 
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11 
... nopa 6POCHTb pce x uepTy ... 

" (424) 

After the transparent vision of Koroviev disappears the 

editor dismisses the whole incident by swearing: 

- cy Tbl wepT! (425) 

In connection with the conversation between Woland, Berlioz 

and Bezdomny the following expressions are employed: 

"gepT, cnuan Bce ... " (Berlioz) (434) 

... RepT sxaeT ... (the narrator) (460) 

The Chairman of the Theatrical Commission, Prokhor Petrovich, 

is spirited out of his suit as a result of saying 

It ... 'epTS 6 Mei awinx! " (606) 

Margaritas first meeting with Azazello follows her impulsive, 

desperate utterance: 

"Ax, npaso, Abxaony 6w R sanoxMna Aymy, XIT06w 
TOnbKO ysHaTb, zi oH. HnH HeTI" (639) 

With these words Margarita makes a bargain with the devil: 

she offers her soul in exchange for knowledge of the Master. 

In the novel there are countless examples of the unsuspecting 

characters unwittingly calling for the devil. 

In most cases the characters use the 'devilish' expressions to 

dismiss matters unpalatable to them. The evocation of the devil in 

this manner introduces a great deal of grotesque humour into the novel 

as the reader has superior knowledge of the fact that 'the devil does 

know' and 'the devil does take'. Thus the reader shares the author's 

derisory laughter at man's ignorance as regards the devil's existence. 

It must be emphasised at this point that expressions or oaths relating 

to the devil are extremely common in Russian everyday language and 

almost innocuous in meaning. This factor greatly increases the 

humour and the irony which arises from the use of these expressions; 
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by repeatedly calling to the devil the Moscow citizens speak and 

accept the truth of his reality or existence despite themselves. 

In this context the deepest irony emerges from the fact that Soviet 

citizens who are allegedly professed atheists and materialists keep 

referring to a metaphysical power time after time. Thus, far fppm, 

succeeding in erasing all traces of spirituality from man's awareness 

the materialist dogma has not succeeded even in eradicating its 

superficial manifestation from everyday speech. The ordinary 

people's willingness to blame the devil and witchcraft for happenings 

which cannot be explained otherwise - often for reasons of self- 

preservation - bears further witness to the fact that the devil's 

influence must be taken into account as an integral part of everyday 

life in Moscow in the 1930's as presented in Master i Margarita. 

The question now arises as to what kind of influence the devil 

exercises on human beings. In his essay Solov'ev states that in 

Homer's work the demon may have either a positive or a negative effect 

on man's destiny. It has already been mentioned that Homer sees the 

demon as a good and wise inspiration on men and also as an instigator 

of courage and decisiveness in them. In the Master's and Margarita's 

case the devil acts as an agent who is connected with inspiration and 

unusual courage and decisiveness. In a later chapter the devil's 

dimension will be discussed in detail and an attempt will be made to 

show that Margarita acts as inspiration both to the Master's creative 

activity and to his resurrection from the asylum. In order to 

accomplish, particularly, the latter mission unusual qualities are 

required of her. Since Margarita emerges from the novel as the 

character who is most at ease on the devil's dimension it is possible 

to argue that the inspiration, the unusual courage and decisiveness 
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with which Bulgakov endows her in the novel are at least partly 

derived from her apparently natural affinity h; th the devil. Only it 

must be emphasised in this context that the inspiration which 

Margarita can offer to the Master's art is not so much good or wise as 

simply life-enhancing: she puts her life into the Master's story. 

Solov'ev points out that more frequently, however, the demon is 

considered by Homer as a being who exercises a harmful power over man: 

a raging fire connected with the killing of soldiers, a violent death, 

an unfavourable wind, a deceptive and destructive instigation to evil 

deeds and the ability to endow a person with a destructive power are 

all attributed to the demon. In Homer's work also the Olympian gods 

are endowed with evil qualities and they are shown to exercise a 

destructive influence on man. At first sight it would appear that 

in Bulgakov's novel the effect which the devil and his retinue have 

on the citizens and life in Moscow parallels closely the above 

description of the demons' destructive influence on human. beings in 

the world of Antiquity. Woland and his assistants are shown to wield 

a harmful influence on the Moscow citizens in the sense that during 

their stay in the city life becomes extremely disorderly there and the 

people suffer from a great deal of confusion and even terror. How- 

ever, as it will be argued later in this thesis, neither the devil nor 

his assistants display either good or evil qualities in the novel. 

Admittedly they play pranks, deceive and pretend but all this is done 

in order that evil may be willed out of the citizens themselves and 

as a result good will ensue. 

lt is true to say that the protagonists of Bulgakov's novel who 

are in direct contact with the devil either end up in the mental 

asylum or die, or both. This happens, for instance, to the Master, 

Margarita, Berlioz, Bezdomny, the compere Bengalsky etc. Arrests 
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take place and trials or investigations ensue as a result of the 

tricks played upon the Moscow citizens by Woland's assistants. On 

the whole the destinies of those characters with whom Woland has 

dealings turn out to be unfortunate. Their lives deteriorate 

either because they make an attempt to swim against tle tide of the 

official ideology (i. e. the Master) or because they are involved in 

telling lies and in petty corruption for personal gain (e. g. Bosoi). 

On the other hand, according to the classical understanding of 

demons the existence of evil demons was related to the individual's 

earthly life15. If the individual was destined to become a demon 

after his death, then the choice of whether he would become a good or 

evil demon depended on the nature of his earthly life; a wicked life 

would naturally give birth to an evil demon. When related to 

Bulgakov's novel this aspect of the classical view of demons acquires 

a deep layer of irony: in terms of Soviet society a happy man has 

been endowed with a demon of self-deception and falsity and an un- 

fortunate man with a demon who commits his master to seek the truth. 

This proposition implies that man has little control over his destiny 

and, furthermore, that happiness in Soviet society is based on self- 

deception and falsity (good) and misfortune on the recognition of the 

truth (evil). Bulgakov's task in Master i Margarita embraces the 

difficulty of presenting the opposition of good and evil which is 

wholly out of balance with the conventional understanding of morality: 

in the novel happiness ensues from good which in conventional terms 

would be seen as evil and misfortune is born out of evil which in 

conventional terms would be defined as good. Herein lies the para- 

dox outlined by the contributors to Vekhi and explored by Mikhail 

Bulgakov in his fiction. 
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It seems relevant that in connection with the discussion on 

the devil's influence some attention should be given also to out- 

lining the region or regions from where he originates and where he 

operates. It is quite clear in Master i Margarita that Woland's 

dimension is related both to the world of material reality and the 

Kingdom of Light. For example, he acts as an intermediary between 

these two levels at the end of the novel where he helps to execute 

the command by which the Master's and Margarita's destiny is decided 

upon. In the classical culture, too, the demon may be seen as an 

intermediary between the immortal divinity and the mortal man16. 

This conception arises from an understanding according to which demons 

are the dead people of the golden era. When these people were 

enveloped in the earth's bosom, Zeus endowed them with glory and made 

them guardians of the rest of the dead people. Satan's Ball 

establishes Woland's connection with the world of the dead: the 

guests emerge from their graves through the fire to attend the rout 

which is hosted by the devil. In addition to this, Woland must be 

seen also as an intermediary between temporality and eternity, between 

life and death in the sense that through his agency the Master's novel 

survives in a kind of state of 'non-existence' or oblivion. In the 

Master's and Margarita's case it can be claimed that Woland mediates 

between the paradoxical states of death in life (the material reality 

of Moscow) and life in death (the final peace of oblivion attainable 

in the first circle of hell). 

6. In support of the irrational fact 

In Master i Margarita the conformist characters believe that 

they possess the kind of mind or intellect which can control the 

universe. However, the apparent omnipotence of the man-god - whose 
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Emergence was explored in the previous chapter in the light of ideas 

put forward by notable thinkers in Vekhi» - is seriously undermined 

by the devil's appearance. Just as in the classical world rational 

monism failed to account sufficiently for the whole of empirical 

reality, so the rational outlook upon which Soviet society is founded 

cannot embrace all questions relating to such reality. For example, 

Berlioz asserts that there is no evidence for the existence of God in 

the realm of reason. Woland's visit to Moscow demonstrates amply the 

inadequacy of the official rationalist and materialist ideology in 

relation to the empirical reality of human existence. It is shown in 

the novel that the empirical reality of human existence is not con- 

fined simply to the experience of purely material things and events 

but comprises also the perception of the metaphysical phenomena of 

being. For this reason a number of classical philosophers spoke out 

in support of the irrational fact in opposition to absolute reason, 

i. e. 'npaBa xppauxoxanbxoro 4taxTa npoTHB a6coJUOTnoro pasyMa'18. 

For example, Socrates mocked at deficient rational cosmology 

while, on the other hand, he himself came to be criticised for bring- 

ing into existence new demons. That is, Socrates accepted that the 

world and all human existence are managed by one superior intellect or 

mind which acts according to expediency; he identified virtue with 

recognition of the truth and believed that the ways and means through 

which the all-pervading intellect manifests itself are to a large 

extent purely empirical and irrational (i. e. in the sense that their 

reason is not accessible to man). This relates to Socrates' favour- 

able testimony relating to the moments of demonic inspiration he him- 

self experienced. Thus while reducing the essence of morals to 

notions conceived by reason Socrates, on the basis of his own 

experience, envisaged a mystical element which he understood as 
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dominating rational motives in particular manifestations of man's 

ethical life. 

While it can be argued that the whole of Bulgakov's novel bears 

witness to the triumph of the mystical element over reason in man's 

ethical life it must be recognised that, like Socrates, Bulgakov does 

not seek to dismiss reason as such, but he tries to show the limita- 

tions of the kind of outlook which is based exclusively on reason. 

For this purpose Bulgakov acknowledges the reality of the irrational 

fact, which becomes manifest in the character of Woland, and he sets 

this fact in opposition to absolute reason on which the official out- 

look depends. Such opposition illustrates that from the official 

viewpoint Woland represents evil. His very existence threatens the 

accepted good propounded by the official ideology. However, as 

regards the truth concerning the totality of human experience Woland 

must be seen as wielding a positive and good influence; through his 

agency this truth is illuminated time and time again. The paradoxi- 

cal duality which characterises Woland's relation to the absolute 

opposites of good and evil is even further developed by Bulgakov in 

his novel. This development leads to the emergency of what C. G. Jung 

calls the 'complexio oppositorum' of the God-image in man19 and it is 

explained below in the context of the development which occurred in 

classical culture as regards demons. 

According to Solov'ev in the post-Socratic epoch some writers 

still accepted the simple opposition of good and evil demons. This 

opposition was sometimes expressed in a tendency to call the evil 

ones demons and the good ones gods. However, a clear distinction 

into good and evil could not be maintained any longer in relation to 

classical mythological divinities as there was not a single being 
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amongst them who was devoid of evil traits or deeds. When the 

religious-philosophical ideas came to include the notion of the 

worthiness of worshipping only the absolute good, the entire 

Hellenistic pantheon had to be expelled from the sphere of true 

divinity; that is, all Olympian gods and goddesses turned out to be 

demons, spirits of deception and evil. Thus this development, which 

was finally sanctioned by patristic philosophy, was not in any way 

accidental or external to Hellenistic thought but, in, fact, contained 

the last expression of the classical view on the subject of demons20. 

Soviet society's official ideology is also'shown in Bulgakov's 

novel to advocate worshipping only the absolute good which is clearly 

defined in terms of reason. As Bulgakov rejects the exclusive use 

of reason he inevitably moves away from a morality dictated by its 

command. Subsequently, a new understanding of the moral absolutes 

of good and evil is conceived in the novel; it is best described by 

C. G. Jung's terms which refer to a conflict where the dark aspects 

of the God-image (evil) come into opposition with the view that God 

is Light (good)21. It will be argued later in this thesis that this 

is the form in which Bulgakov perceives the God-image entering man. 

Vekhi's contributors lament the radical intelligentsia's lack of 

understanding of the complexity of human experience, particularly in 

its metaphysical manifestations. In Master i Margarita the conform- 

ist characters become so inextricably caught in the web of this com- 

plexity - admittedly only while the devil is in the city - that they 

can no longer escape its reality. In the following chapter an 

attempt will be made to show that the paradoxical way in which 

Bulgakov sees the God-image entering man is based on a far deeper and 

more realistic awareness of the kind of wholeness of human life and 

unity of vision (advocated particularly by Gershenzon in Vekhi) 
22 
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than could be contained in any view asserting the virtue Qf a 

specific absolutist principle. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

The devil in Moscow 
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1. Introduction 

The role of the devil and his assistants in Master i Margarita1 

is now studied from two different standpoints. The first half of 

this chapter concentrates on looking at the devil in relation to 

Berlioz and Bezdomny, that is, as he appears 'in support of the 

irrational fact' which is placed in opposition to absolute reason2. 

In the second half of the chapter the devil and his assistants are 

viewed in relation to ordinary Moscow people. Here, Woland and his 

retinue are seen to stand for a more common-sense, more rational 

attitude to life than that to which the superstitious citizens adhere. 

In both sections the Moscow characters are shown to lead a false life 

in the sense that they try to ignore man's essential nature as it 

exists both in its material and metaphysical manifestations. ' Vekhi's 

essayists3 were only too aware of the consequences which would ensue 

from adherence to ideologies which endeavour to suppress man's 

spirituality. They also understood the potential spiritual strength 

inherent in the Russian people which the radical intelligentsia so 

lightly dismissed in its fervour for seeking to enlighten, or 

indoctrinate, the masses4. In this chapter an attempt will be made 

to show that in Master i Margarita Bulgakov depicts the false and 

illusory atmosphere which prevails in Moscow as resulting from the 

people's acceptance - both enforced and voluntary - of the highly 

erroneous picture of man outlined in the dogma to which the radical 

intelligentsia had given birth and on which the new Soviet society is 

founded. 

In the Grand Inquisitor legend 5 
Dostoevsky deals with the kind 

of illusory happiness which fails to take into account the true worth 

of humanity. In'Master i Margarita Bulgakov seeks to reveal the 

truth about evil on which the illusory well-being and stability of 
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Moscow society depends. Bulgakov's voyage of discovery yields 

knowledge of the paradox which defines the understanding of good and 

evil in Moscow as presented in Bulgakov's work and which explains the 

devil's keenness to prove God's existence. 

2. The devil and the ünconsdious 

2.1 Introduction 

In connection with a more detailed study of the devil's part in 

Bulgakov's novel it is helpful to recall Ivan Karamazov's devil as 

depicted by Dostoevsky6. Woland and Ivan's devil have a great deal 

in common. Although Woland is elegantly and expensively dressed 

when he enters the novel, in the second part - where he is presented 

on his own 'fifth dimension' - his appearance evokes memories of the 

shabbiness of Ivan Karamazov's devil. Patently Koroviev's trousers 

also have been inherited from Ivan's devil. Both Woland and Ivan's 

devil suffer from rheumatism. Both of them refer to a particular 

incident as a likely cause of an illness from which they have come to 

suffer: Woland puts the blame for his aching knee on his encounter 

with a beautiful witch in 15717; Ivan's devil recalls how he caught 

a most unpleasant cold when he was flying through the frosty, empty 

space in evening dress and an open waistcoat in a hurry to a diplo- 

matic receptions. Like Woland and his assistants, Ivan's devil has 

a habit of disappearing into thin air and, as already mentioned, of 

flying through space. All these similarities relate to the devils' 

dress and habits. It is more important, however, for the study of 

the thematic significance of the devil in Bulgakov's novel to seek 

the parallels in the way in which Woland and Ivan's devil reflect 

human psychology. 
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First it seems appropriate to illustrate how the protagonists' 

attitude to the devil has changed in the time between the writing of 

Brat'ya Karamazovy and Master i Margarita9. The comparison of 

Berlioz' and Bezdomny's attitude to the devil with Ivan Karamazov's 

attitude to him demonstrates the extent to which man's arrogance has 

increased in this time. Ivan Karamazov questions the devil: 

1) - YX H TbI B 6ora He BepHmb? 

2) - ECTb 6or x HeT? 

3) - He sxaemb, a 6ora HfuHmb? (695) 

In Bulgakov's novel the devil poses the questions: 

1) - ... Bbl M3Bonxnx rosop»Tb, 'iTO Uncyca ne 6xno Ha 
cBeTe? 

2) - ... eue x ae sepwTe B Bora? 

3) - Bm - aTeIwmI?! (428) 

and finally the devil's most important question: 

4) -A AbHBona Tote xeT? (461) 

Berlioz and Bezdomny reply in a presumptuous and firm manner. As it 

is Ivan Karamazov who questions the devil in Dostoevsky's work, it is 

clear that he is still searching for the answers which Bulgakov's 

protagonists offer readily and without any hesitation. Ivan Kara- 

mazov's manner of questioning is arrogant but the arrogance only 

truly culminates in the replies given by Berlioz and Bezdomny. 

Thus in the opening episode Woland must be seen as the means by 

which Bulgakov is measuring the extent to which man's arrogance has 

increased in the society depicted in Master'i Margarita. This 

increase of arrogance was detectable in the intelligentsia's 

radicalism already at the beginning of this century as illustrated 

in the previous chapter10. 
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2.2 'The devil as an aspect of the protagonists' personalities 

In both Dostoevsky's and Bulgakov's works the devil may be seen 

as representing or evoking metaphysical ideas which the protagonists 

resist on the grounds of reason but which spring from their minds 

willy-nilly. Ivan Karamazov's devil avoids answering his master's 

questions and argues simply for his own existence: 

- ... Je pense donc je suis, 3TO R SHalo Ha epHo, 
ocTanbxoe ze ace, MTO KpyroM McHR, Bce 3TH WPM, 6or 

H gaze cam caTaHa, - Bce 3TO Rnx Meu He AoKa3axo, 
CyueCTByeT nH OHO C8MO no ce6e, HnH eCTb TOnbKO oAHa 

MOH 3MaHaUHR, nOCneJOBaTenbHoe pa38HTHe Moero . 9, 

CyUeCTBy}OUerO ROBpeMeHHO H eRHHOnHgH O ... (695) 

The devil's words echo the view expressed by Ivan Karamazov a few 

pages earlier where he claims that the devil is 'a lie', 'an illness' 

and 'a phantom': 

- ... Ta Mox rannwgxHax B. Tu BonnolgeHHe McHK caMoro, 
TO/thhKO OAHOH, ßnponeM, MoeA CTOpOHbI ... MOHR n icnefi H 

gYBCTB, TOnbKO cawbm ra xxH rnyrrux. (689) 

Somewhat later Ivan Karamazov asserts further that the devil is simply 

an aspect of himself; 

Ti - st, Ti ecTb st x 6onee Hxgero! Tu RpnHb, TM 
Hog 4aHTasHx! (695) 

In his novel Bulgakov can be seen as employing Dostoevsky's 

device in assigning the devil a function through which he (i. e. the 

devil) becomes an extension or an aspect of the protagonists' 

personalities. In the course of Master i Margarita Woland and his 

assistants also come to be regarded as 'a lie', 'an illness' and 'a 

phantom'. The state of hallucination is offered in the novel as one 

possible explanation for the magic which this motley group wields. 

In the early part of the novel Ivan Bezdomny might well have uttered 

words similar to those with Which Ivan Karamazov challenges his devil: 

- ... HasxzeTcx ate Taxorf xomrsap! Ho x He 6olocb Te6x. 
R Te6x npeoAoneio. He caesyT a cyMacmeJwM Rom! (689) 
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How is the devil employed by Bulgakov to represent certain aspects of 

the protagonists' personalities and what ideas can be seen manifest in 

Woland's character? Reference to Ivan Karamazov's devil may serve to 

illuminate this study. 

2.3 Dro-ams, memory and ha1lutinations 

To illustrate how Bulgakov employs the devil to represent certain 

aspects of human psychology it is helpful to refer to the explanation 

which Ivan Karamazov's devil offers to his master in order to 

demonstrate the importance of the role which he plays in his master's 

life. Ivan's devil likens his role to the function which dreams 

perform in human life: 

- ... 
CnymaH: B cxax, H oco6efHo s xomMapax, ... 

HHor, Ra BHßHT ßenoaeK TaxHe xygoIecTaeHHbie cHbl, Taxyio 
CnOXHYIO H peanbHYIO , ReflCTBHTenbHOCTb, TaKHe CO6UTH$1 HnH 
Raze i; enbiIi MHp CO6bITHii, CBSi3aHHb1 TaxOIO HHTpHroi C TaKHMH 
H2OxmgaHHbIMH IIOZI, po6HOCTRMHp ... tITO) ... 

AeB TOncTo He 
Co'IHHHTP ... 

(691-2) 

Ivan Karamazov's devil claims that he is like a dream or a nightmare 

in the sense that he aids man to perceive things which without his 

agency would remain outside man's awareness: 

- ... A XOTb H TBox rannioruxauxx, Ho, xax xB xomNape, 
A rosopio aeup3 opxrxsanbsaie, xaxxe Te6e go cHx nop B ronosy 
iie rtpxxo, Rxnx. 9 ... 

(692) 

Ivan's devil asserts that he does not simply repeat his master's 

ideas but, on the contrary, gives expression to original thoughts. 

However, he is caught out by Ivan as he relates an apparently 

'original' anecdote. Ivan recalls suddenly: 

- ... 3TOT aHeK, ROT O KBagpHnfHOHe neT - 9TO SI CaMM 
COHHHHn ! 

... $1 ero 6bmo sa6bui ... HO OH mHe UpHnomnHJICm 
TelIepb ÖeCCO3HaTenbH0 - eie Camomy, a He Tä paCCKasan 
(697-8) 

The anecdote which has faded from its master's memory has remained in 

the devil's keeping. Thus, Ivan's devil is closely connected with 
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the unconscious life of man, i. e. with the uncharted regions of 

sleep, dreams, nightmares, hallucinations and submerged memories 

Ivan Karamazov acknowledges the devil's connection with the 

phenomena which may be seen as issuing from the unconscious springs 

of man's mind, that is, he calls the devil 'a phantom', 'a hallucina- 

tion', 'a dream' and 'a nightmare'. The ideas manifest in the 

devil's character will be discussed later in the thesis but it is 

worthwhile to note here that the aspects of Ivan's personality 

represented by the devil are disagreeable and distasteful to him. 

How does Dostoevsky's presentation of the devil as an issue of man's 

unconscious life relate to the way in which the devil is depicted in 

Bulgakov's novel? 

To illustrate Woland's relation to man's unconscious life it is 

necessary to recall the kind of circumstances in which the devil and 

12 
his assistants appear in the opening chapters of Master i Margarita. 

The first encounter: 

1. Hallucination 

A vision of Koroviev arises from hot air and disappears. 

Berlioz remarks to Ivan Bezdomny: 

(425) 
- ... Aaxe 'TO-TO spoj e rannwiixawn 6wio ... 

2. Mythical nonsense 

Woland appears as Berlioz is explaining that religions 

have always had their gods and that the stories relating 

to these gods are nonsense or myth; the same applies to 

the story of Jesus Christ. (425-6) 
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3. Dream 

Woland relates the first part of the Pontius Pilate 

story and at the end of it Bezdomny wonders whether 

he has been simply dreaming on a park bench. (459) 

4. 'Madness or mental illness 

Berlioz and Bezdomny begin to suspect strongly that 

Woland is mad. They refer to him in their thoughts 

as '6onbaoft'. Berlioz arrives at an explanation: 

"BOT Te6e ace x o6bxcHHnocb! - iioRyman 
Bepnxos B CMsTexxx, - npxexan cyriacmegmH2 
HeMeg IinH TOnbKO YTO CI1$ITHn Ha fIaTpxapmHx. 
BOT TaK xcTOpxx! " (460) 

In the space of two pages Woland is described as 

'6e3yi*ib ', 'itpx Aymesxog 6onesHH', '6onbnoft' and 

'cyriacme' again. (460-1) 

5. Death 

Koroviev materialises - no longer a vision, but a 

tangible being - in order to direct Berlioz' way 

towards death. This occurs when the editor runs 

frantically to report to the authorities the 

appearance of a toad German at the Ponds. (462) 

6. ' Paralysis 

After Berlioz' death Bezdomny falls into a state of 

paralysis which prevents him from catching the 

criminals, i. e. Woland, Koroviev and the large, 

black cat. Bezdomny is helpless as 

Hecxonbxo pas on imtTancn IIORHHTbCA p 
no Horn ero He cnymanHcb -c Ee9Romibz 

IlpHxfIO UinOCL %ITO-TO npoge napanHxia. 

(464) 
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When he tries to take hold of the villains he ends 

up empty-handed. However fast Bezdomny runs he 

makes no advance in relation to those whom he 

pursues. (466-7) Koroviev disappears into a bus, 

the cat jumps onto a moving tram and the professor 

escapes through the Moscow streets. 

These incidents illustrate how Berlioz' and Bezdomny's encounter 

with the devil and his companions defies the logic of pure reason. 

The extraordinary happenings in which the editor and the impatient 

young man are compelled to partake are connected with the kind of 

experiences which may be undergone in dreams and nightmares or they 

may be defined as hallucinations, manifestations of mental illness or 

a disturbed balance of mind. Thus Woland and his retinue, like Ivan 

Karamazov's devil, are closely connected with irrational experiences 

which are comparable to ideas and images conjured up from man's un- 

conscious life in a most vivid and factual manner in dreams. 

Bulgakov, like Dostoevsky, employs the devil in order to speak out 'in 

support of the irrational fact' in opposition to absolute reason. 

It seems most likely that on the basis of his reading of the 

Brockhaüs-Efron Encyclopedia13 Bulgakov was familiar with its account 

of Socrates' encounters with the demon who entered the philosopher's 

reasonable will for the purpose of beneficial inspiration in isolated 

instances. The Encyclopedia's account is relevant to this thesis as 

it serves to illuminate the way in which the devil becomes manifest 

in Master i Margarita and also the purpose for which he appears. A 

closer look at Socrates' experiences of the demon reveal. $ some further 

parallels between Ivan Karamazov's devil and Woland. 
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The demon appeared to Socrates as a tangible bcing who 

delivered expedient messages. Plato and Xenophon unanimously testify 

to the fact that the demon spoke to Socrates through the language of 

sounds and signs. Because of the tangible form in which the demon 

became manifest during the moments of inspiration he could not be 

regarded simply as a voice of conscience or the categorical imperative. 

Because of the expediency (in the highest moral sense) of the messages 

received by Socrates these moments of inspiration could not be dis- 

missed simply as hallucinations caused by illness. Plutarch likened 

Socrates' experiences to what happens to man while he is asleep: 

although man's external organs relating to the senses are inactive, 

impressions and inspirations arise from within his soul and these take 

forms which are perceptible through the organs: images can be seen 

and sounds can be heard. Thus moments of inner inspiration can be 

transformed into tangible, external sensations. Plutarch argued 

that this was happening to Socrates in a wakeful state. Socrates 

considered the demon's existence to be an empirical fact. 

In Master i Margarita Bulgakov, like Dostoevsky in his novel, 

creates an impression that the devil appears to the characters while 

they are in a state of wakefulness - even if Ivan Bezdomny thinks that 

he may have dreamt it all and even if Ivan Karamazov claims that his 

devil is simply part of his dream or nightmare. Both authors present 

the devil as a tangible being; for example, in each case his outward 

appearance is carefully described. Also in both cases the devil's 

messages are expedient: they are an essential part of the argument 

with which the characters are at the time preoccupied. The short 

list of the circumstances in which Berlioz and Bezdomny first 

encounter the devil and his assistants reveals that 'dreaming in a 

state of wakefulness' provides a very plausible explanation for these 
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characters' experience. 

The condition of apparent paralysis from which both Ivan Bezdomny 

and Ivan Karamazov suffer at some point during their meeting with the 

devil further asserts the plausibility of an explanation which takes 

into account the dream-like quality of the experience. Paralysis is 

commonly experienced in dreams in which the dreamer cannot escape a 

danger because he is unable to move or take action at a vital moment. 

Ivan Karamazov's paralysis becomes apparent at the end of his 

encounter with the devil as noises from outside begin to penetrate 

into his awareness: 

CTyK npogonxancx. HBaH XOTen 6ä71O KHHYTbCB K OKHy; 
80 TITO-TO KaK 6u BApyr CBHsaiio eijp HorH H pyiH. H90 Bcex 
CHn OH Hanpsiranc KaK 661 nOpBaTb CBOH nYTb1, HO TigeTHO. 
CTYK a OKHO ycHnHBanca Bce Gonbme H rpowie. HaKOHCU 

BRpyr IIOPBanHCb nyTbl, H HBaH OegopoBHq BCKOmHn Ha RHBase. 
(704) 

The dream-like quality of Ivan Bezdomny's experience continues even 

after his ability to move returns: he walks, and eventually runs, at 

a supernatural speed without getting any closer to his target. This 

illustrates that he is still affected by the apparent paralysis 

described above. 

On the basis of his personal experience of the demon Socrates 

looked beyond rational cosmology towards irrational, even mystical 

elements, which he saw dominating man's rational motives particularly 

in certain manifestations of ethical life. That is, Socrates 

belonged to the group of classical philosophers who spoke out 'in 

support of the irrational fact' in opposition to absolute reason 
14 

- An 

attempt is made here to show that this premise, which is put forward 

in V. Solov'ev's exposition of the ancient philosophers' attitude to 

demons (as discussed previously)15, can be seen as the raison d'etre 

of Bulgakov's presentation of the devil in Moscow. In order to under- 
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stand better the function of 'dreaming in a wakeful state' it is help- 

ful to refer to C. G. Jung's ideas. They reveal a great deal about 

the irrational elements of human existence which both Bulgakov and 

Dostoevsky make manifest in the devil and which they demonstrate as 

undermining the main characters' Tational behaviour. 

2.4 Dreams and myth-making 

It is useful at this point to recall Jung's definition of 

reason versus myth: 

Reason sets the boundaries far too narrowly for us, and 
would have us accept only the known - and that too with 
limitations - and live in a known framework, just as if 
we were sure how far life actually extends. As a matter 
of fact, day after day we live far beyond the bounds of 
our consciousness;... The more the critical reason 
dominates, the more impoverished life becomes; but the 
more of the unconscious, and the more of myth we are 
capable of making conscious, the more of life we inte- 
grate. Overvalued reason has this in common with 
political absolutism: under its dominion the individual 
is pauperized. 

The unconscious helps by communicating things to us, 
or making figurative allusions. It has other ways, too, 
of informing us of things which by all logic we could not 
possibly know. 16 

It has been noted that both Bulgakov's and Dostoevsky's protagonists 

are advocates of the logic of pure reason and that their devils form 

the antithesis to this logic, i. e. they represent the 'irrational 

fact'. According to Jung dreams are a direct issue of the uncon- 

scious mind or psyche'7. If it is accepted that Woland and Ivan 

Karamazov's devil are products of 'dreaming' it is possible to see 

them also as agents of the unconscious with the task of 'communicating 

things' to the protagonists and 'informing them of things which by all 

logic they could not possibly know'. 

An attempt will now be made to show that the 'things' of which 

Bulgakov's and Dostoevsky's devils inform the protagonists may be seen 

as originating from the unconscious regions of the mind. This is 
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done by reference to Jung's ideas. Jung maintains that dreams can 

be interpreted on two levels, that is, on an objective and a'subject- 

ive level: 

In the first case the dream is related to what is going on 
in the environment; the people appearing in it are taken 
as real, and their relationship to, and possible influence 
on the dreamer are analysed. In the second case the dream 
figures are taken as representing aspects of the dreamer's 
personality. 18 

Similarly, the episodes relating to the devil's appearance in 

Bulgakov's and Dostoevsky's novels may be examined on two different 

levels: 

1) the level on which the devil is part of the narrative 

or plot development; 

2) the level on which the devil is seen to represent 

particular aspects of the protagonists' personality. 

It is the second subjective level of interpretation which is of parti- 

cular interest to the study of Bulgakov's and Dostoevsky's devils. 

Reference to Jung's understanding of the personal unconscious and 

the collective unconscious regions of mind helps to explain what kind 

of aspects of the protagonists' personality the devils represent in 

the novels discussed here: 

1) the personal unconscious contains an individual's 

'repressed infantile impulses and wishes, subliminal 

perceptions, and countless forgotten experiences'; 

these may be recalled, for instance, through dreams 

or chance associations; 

2) the collective unconscious is unconscious in the 

fullest sensei it represents 'the unknown material 

from which our consciousness emerges'; dreams and 

myths are equally important as a fundamental 
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expression of this level of the psyche19. 

It has already been illustrated how both Woland and Ivan Karamazov's 

devil are connected with dreams. Their relation to the other 

'things' lodged in the unconscious regions of the psyche is also very 

telling. 

In the opening chapter of Bulgakov's novel Berlioz and Bezdomny 

are discussing the life of Jesus in the light of religions and gods in 

general. Berlioz informs the young man of the fact that, as with 

other religions and gods, the story of the progenitor of Christianity 

is sheer nonsense: 

... 
HHCyca-To 3Toro, KaK nHMHOCTH, BOUce He cyIgeCT$OBanO 

Ha CBeTe m TO Bce paccxasbl O HeM - npOCTäe Bw ywu , 

caMbiA Obfl(HoBeHH MHd). (425) 

Berlioz rejects myths as nonsense. His attack on this topic is 

stopped by the devil's appearance on the scene. Ironically, as a 

product of dreaming, the devil is a material, tangible manifestation 

of ideas which issue from the very region of man's psyche whose 

reality Berlioz has just denied. That is, the devil, like myths, 

originates from the mind's unconscious region. 

Jung considers myths to be fundamental expressions of human 

nature. He admits that when a myth is given expression in words, 

consciousness shapes it, but the essential spirit of the myth comes 

from the collective unconscious20. The counter-argument to Berlioz' 

teaching is manifest in the devil's appearance on the scene and it can 

be substantiated by Jung's statement that: 

Because myths are a direct expression of the collective 
unconscious, they are found in similar forms among all 
peoples and in all ages, and when man loses the capacity for 
myth-making, he loses touch with the creative forces of his 
being. 21 

Myths defy the test of reason and thus they are rejected by Berlioz. 
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However, the devil's appearance on the scene testifies most force- 

fully that man cannot suppress or dismiss as irrational urges and 

ideas which are fundamental expressions of human nature. 

In Bulgakov's and Dostoevsky's novels the devil is also assigned 

the task of establishing the protagonists' contact with the creative 

forces which, according to Jung, reside side by side with man's 

capacity for myth-making. In both cases this happens by means of a 

story which the devil relates: 

1) Ivan Karamazov's devil relates the anecdote of the 

'quadrillon years' which Ivan had composed in his 

youth and then forgotten; 

2) Woland narrates the opening chapter of the Pontius 

Pilate story. 

In the Pontius Pilate story the most important event of the Christian 

myth has acquired the hallmarks of Ivan Bezdomny's time and society in 

the sense that it is presented from the rational point of view as a 

matter-of-fact statement of the circumstances which led to the execu- 

tion of Jeshua. In this context the devil must be seen as the agent 

who penetrates through Ivan Bezdomny's veneer of rational dogmatism 

and reveals to him the genuine creative aspects of an artist's being 

which come to manifest themselves - through schizophrenia - in the 

life of the Master. Thus both in Bulgakov's and Dostoevsky's 

novels a moment of irrepressible inner stimulation is transformed into 

a tangible experience which may be traced back to the devil's connec- 

tion with the unconscious regions of man's mind. 

2.5 The devil as a manifestation of the irrational 

2.5.1 Introduction 

So far the examination of the devil's part in Bulgakov's novel 
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has concentrated on showing how the devil represents certain aspects 

of the protagonists' persQnalities. Arguments which have been 

presented in the course of this examination indicate that both in 

Dostoevsky's and Bulgakov's novels the devil issues from the 

irrational realm of man's mind, that is, from the unconscious part of 

the human psyche. He acts as an agent, as a catalyst whose task it 

is to reveal the fundamental ideas and urges of human nature which the 

protagonists are seeking to suppress in their beings. More attention 

will now be focused on the ideas which are made manifest through the 

devil, or in him. In essence it is the purpose of this part of the 

thesis to show that while the devil is employed by Dostoevskyýand 

Bulgakov 'in support of the irrational fact' in opposition to absolute 

reason, he is also endowed with the task of supporting metaphysical 

truth in opposition to the truth distorted by the logic of pure reason. 

2.5.2 The spirit of negation 

At first it is necessary to establish to what extent Bulgakov's 

devil represents evil. Some reference to Ivan Karamazov's devil is 

helpful in this connection. The epigraph chosen by Bulgakov for his 

novel reads: 

... TaK KTO ZTi, HaKOHexx? 

-A- LIaCTb TOR CHnbl, tITO BeLIHO XO' eT 

sna H BetIHO COBeptaeT 6naro. 

reTe, "4)aycT". (423) 

In Dostoevsky's novel these words of Mephistopheles are recalled by 

Ivan Karamazov's devil who compares himself to Goethe's spirit of 

negation: 

-... Me4HCTolenb, 
... sacBxAeTenbcTeosan o ce6e, pro ox 

xo'IeT sna, a , genaeT nHmb A06PO. ... R ze coBepmeHFio 
xanpoTHB. A, MoxeT 6WTb, eAHHCTBeHHu Qenoaex Bo pcei 
npxpoAe, xoTOpwA nm6HT HCTHHy H HcxpeHHo zenaer Ro6pa. 
(701) 
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It is reasonable to assume that Bulgakov intended the novel's epi- 

graph to reflect Woland's mission in Moscow. If in the context of 

this mission Woland is 'forever doing good' why should he 'will 

evil'? An explanation is offered by the devil to Matthew the Levite 

who calls the devil 'Ryx sna x nosenHTenb Texeft' (775) and refuses to 

show him any respect. Woland declares that it is necessary even for 

an emissary from the Kingdom of Light - like Matthew himself - to 

come to terms with the darker aspects of existence as good cannot 

exist without evil: 

- ... '4TO 6bi Renano TBoe Ao6po, ecnH 6b1 He cymgecTBOBano 
sna, H xax 6bi abIrnsuena seMna, ecnH 6ä c Kee Hc'esnH TeRH? 
ßeAb TeHH nonygaloTCH or npeRMeTOS x niojetk. ... He xogemb 
nH TU o6ogpaTb Becb 3eMHocf map, CHec5 C Hero npo'Ib sce 
AepeBbs H Bce XHBoe H3-sa TaoeI 4)aHTa3HH HacnazzaTbcs romwi 
caeTOM? (776) 

The moral opposites would disappear if they could not be measured 

against each other: good would disappear if it could not be measured 

against evil. 

Ivan Karamazov's devil agrees entirely with Woland on the defi- 

nition of the mission which the spirit of negation is assigned to 

undertake in the world. Ivan's devil confesses that there was a 

moment in his past when he nearly joined in the chorus of "Hosannah" 

with others. However, he was saved at the last moment by the 

command of his common-sense attitude to life, by the return of his 

sense of duty and by the call of his social position. Like Woland, 

Ivan's devil is acutely aware of society's and the individual's need 

for a spirit of negation: 

- ... noAyMan xB Ty ze yTy, - 'TO aye 6hz amino 
nocne MoeH-To "ocaxabl"? Tor'zac 6i Bce yracno Ha caere 
H xe CTano 6hz cnymaTacs HHKaKHX npoxcmecTBHA. (701) 

Furthermore, 

- ... TOT'Iac xcgesxer Heo6xoA u mHHyc x na'xeTCa 
ao acem ripe 6naropasyrnje, ac xxri, pasyMeercx, x xoxeu 
BceMy,... (701) 
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Both Ivan's devil and Woland put forward arguments in order to 

justify their mission to negate in the world. These arguments may 

be summed up in the following dialectical presentation: 

1. thesis: good antithesis: evil 

synthesis: life 

OR 

2. thesis: God antithesis; devil 

synthesis: people 

These two variant dialectics form the philosophical foundation for 

Dostoevsky's and Bulgakov's preoccupation with evil and they provide 

the framework for its fictional presentation. 

Both in Dostoevsky's and Bulgakov's novels the devils' mission to 

negate is closely connected with the irrational aspects of man's life. 

Ivan Karamazov's devil explains: 

- ... 
KaKHM-To TaM AoBpeMeH)m Ha9HaneHneM, KOToporo 

H HHKorAa pa3o6paTb He Mor, H onpeAeneH "oTprn aTb", ... 
EcnH 6bI Ha sehne 6buro Bce 6naropasymHo, TO HH'ero 6b1 H He 
npoH3omno. ... BOT H cnyly cxpenx cepAUe, 'TO6bl 6binH 
npoxcmecTBHS, H TBOpa HepasyMHoe no npHKasy. (694-5) 

When Woland arrives on the scene in Bulgakov's novel all traces of 

predictability, of the routine order of life disappear from Berlioz' 

and Bezdomny's safe reality. Woland does not emerge as an invincible, 

eloquent opponent from the discussion in which he participates with 

Berlioz and Bezdomny. His task is simply to remind the editor and 

his disciple of the irrational aspects of life. In fact, both Ivan 

Karamazov's devil and Woland are entrusted with the role of defying 

the rational approach to life, of negating the dictates of absolute 

reason. 

In Bulgakov's novel the inadequacy of the rational outlook is 

further demonstrated in the wording of the rhetorical question put to 
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Woland by Berlioz: 

- ... Bejb cornacHTecb, PTO B o6nacTH pasyma xxxaxoro 
AoxasaTenacTBa cyigecTBOBasxx 6ora 6bITb xe MoxeT. (429) 

Berlioz is willy-nilly acknowledging the limitations of the rational 

approach to life as he admits in his rhetorical question that the realm 

of reason is unable to accommodate any proof of God's existence (or 

non-existence). At the same time he is, of course, ignoring entirely 

the existence of regions of mind beyond the realm of reason. Woland 

ironically congratulates Berlioz on his view, it is easy for him to 

agree with the editor: God does not reside within absolute reason. 

The protagonists' rational outlook on life may now be effortlessly 

negated by means of the devil's irrational influence on the apparent 

order which characterises their everyday existence. The region from 

which irrational urges and ideas originate has thus far remained an 

unexplored territory for Berlioz and Bezdomny. 

2.5.3 Man-god versus God-man 

In addition to the negation of the purely rational outlook on 

life both Woland and Ivan Karamazov's devil assert the existence of 

the metaphysical, spiritual dimension of reality. Berlioz delivers 

a lengthy lecture to his young companion in order to demonstrate that 

Jesus never existed as a person on earth. By seeking to establish 

that Jesus never existed in a tangible or material sense of being, 

'xax nxMxocTx' (425) in the physical reality of earth, 'Ha cBeTe' 

(425), Berlioz demonstrates his adherence to the view that existence, 

except as connected with material being, is of no consequence, i. e. 

it can be dismissed as mythical nonsense. This view accords well with 

S. Frank's remark that for the radical intelligentsia - as it existed 

at the turn of this century - material reality was the only reality22. 
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As pointed out in connection with the introductory discussion 

on Vekhi the intelligentsia was rapidly going beyond the excesses far 

which its intellectual progenitor, Ivan Karamazov, was famed. Thus 

although Ivan's devil rejects the existence of material proofs in 

this connection, he openly admits the validity of evidence offered by 

faith: 

- ... B aepe sxxaxxe AoxasaTenbcTSa xe noMoralOT, 
oco6exxo MaTepxanbHbje. 'oMa nosepan xe nOTOMy, 'iTo 
yBH en socxpecmero Xpxc'ra, a nOTOMy, PTO ente npeacAe ienan 
nosepxra. ... H xaxoxeu, ecnx Aoxasax nepT, To ene 
xexssecTxo, Roxasaa nx 6or? (688) 

, 

But the purely materialistic world view of Bulgakov's characters does 

not concern itself with questions of faith. Allegedly guided by 

reason and a materialistic outlook Berlioz and Bezdomny embody the 

characteristics of the 'new man' or the 'man-god' on whom Ivan Kara- 

mazov's devil believes the future of mankind to depend. In this 

'new man' the metaphysical and spiritual aspects of human nature are 

totally ignored together with the idea of God. 

In Dostoevsky's novel Ivan Karamazov poses the questions and the 

devil answers them to the best of his ability. He does not, of 

course, have all the answers: as a manifestation of the suppressed 

aspects of. Ivan's personality the devil has no more and no less in- 

formation on metaphysical subjects than Ivan himself. In Bulgakov's 

work Berlioz and Bezdomny provide the answers to the devil's enquiry: 

they have assumed the role of men-gods by defying the metaphysical 

dimension of human existence. 

Bulgakov depicts in his novel the kind of spiritual desert which 

Ivan Karamazov's devil envisages as the future landscape of mankind: 

- ... xago ncero TonbKO paspymxra B cenoaeeecTae 
mgelo 0 bore, DOT C hero sago npmixTbcx sa Aeno! ... 
Pas genoseqeCTBO oTpeneTcn noronosHO OT 6ora 

... TO canto 

co6oio, 6es axrponotarxa, najeT Bce npezHee rtxpososspeaxe 
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H rnaBHoe, BCH npeaHxn HpascTBeHHocTb, H HaCTynnT Bce 
HOBoe. J MAH COBOXYTIATCH, qTO661 B3RTb OT ZHSHH Bce, 'ITO 
oHa M07SeT , RaTb, HO HenpeMexxo Anx c'laCTHI H paROCTH B 
O, II, HOM TOnbKO s, 1jemHeM MHpe. Iienosex BOSBenH'IHTCB , QyxOM 
6o icecKoi , THTaHHiieCKog rOpAOCTH H RBHTCH 'cenoBexo-6or. 
(702) 

This deeply ironic view of mankind's future landscape has been 

realised in the environment in which Berlioz and Bezdomny profess 

themselves to be atheists and assert further that the majority of the 

Soviet population stopped believing in stories about God a long time 

ago. The extent of the 'divine, titanic pride' of the 'man-god' is 

fully revealed in the following dialogue which takes place between the 

devil and Bezdomny: 

- ... exenH 6ora HeT, To, cnpamHBaeTCR, xro aye ynpas- 
nxeT xcHsimio venoseuecxof H BceM Boo6u e pacnopxAxoM Ha 
sehne? 

- Cam venosex H yupasnaeT, - nocnemxn cepAHTo oT- 
BeTHTb EesAoMHbri ... 

(430) 

Bezdomny responds to Woland's question angrily with a Soviet cliche. 

It is obvious that he is anxious to make amends for the ideological 

departure which is apparent in his poem on Jesus Christ and severely 

criticised by Berlioz. The lack of tenacity in Bezdomny's adherence 

to the official Soviet dogma is more extensively illustrated in the 

section of this thesis which relates to the 'split of Ivan'. At the 

moment it is sufficient to note that Bezdomny emerges as a more com- 

plex character than Berlioz from the very beginning of the novel. 

Ivan Karamazov's devil claims that the destruction of the idea of 

God and the emergence of the man-god may come to pass only if men are 

willing to do without the sanction of the truth (703). Soviet 

society and its arch-representative Berlioz have turned away from the 

truth in the name of reason in order that God may be declared dead and 

the man-god may reign supreme. However, the less sophisticated 

character, Ivan Bezdomny, has not yet lost touch entirely with the 
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truth as it concerns human nature. Consequently, the God-image 

with which Bezdomny will grow increasingly more familiar in the 

course of the novel is related not to the idea of the man-god, but to 

its metaphysical counterpart. 

2.6 God-image 

At this point in the thesis the function of Ivan Karamazov's 

devil as a forerunner of Woland's mission in Moscow becomes redundant 

as the discussion will now concentrate on the God-image which emerges 

from Bulgakov's novel as a whole. The analysis of Woland's role 

will be carried out here with reference to C. G. Jung's theories on 

this subject. 

C. G. Jung defines the God-image, its manifestation and its 

meaning to man as follows: 

God-image. A term derived from the Church Fathers, 
according to whom the imago Dei is imprinted on the 
human soul. When such an image is spontaneously 
produced in dreams, fantasies, visions, etc. it is, 
from the psychological point of view, a symbol of the 

23 self ... of psychic wholeness. 

If the God-image is considered as 'a symbol of the self', 'of psychic 

wholeness', then an individual who ignores or seeks to suppress such 

an image lacks any understanding of the 'psychic wholeness' of his 

being. Bulgakov's depiction of Berlioz' and Bezdomny's condition in 

the opening chapters of the novel reveals that they have no conception 

of the metaphysical aspects of human existence; that is, they under- 

stand their own selves only partially. It has been established 

earlier that the devil manifests himself to Berlioz and Bezdomny from 

these characters' own unconscious in order to communicate to them and 

to inform them of things which by all logic they could not know24. 

Thus the devil's entry into Berlioz' and Bezdomny's awareness is com- 

parable to a process during which the editor and the poet are forced 
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to acknowledge the reality of a factual manifestation of the 

irrational or spiritual potential inherent in every man. Expressed 

in Jungian terms, the protagonists' conscious will seeks to suppress 

the archetype of wholeness (i. e. God-image) which manifests itself 

spontaneously through the appearance of the devil in the sphere 

which relates to their conscious understanding of the material plane 

of reality 
25. 

In connection with the discussion on the archetype of wholeness, 

or the God-image, it is helpful to recall Jung's definition of the 

concept of the archetype itself: 

The concept of the archetype ... is derived from the 
repeated observation that, for instance, the myths and 
fairy-tales of world literature contain definite motifs 
which crop up everywhere. We meet these same motifs in 
the fantasies, dreams, deliria, and delusions of indi- 
viduals living today. These typical images and associ- 
ations are what I call archetypal ideas. ... They have 
their origin in the archetype, which in itself is an 
irrepresentable unconscious, pre-existent form that seems 
to be part of the inherited structure of the psyche and 
can therefore manifest itself spontaneously anywhere, 
at any time. 26 

In Jung's view the real nature of the archetype cannot be made con- 

scious; it is transcendent27. As regards gods and religions in 

general, Jung considers the central figures in all religions to be 

archetypal, but asserts that, as in the case of the myths, conscious- 

ness has participated in shaping the material through which these 

figures are presented28. 

The Jungian understanding of the archetype relates to Berlioz' 

and Bezdomny's discussion on gods and religions and on the existence 

of Jesus Christ, God and the devil in the sense that (as argued by 

Jung) these subjects keep cropping up constantly; in particular, a 

self-professed atheist cannot avoid touching upon them. In other 

words, despite their rationalist and materialist outlook Berlioz and 
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Bezdomny are talking about religious matters. Poetic irony 

pervades the editor's reference to myth. In this way the pro- 

tagonists' consciousness is shaping the material through which these 

matters are presented, even if its purpose is simply to negate all 

that the material contains. Irrepressibly the devil emerges to 

negate the negation, to represent by his very existence the positive 

aspect of Berlioz' and Bezdomny's negative argument. 

In other words, from the editor's and the poet's point of view 

the devil represents a region of man's mind which does not exist. 

In accordance with Jung's view, the devil originates from that 'part 

of the inherited structure of the psyche' whose contents can manifest 

themselves 'spontaneously anywhere, at any time'. Normally it is 

not possible to perceive such manifestations from a materialist or 

rationalist point of view, just as their real nature cannot be made 

conscious. However, by means of his creative imagination Bulgakov 

can conjure up the devil who represents just such a manifestation of 

an archetype. This archetype, i. e. the devil, is Bulgakov's chief 

witness to the existence of dimensions other than that of material 

reality. Through the fictional depiction of the prototypes of 

Christian duality - the devil and Christ/God or Woland and Jeshua - 

Bulgakov asserts most forcefully the importance of the mind's region 

from which the archetypes originate. 

In this part an attempt has been made to show how man's refusal 

to understand the metaphysical and spiritual dimension of existence, 

as depicted in Bulgakov's novel, can be traced through the individual's 

lost conception of his psychic wholeness, through the severance of his 

materialist side from spiritual potentialities to an attempt to destroy 

wilfully the image of God. It has been pointed out that in 
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Dostoevsky's view the destruction of the God-image inevitably 

demands the individual's and the whole people's voluntary sacrifice 

of the sanction of the truth29. The consequences which ensue from 

the attempted destruction of the God-image will now be more closely 

examined. The examination will be based on an argument according to 

which in Bulgakov's novel, paradoxically, the devil acts as the agent 

through whom the pieces of the broken God-image are discovered anew 

and the previously suppressed metaphysical truth is reflected on the 

newly constructed image. 

2.7 Knowledge 

The consequences of the attempted destruction of the God-image 

show themselves at the primary narrative level in Berlioz having his 

head cut off and Ivan Bezdomny ending up in the mental asylum. Both 

of these events are predicted by the devil and both of them lead the 

protagonists towards an increased knowledge of that region of humanity 

the existence of which both of them have sought to ignore. 

Eventually, Berlioz will come to acquire tangible evidence of the fact 

that the devil exists and that he exists in defiance of the material- 

ist and rationalist outlook which Berlioz has adopted: 

- Bce C6binocb, He npaBRa nH? - npoAonzan BonaHR, ... - 
ronosa oTpe3axa aceH oR, saceAaHHe He cocTOxnocb, H 
acxsy RB BameA xsapTHpe. 3TO - 4)aKT. A 4axT - camas 

ynpsIMax B MHpe Be1b. ... Bb BcerAa 6binH ropxttHM npo- 

noBeRHHKOM TOSS TeopMH, 'TO no oTpesaHHm ronoaw ZH9Hb B 

'lenoBexe npexpamkaeTCH, off npespaniaeTCH B song H YXORHT 

B He6bITHe. MHe nPHATHO COO6IgHTb BaM, B npHCYTCTBHH 

MOHR roCTerl, XOTA OHM H Cnyä(aT AOKasaTenbCTBOM coBceM 

ApyroA TeopHH, 0 TOM, 'TO Bama TeopHa H conHRHa H OCT- 

poyria. BnpoIeM, Be. b, ace TeopHH CTOHT oRHa i pyroii. 
ECTb cpeAH HHX H TaKaA, cornacHo KOTOpOi Ka3CAOMy 6yAeT 

Aano no erO Bepe. Ja c6yAeTCH Ze 3TO! Bbl YXOAHTe B 

He6b1THe, a MHe paAOCTHO 6yAeT HS gamH, B KOTOPYIO Bbl 

npeppauLaeTecb, BbMHTb sa Öb1THe. (689) 

Thus the devil offers Berlioz unquestionable proof of the validity of 

the theory which stands in opposition to the editor's own philosophy 
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of rational materialism. The proof offered by the devil is 

explained in Berlioz' own terms, i. e. it is concerned with facts 

about the physical reality of 'here and now'. 

In Ivan Bezdomny's case, an increased knowledge of the meta- 

physical aspects of being is acquired through the condition of split 

personality or schizophrenia, that is, through the introduction of 

the Master and his Pontius Pilate story into Ivan's life. In this 

way both Berlioz and Bezdomny come to acknowledge that the devil 

exists and, hence, they have to acknowledge also the existence of God, 

because it will now be demonstrated that, in fact, the devil in 

Bulgakov's novel reflects the God-image which enters into man, not as 

unity, but as conflict. It is only through the characters' attain- 

ment of self-knowledge that the double-sided image can be more clearly 

perceived. 

In the creation myth of the Bible the serpent tempts man to fall 

into disobedience by promising him knowledge of good and evil. As a 

result of attaining this knowledge man is expelled from Paradise, his 

innocence is destroyed. Ever since that moment of disobedience man 

has had to embrace the consequences of living with good and evil. In 

his ideas which relate to the individual's attainment of self-knowledge 

C. G. Jung suggests how to deal with the consequences of the Fall and 

Original Sin. He writes: 

... the individual who wishes to have an answer to the problem 
of evil, as it is posed today, has need, first and foremost, 
of self-knowledge, that is, the utmost possible knowledge of 
his own wholeness. He must know relentlessly how much good 
he can do, and what crimes he is capable of, and must beware 
of regarding the one as real and the other as illusion. 
Both are elements within his nature, and both are bound to 
come to light in him, should he wish - as he ought - to live 
without self-deception or self-delusion. 30 

An attempt has been made to show how Bulgakov employs the devil to 

advance the characters' knowledge of themselves. Thus far the 
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discussion has concentrated Qn Berlioz and Bezdomny. It will be 

shown later that Moscow citizens' knowledge of themselves is also 

increased in the sense that they are compelled to perceive the truth 

about evil, as it concerns them, through the revelation of the mystery 

of black magic. 

Jung states that every man should know his capacity for good and 

evil and, moreover, that he should consider the good as real and the 

evil as illusion. Bulgakov's novel, as a whole, is in accord with 

Jung's view. In Master i Margarita the Moscow reality 'appears as an 

illusion, while the dimension of existence which relates to the 

Pontius Pilate story, the Master, Margarita as a witch and the devil 

becomes the true reality in this work. It can be argued that the 

novel may be regarded as Bulgakov's exploration of good and evil in 

himself. The Moscow sections deal with the material reality of 

everyday life which is strictly regulated by official dogma based on 

a rational approach to life. In order to survive and continue to 

write in such an environment Bulgakov had to conform publicly even if 

privately he was rebelling against the ideological direction of his 

society. 

Bulgakov's predicament is clear from a letter to A. M. Gorky 

written in September 1929: 

Bce sanpemexo, x pasopeH, saTpasneH, B nonaoM 

oAHxouecTBe. 3aneM AepzaTb uxcaTenx s cTpaxe, rAe 
ero npoxsseAeHHst He MOP T cy1ecTBosaTb? IIpomy o 
ryMaHHOH pe3o111ogmH - OTrryCTHTb McHH. 

31 

Time after time Bulgakov pleads for permission to travel abroad to get 

away temporarily from a country which shows nothing but hostility 

towards his work. He ingratiates, appeals to reason, seeks for 

humane and just consideration, but he has no success in finding 

release from the desperate circumstances in which he has to continue 
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acting without any show of bitterness or frustration. A letter 

written to a close friend, P. S. Popov, in March 1935 gives expression 

to this frustration; in this case Bulgakov's frustration is con- 

nected with the rehearsals of his play on Moliere. Bulgakov is 

angered by the naive suggestions made to him with regard to the play's 

text: 

MHOio osnaAena HPOCTb. OnmfHHno zenaHHe 6POCHTb 

TeTpa, Rb, CKasaTb BCeM: - rnm re BM CaMN npo reHHBB H 
npo HereHHeB, a McHH He y'zHTe, ... 

Ho Henbsn, Henbsß 3TO caenaTb. 3aAasxn a ce6e 3TO, 
CTan 3a1gInaTbCH. 

32 

As he sits down to make the 'necessary' alterations Bulgakov is over- 

whelmed by deep despair: 

Bce 3TO npxr*! THBHO, 6ecrnoMo o, Ho Hyz11o. H Terrepb 
CXWy HaA 3xseMnnxpoM, H pyxa He nOgHHMaeTCSl. He 
BnHCbIBaTb Henbssi - HATH Ha BO iHY - 3HaMHT COPBaTb BCIO 
pa6OTy, Bbl3BaTb KyTepbMy 4)opMeHHy10, canto ze Abece nOB- 
peRHTb, a B1IHCbIBaTb 3eneHEie sannaTw B mepHwe (ppaq ue 
MTaHbl! .. 

gepT 3HaeT, RTO 1 enaTb 1 33 

Perhaps the most vivid description of Bulgakov's position is 

given in his letter to Stalin in May 1931. This expressive statement 

is quoted at some length: 

... Ha IHpOKOM none cnoflecxocTH POCCHHCKOA B CCCP A 6bIn 
e cTBeHHbi nHTepaTypxbI Bonx. Mxe coBeTOBana BbixpaCHTb 
MKypy. Henenbi ConeT. KpameHbii nH Bonx, CTpHzeHbt nH 
BonK, OH Bce paBHO He noxoa Ha nyAenA. Co MHOR H 
nOCTynHnH KaK C BOnKOM. H Hecxonbxo neT r anH McHA no 
npaB}InaM nHTepaTypfOfi Ca KH B OPOpOZeHHOM RBOpe. 3no6bi A 
He HMeio, HO A oneHb yCTan ... Begb H 3Bepb MOIST yCTaTb. 
3Bepb 3aHBHn, LITO OH 6onee He BOnK, He nHTepaTOp. 
OTKa3bmBaeTCfi OT cBoefi npod)eccHH. YMonxaeT. 3TO, CKalceM 
np$MO, ManorywHe. 

Her Taxoro nxcaTenß, QT06ii ox saHonuan. Ecnx saMon- 
man, sxaurT 6bIn He HacTOxu i. A ecnH HaCTORIZHA saHon'an - 
norH6HeT. IIpxu a Moeti 6one3HH - rforoneTHRA saTpasneHH- 
ocTb, a saTeM MonnaHHe. 34 

It is easy to trace echoes of the Master's predicament to 

Bulgakov's experience of trying to pursue a creative career in Moscow. 
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In the novel the Moscow chapters appear as an illusion or a night- 

mare whose horror may be temporarily concealed in a grotesque, but 

sinister laughter. It can be argued that the evil which Bulgakov 

found in himself is reflected in these unreal chapters: a degree of 

falsity which characterised Bulgakov's life in public represents - 

in Jungian terms - the evil in which Bulgakov partook in order to 

complete his novel on Master i Margarita. Bulgakov states above that 

if a genuine writer lapses into silence, he loses his life. That is 

why Bulgakov continued to write, aware of the fact that his work would 

not be published. Thus Bulgakov's private life, connected with 

creativity and the metaphysical aspects of human existence, came to 

represent the good which he could do. Master i Margarita gives 

expression to the paradox which underlay Bulgakov's life: in order to 

be true to his talent in privacy, Bulgakov had to display some false 

colours in public. 

The way in which the concepts of good and evil are discussed here 

means that these concepts cannot be any longer defined as absolute 

ethical opposites of one another. 

fully understood through Jung's view: 

Rather, they may be more meaning- 

The criterion of ethical action can no longer consist in 

the simple view that good has the force of a categorical 
imperative, while so-called evil can be resolutely shunned. 
Recognition of the reality of evil necessarily relativizes 
the good, and the evil likewise, converting both into halves 
of a paradoxical whole. 35 

As a spirit of negation the devil acts as a constant reminder of the 

paradox of good and evil which characterises both the Moscow environ- 

ment and the existence on the metaphysical dimension in Master i 

Margarita. In Moscow Woland wills evil, that is, he draws attention 

to the evil of dogmatism - be it related to atheism, materialism or 

rationalism - in order to awaken the characters to recognise the truth 
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as it relates to the human condition in all its material and meta- 

physical manifestations. This represents the good which ensues from 

the revelation of evil. 

On the metaphysical dimension the devil's primary target of 

negation is life itself. To enter this dimension Margarita becomes 

an invisible witch, the Master leaves his earthly life behind and 

gives up all hope for the publication of the Pontius Pilate story. 

In connection with Satan's Ball Woland emerges as a guardian of dead 

criminals. As regards creativity, Woland enables the Master to 

retain his link with his creation but he cannot bring the Master's 

work into life: he cannot aid its progress into the world of material 

reality. Thus it must be concluded that in Master i'Margarita it is 

the lack of real life which constitutes evil on the metaphysical 

dimension on which, as it will be shown later, the devil resides. 

Yet, in Master i Margarita Woland defends the existence of the 

shadows and of evil in support of life and good. He asks Matthew 

the Levite to be reconciled to the paradoxical nature of human 

existence. Woland's words are aimed to illuminate the conflict 

which according to Jung embraces 'the opposites within the God-image 

itself': 

The complexio oppositorum of the God-image thus enters 
into man, not as unity, but as conflict, the dark half 

of the image coming into opposition with the accepted 
view that God is "Light". 36 

In the experience of the self it is no longer the 
opposites "God" and "man" that are reconciled, as it was 
before, but rather the opposites within the God-image 
itself. 37 

Woland's relation to the Kingdom of Light is revealed by his obliga- 

tion to await the orders from this region as to the final decision on 

the fate of the Master and Margarita. Matthew the Levite delivers 
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Jeshua's word'to the devil. In this context Jeshua, representative 

of the good side of the God-image, dominates by giving the order 

which the devil executes, i. e. Woland serves the purposes of the good. 

Consequently, on the one hand, Woland must be seen as representing the 

'dark half' of the God-image 'coming into opposition with the accepted 

view that God is "Light"'; on the other hand, it is necessary to 

acknowledge the fact that Woland does not seek to destroy, but to re- 

affirm the validity of the God-image: after all, his own existence 

depends on this image. 
y 

2.8 Revelation of myth 

Bulgakov depicts Berlioz and Bezdomny in a state of childlike 

naivety which is characteristic of their absolute belief in reason and 

materialism. It is this innocent ignorance which leaves the editor 

and the young poet so unprotected against the devil's invasion. 

Berlioz rejects totally the importance of myth and instinct and, 

because of his arrogance, he is shown to lose all control over his 

life (his life is simply ended). Bezdomny, on the other hand, 

differs from the conformist Berlioz in the sense that he has produced 

a piece of writing in which he has unwittingly stepped out of line 

with the rationalist outlook on life. Deep irony underlies the 

author's speculation on the circumstances which are responsible for 

Bezdomny's digression from the official dogma: 

TpyuHo cKasaTb, nTo HMeHHO noAseno Hsaaa HxxonaeBrn a- 

xso6pasHTenbxa3i nH cxna ero TanaHTa HnH nonHoe HesHaxoMCTBo 
C BOnpOCOM, nO KOTOPOMy OH co6Hpancn fHCaTb, -... (425) 

Whether Bezdomny's work on Jesus Christ has been moulded by the 

'strength of his creative imagination' or results from his ignorance 

of the subject matter, it has most certainly not been shaped by the 

dictates of absolute reason. In an earlier discussion on myths it 
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was pointed out that according to Jung 'when man loses the capacity 

for myth-making, he loses touch with the creative forces of his 

being'. Moreover, Jung views myths as 'a direct expression of the 

collective unconscious'38. Despite himself Bezdomny has contributed 

to the vitality of myth by creating in his poem a Jesus Christ who 

was very much alive; this means that Bezdomny has remained in touch 

with the unconscious region of his mind in which, according to Jung, 

creativity resides. 

Ideological indoctrination has not succeeded in erasing from 

Bezdomny's psyche the influence of the unconscious, in which myths are 

embedded. Bezdomny's example shows that man cannot disregard his 

instinctive foundations at will. Jung writes that man's 'beginnings 

are not by any means mere pasts; they live with him as the constant 

substratum of his existence, and his consciousness is as much moulded 

by them as by the physical world around him'. According to Jung, 

the facts which issue from the 'instinctive foundations' are summed 

up by man under the idea of divinity and their effects are outlined 

by means of myths39. 

In Bulgakov's novel neither Jeshua nor the devil are a myth, but 

they both aid its revelation, i. e. the discovery of the divine life 

in man. Through his contribution to the vitality of the myth 

Bezdomny is aiding the revelation of the idea of divinity; he is 

giving expression in his work on Jesus to facts which issue from the 

'instinctive foundations' of man's being. In this context the devil 

is a manifestation of the mind's instinctive, unconscious regions, 

the discovery of which is connected with ambiguous states of aware- 

ness, that is, dreaming while awake/asleep. A closer scrutiny of 

Bezdomny's character reveals that his veneer of materialism and 

atheism is seriously undermined by flaws which will deliver him into 
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the mental asylum. The young man's unconscious acknowledgement of 

the truth whose revelation Woland aids is graphically shown, for 

instance, by his instinctive action in grabbing hold of an icon and 

a candle while in pursuit of the devil. 

Jung holds that the God-image is very significant for man. 

His definition of the mind's relation to this image reads: 

The God-image does not coincide with the unconscious as 
such, but with the special content of it, namely the 
archetype of the self. 40 

Furthermore he explains that 

One can, then, explain the God-image ... as a reflection 
of the self ors conversely, explain the self as an imago 
Del in man. 

41 

Like other archetypes the image of God is depicted in myths. How- 

ever, Jung believes that God is not a myth, but myth is the revelation 

of a divine life in man. Jung is acutely aware of the dilemma which 

modern man faces as he becomes torn between myth and reason. He 

advises that 'We cannot and ought not to repudiate reason; but 

equally we must cling to the hope that instinct will hasten to our 

aid - in which case God is supporting us against God ... 
42 

" 

The questions which the devil poses to Berlioz and Bezdomny echo 

Jung's diagnosis of modern man's predicament: 

With childlike na! vetg he (modern man] assumes that he 
knows all his own reaches and what he is "in himself". 

... he is utterly unable to separate what he has care- 
fully reasoned out from what has spontaneously flowed to 
him from another source. 43 

Bezdomny attains true freedom from absolute reason only as a result 

of his meeting with the Master, through whom the young man's contact 

with the creative instinct is openly established. 

2.9' Deo'concedente 

How does Bulgakov's novel as a whole express the significance 
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of creativity in relation to the divine life in man? Some extracts 

from Bulgakov's correspondence were quoted to illustrate that in his 

writing career Bulgakov was faced with conflicting demands 
44. 

In a 

sense he was forced to live the lie in public because the truth to 

which his creative work gave expression was not admissible in Moscow 

in the 1930's. It can be argued that'Master i Margarita represents 

Bulgakov's creative attempt to depict the moral dilemma of an artist 

who feels torn by conflicting demands. The novel then becomes the 

author's voyage of discovery in search of a creative resolution to 

this conflict. This resolution accords well with Jung's views on 

God entering man as a conflict. 

Jung's theory relating to God entering man as a conflict 

(connected with the conception of the opposites within the God-image 

itself and good and evil representing 'halves of a paradoxical whole') 

has been discussed earlier45. In practical terms this theory pro- 

pounds that the moral absolutes (e. g. good and evil) are not easily 

recognisable in the sense that they cannot be clearly distinguished 

46 
from one another: good and evil are not self-evident. In Master 

i Margarita the devil's character represents the ambiguity of this 

ethical thinking: he wills out evil in order to advance the purposes 

of good. For instance, in Berlioz' and Bezdomny's case the good 

consists of these characters being compelled to acknowledge that the 

devil exists. With the devil's appearance a whole new dimension of 

existence is revealed to them beyond the realm of reason. 

It is inevitable that the ambiguity of good and evil makes moral 

evaluation difficult. The way in which Bulgakov's novel embraces 

this difficulty is most conveniently explained through Jung's state- 

ment which asserts that once man becomes aware of the uncertainty of 

the foundation upon which the conventional code of morality rests 
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the 'ethical decision becomes a subjective, creative act'47. This 

statement is literally true in Bulgakov's case. 'Master'i Margarita 

as a whole can be seen to reflect the psychological consequences of 

Bulgakov's predicament in Moscow in the 1930's. In broad terms, 

Ivan Bezdomny represents the public aspect of a writer in the new 

Soviet society while the Master stands for a genuine writer's or 

creator's private frustration. Through demonstrating that in Moscow 

good may come only out of evil since only evil is admissible by the 

dictates of the official dogma the devil establishes the validity of 

Bulgakov's ethical decision which has been transformed into a 

'subjective, creative act' manifest in Master i Margarita. 

The devil's part in Bulgakov's ethical decision is further 

illustrated by reference to Jung's ideas on this subject; according 

to Jung the validity of such a decision can be established through 

'Deo concedente': 

... that is, there must be a spontaneous and decisive 
impulse on the part of the unconscious. Ethics itself, 
the decision between good and evil, is not affected by 
this impulse, only made more difficult for us. Nothing 
can spare us the torment of ethical decision. Never- 
theless, harsh as it may sound, we must have the freedom 
in some circumstances to avoid the known moral good and 
do what is considered to be evil, if our ethical decision 
so requires. 48 

It has been argued that the devil in'j1aster i Margarita emerges from 

the unconscious part of the psyche. As regards Bulgakov's ethical 

decision the devil can be seen representing the 'spontaneous and 

decisive impulse on the part of the unconscious' through which the 

validity of this decision is established. In this sense Bulgakov's 

ethical decision is made valid through 'Deo concedente': good 

emerges from evil as the God-image is reflected through its darker 

aspect. 

Bulgakov's novel propounds that from Soviet society's point of 
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view the 'known moral good' - in Jung's terminology - consists of 

behaviour which conforms wholly to the official dogma of that society, 

while evil, as has been proposed previously, pertains to those meta- 

physical and irrational aspects of existence which Woland represents. 

Accordingly, by writing Master i Margarita Bulgakov must be seen as 

rebelling to a considerable degree against the behaviour which con- 

stitutes the 'known moral good' in his society and in indulging in 

what the orthodox ideological leaders would call 'evil'. Thus 

Bulgakov succeeds in attaining freedom from the 
, 

constraints 

of his society's ethical code through his 'subjective, creative act'. 

It can therefore be argued that Bulgakov's search for the divine life 

in man is guided by his creative instinct which, according to Jung, 

issues from the unconscious region of mind, i. e. from the devil's 

dimension. This is how the God-image is reflected through its darker 

aspect. 

3. The devil and the ordinary citizens of Moscow 

3.1 Introduction 

As a reflection of the dark aspect of the God-image Woland wills 

evil in order to do good also in the case of the ordinary Moscow 

citizens. In the previous section an attempt was made to show that 

in Berlioz' and Bezdomny's case the devil appears in Master i Marga- 

rita as a manifestation of the 'irrational fact' in opposition to 

absolute reason. As regards the ordinary citizens of Moscow the 

'irrational fact versus absolute reason' argument is totally reversed 

as now the devil and his assistants appear in support of a more 

rational, common sense approach to life than that embraced by the 

people's unquestioning belief in magic and witchcraft. Accordingly, 

while in Berlioz' and Bezdomny's case the devil materialises as the 
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'irrational fact' itself in the rationalists' sphere of under- 

standing, in the case of the ordinary people, he emerges as a 

detached observer whose attitude to the citizens is characterised by 

objectivity and whose outlook on magic is defined by common sense and 

reason. The latter is demonstrated, for instance, by Woland's 

teasing rejoinder to Andrei Fokitch who has come to complain about 

the disappearing money: 

- A%-Al-Aft! ... Aa Heyzenx c OHM RyManx, qTO 3ro 
xacTos e 6yMazxx? S xe Ronycxaio . mzcnx, '1TO6W OHH 
3ro cgenanx cosaarenbxo. (624) 

Bulgakov introduces Woland to Berlioz and Bezdomny 'on their terms', 

so-to-speak: the devil's existence is a fact and his interest in 

atheism and powers of reason is very keen; to the ordinary people, 

who are shown to believe in magic, Woland appears as a magician. 

As a result of Woland's meeting with Berlioz and Bezdomny the two 

rationalists are forced to bear witness to the reality of the 

irrational and metaphysical aspects of human existence; as a result 

of the black magic show put on by Woland and his retinue at the 

Variety Theatre the ordinary people are compelled to acknowledge the 

truth which underlies this magic. 

Bulgakov shows in Master i Margarita that magic and witchcraft 

are part of everyday life in Moscow. They occur mostly either in 

connection with the citizens' attempts to cover up some petty crimes 

and corruption or in relation to the people's efforts to come to 

terms with the political tactics of the secret police. As to how 

the witchcraft of a totalitarian regime works, plenty of evidence 

exists and N. Mandel'stam's memoirs4will be quoted later to illustrate 

how truly the fantastic reality of Moscow as depicted by Bulgakov 

corresponds to the reality of this city as it was experienced by 
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honest, genuine individuals in the 1930's. The exposition of the 

devil's influence on Moscow people shows that in*Master i Margarita 

Bulgakov is not attacking reason in general, rather he is seeking to 

outline the limitations of an outlook which is based exclusively on 

absolute reason. As far as the Moscow citizens are concerned 

Bulgakov is, in fact, making a plea in support of reason by means of 

which the veil of magic and witchcraft could be lifted and the truth 

about evil, both on a personal and a socio-political level, would be 

revealed. 

At the turn of the century the radical Russian intelligentsia 

chose to ignore the wisdom with which life experience had endowed the 

ordinary people and sought to imprint the tenets of the new 
. i. 

materialist/rationalist/utilitarian ideology on the empty canvas with 

which it identified the people's intellectual and spiritual potential50. 

II Master i Margarita Bulgakov demonstrates just how wrong the intelli- 

gentsia. was in its understanding of the people. It is true that the 

Moscow citizens have unanimously turned to materialism but not in the 

kind of manifestation of this ideology as anticipated by the intelli- 

gentsia. Furthermore, with magic and witchcraft as dominant features 
ih äyp 

ofhtheir everyday life the significance of the ancient superstitious 
ýk" 

beliefs has increased, rather than decreased, in Soviet society as 
Ä;. F 

presented in the novel. Thus, before turning to the question of how 

the devil acts as a spirit of negation - as regards magic and witch- 

craft - and as a catalyst for evil to be exorcised in the case of the 

Moscow people it is appropriate to discuss briefly the fundamental 

conception in Master i Margarita of what the citizens are really like. 

3'i2: The housing problem 

Any discussion on what the Moscow citizens in'Mästet i Margarita 

±V+' 
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are really like must begin with the quotation of the devil's explicit 

opinion of them: 

... nioAH KaK JI o i. ... 
By, nerKOmwcneHHw ... Hy, 'ITO 

... H rninocepJHe mHorRa CTYLiHTCH B Hx cepAUa ... 
o6uxnoBeHHbie nioRH ... B o6IgeM, HanomHHaloT npeZHHx ... KBapTHPiibIii BOUPOC TOJIbKO HCIIOpTHJ1 HX ... (541) 

This opinion is based on the devil's observation of the people during 

a black magic show and it reflects his disillusioned, realistic out- 

look on life: the housing problem has spoiled the citizens! It must 

be emphasised at the very beginning of this discussion that the 

housing problem itself is of no significance to the thematic develop- 

ment of the novel. It is the effect of this problem on the ordinary 

people of Moscow which is relevant to the study of what they are like. 

In other words, the acuteness of the housing problem which has 

characterised life in the Soviet Union for the best part of this 

century is employed by Bulgakov to illustrate the extent to which the 

ordinary citizens' perspective on such issues as life, death, com- 

passion etc. has become distorted by materialistic concerns. 

When the news about Berlioz' death is released it spreads with 

unnatural speed: 'BecTb o rx6enx ... pacnpocrpaxanacb no Bcersy AoMy 

c xaxom-TO cBepxbecTecTSexxoA 6bJCTporom, ... ' (510). It is not the 

death of Berlioz that the people feel concerned about, but the vacated 

housing space which this death has created. The tenants' association 

chairman is bombarded with pleas which reflect the full extent of the 

everyday human tragedy; for the applicants the vacated housing space 

has become a question of life and death. For Maximilian Andreyevich 

Poplavsky, Berlioz' distant relative, the vacated housing space 

heralds a possible much desired move from Kiev to Moscow. Thus 

Berlioz' death fills many people with hope for the future. Needless 

to say, these hopes are dashed by the irreverent retinue of the devil 
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whose members become temporarily the occupants of the late editor's 

flat. 

A further dimension is added to Bulgakov's illustration of how 

such matters as the housing problem has spoiled the Moscow citizens 

through Poplavsky's encounter with Koroviev which takes place in the 

disputed flat itself. As Koroviev sobs disconsolately at Berlioz' 

death conflicting ideas occur to Poplavsky as to the genuineness of 

these profuse tears: 

"BoT-y rOBOPWT, xe 6 saer B Ham sex cepRe'xbnc nwAefl! " 

nogyNan oH, MyBCTByR, 'TO y Hero caMoro Ha'HHawT 'iecaTbcH 
rna3a. OAHaxo B To ze BpeMR HenpHxTHOe o6na'xo Ha6exano 
Ha ero Aymy, H TYT ze MenbKHyna 9Mecu(o MMCnb 0 TOM, MTO 
He nponHcancx nH 3TOT cepAemHbift 'ienosex yze B KBaPTHpe 
AOKOkHoro, H6o H TaKHe npinepw B XH3HH 6bBanH. (615) 

Poplavsky cannot afford to give in either to his own or somebody 

else's emotions because these emotions could cost him a flat in 

Moscow. People regard each other with suspicion and mistrust because 

life in Moscow is dominated by materialism and the individual's 

acquisition of the largest possible share of goods and comforts 

available depends on his neighbour receiving as little as possible. 

The utilitarian aims of the radical intelligentsia - as depicted 

in Vekhi - have failed to bring about material happiness for all. 

Corruption and bribery are commonplace. Like the radical intelli- 

gentsia which is depicted in Vekhi, the ordinary people have lost 

interest in eternal questions for themselves (e. g. life and death)51. 

Their genuine contact with fellow human beings has been severed. 

All for the sake of personal material gain. Thus it can be said 

that the Moscow citizens have lowered their sights to such a degree 

that the eternity against which they view their own existence has 

been transformed into a rich velvet backdrop studded with stars made 

of golden roubles52. This is how Bulgakov presents the lack of 
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eternal dimension inherent in materialism which prevails in Moscow 

in the 1930's. Bulgakov makes fun in a most irreverent manner of 

the fact that the Moscow people are spoiled by materialism. Their 

love of money which is discussed in the following section illus- 

trates further what they are really like. - 

3.3 People love money 

In his study - with which Bulgakov was familiar - M. A. Orlov 

writes at great length about the kinds of trickery which the devil 

plays on people53. Apparently the devil is particularly good at 

devising pranks which aim to demonstrate the extent of human greed. 

Money received from the devil turns out almost always to be undesirable. 

In any case, the devil's generosity mostly proves to be simply 'a 

trick of the eyes'. Orlov cites numerous examples of incidents which 

illustrate the unreliability of the devil's magnanimity. At times 

the money cannot be found at all or it may turn out to be something 

quite different, e. g. a bear's or toad's claws etc. In Bulgakov's 

novel the devil and his retinue give a performance of black magic in 

the Variety Theatre in the course of which the extent of the Moscow 

people's love of money - and general greed - is vividly demonstrated. 

The thematic significance of the black magic performance ensues 

from the following lines of dialogue: 

- ... BeAb MOCKOBCxoe HapoAoxaceneHHe 3Ha'HTenbHO 
H3MeHHnocb? (537) 

- ... ropozaae CHfbHO H3MeHHnHCb, rniemHe, x roaopio, 
KaK H cam ropoA, anpogeM. 0 xocnoMax Herrero yz H 

rosopHrb, ... (537) 

- ... cxonbxo ropasAo 6onee saxr sonpoc: 
iisMeHHnHCb nH 9TH ropozaHe BHyTpeHHe? 

- Aa, 9TO ßaIHe aonpoc, cyAapb. (538) 

The latter question is answered through an experiment during which 
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bank-notes begin to float from the ceiling and the members of the 

astonished and delighted audience grapple with each other to catch 

as many of them as possible (539). The smell of the notes convinces 

the audience that they are genuine; Woland has provided the people 

with the kind of proof which they best understand. 

As Woland observes the chaos around him he replies to his own 

enquiry: 

- ... nIOAH KaK niogH. fIo6RT neHbrH, HO BeAB 3TO 

BcerJa 6bino ... 'qenoBetiecTBO M06HT AeHbrH, H3 nero 
6bl Te iiH 6bInH cgenaHb1... Hy, nerxoMblcneHHbl ... iIy, 

uTO xc ... H mxnocepRHe HxorAa CTyXi4TCf B Hx cep xa... 
(541) 

Woland comes to the conclusion that the Moscow people have not changed: 

they still love money, they are thoughtless, but also compassionate at 

moments of need. Thus the new Soviet man, as anticipated by the 

official ideology, has not emerged from the trappings in which he has 

been bound for centuries. The compassion which the audience shows 

during the black magic show is directed at a victim of its own 

cruelty: George Bengalsky, the unfortunate compere of the evening, 

has his head cut off and put on again at the arbitrary command of this 

audience. It is interesting to note that the beheading is executed 

by the devil's crew while the resurrection follows an exclamation: 

"Pagx 6ora, xe My'bTe ero! " (541). 

The magicians establish a ladies' clothes shop on the stage which 

becomes the showcase of vanity and covetousness within a few seconds 

of its opening. The magicians have created a situation where the 

audience participation becomes the act itself while Woland fades into 

the background simply to observe silently. The women are united in 

their desire to receive conjured-up gifts. The basic, self-evident 

dictates of this common desire are clearly communicated even in a 
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language which is unknown to most of the participants: 

... Resxua c xsyPOAOBaxaoA meeH ... cTana TapaxTeTb 
no-c4paxu73CKH, xy MTenbxo 65MO To, 'iTO ee c nOnycnQBa 
noHMMana ace mexwx , Race Te H3 xxx, 'iTO xe exam HH 
oRxoro c4paxuy3cxoro cnoaa. (544) 

The real dialogue takes place on the level of naked greed. 

The money conjured up by the magicians turns into labels and 

strips of paper. The luxurious clothes vanish as soon as the specta- 

tors leave the theatre. The money which represents the income 

received by the theatre in connection with the magicians' performance 

turns out to be 'hot' foreign currency. If a bear's or toad's claws 

had tumbled out of the newspaper bundles in which the bookkeeper 

wrapped the notes the offence would have been less serious. The 

theatre's bartender seeks out the magician who turns the plain strips 

of paper back into 10 rouble notes. Eventually some of this money is 

given by the bartender to a doctor as a payment, but it turns into 

worthless labels and disappears with the strange nurse who has 

materialised out of thin air at the doctor's surgery: 

rnasa y cecTpbl 6bnx MepTSbie. 

- pese xH x npx6epy, - Myxcx 6acoM cxasana cecTpa, - 
xetiero i TYT sanaTbcx. - Crpe6na nTx1beft nanoA 3TxxeTxx 
H cTana Ta$Tb B sosAyxe. (631) 

Thus Bulgakov's fiction serves to underline the warning against the 

devil's generosity: undue gifts, particularly money, should be 

recognised as originating from evil and refused. 

When questioned by the bartender about the illusory money Woland 

reveals quite openly that the exchange of roles between the artist 

and his audience did not happen by chance. On the contrary, this 

. role exchange provided the motivation for the show in the first place: 

... Aoporot Mot! A OTKPOIO BaM Tally: x soece He 
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apTHCT, a UPOCTO we XOTenoc liopHAaTb MocKw eg p Macce, 

a yAo6Hee ßcero 3TO Oino cAenaTb V TeaTpe. Hy POT NOR 

cBHTa, ... H ycTpoHna $TOT ceaxc, x ace nHmb CHAen u 
CMOTpen Ha MocIcI geL3. (624) 

Through his meeting with the bartender Woland apparently learns more 

about the Moscow citizens' idiosyncrasies. When he hears that they 

have used the conjured-up money in place of real money he pretends to 

be surprised at their naivety: 

... S xe Roirycxajo )1cns, Mr06bI OHH 3TO cRenanx 
cosxaTenbxo. (624) 

I 
Woland's ironic remark suggests that either the people are thoroughly 

gullible or that they are crooks; either they are truly taken in by 

magic tricks or they are swindlers who are knowingly trying to make 

use of false money. Woland's show parallels in many ways the show 

trials which took place frequently in the Soviet Union in the 1930's. 

Except that at the Variety Theatre performance it is the audience's 

ethical and spiritual condition which is being examined while at the 

real show trials it was the spectators' political soundness that was 

being tested. Thus far the Moscow audience has been shown to be 

wholly materialistic, but also compassionate towards a victim of its 

own cruelty. 

Further illumination on the question of whether the Moscow people 

are simpletons or crooks is derived from the final moments of the 

black magic show itself. An individual voice from the audience demands 

an explanation: 

- ... Paso6nagexxe cosepmexno Heo6xoRHMo. Bes 

SToro aamx 6necTRngxe xoMepa OCTaaxT rarocTSoe BuemaTnexxe. 
3pwTenbcxax macca Tpe6yeT o6bacxex . 

- 3pHTenbHax Macca, - nepe6xn CemnneRposa xarn1 raep, - 
xax 6ynTO xxtiero se sasanxna? (545) 

Moscow people as a mass have come to accept the incredible without 

asking for explanations. The power which wields 'magic' in Moscow, 
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devours those who dare to challenge it with enquiry. The same fate 

awaits Sempleyarov whose enquiry is turned upon the questioner 

himself: the scene ends with Sempleyarov's public defamation. At 

this point it is useful to recall that in connection with the dis- 

cussion of the devil's genealogy reference was made to the fact that 

in Bulgakov's novel the rules of conventional morality do not apply; 

i. e. the truth seekers are unfortunate (evil) and those who are un- 

troubled by self-deception are endowed with happier destinies (good)54. 

The enquiry which the unsuspecting Sempleyarov makes at the show 

delivers him from the latter category to the former. 

3.4 Mystery of black magic and withcraft revealed 

The popularity of the black magic show at the Variety Theatre has 

resulted, not only from the anticipated manipulation of the magic 

itself, but also from the magicians' promise to reveal the mystery 

connected with it. The poster advertising the event reads: 

Ceeoöxx u exedxeeno e mearnrpe Bapaeme ceepx npo- 
2pammu : 

TIR 4 CCOP JI( 

Ceaxcu uepxoü iiaeuu c nanxvzj ee pasoöaauexue.? (520) 

How is the mystery of black magic revealed in the show and what mean- 

ing does this revelation bear to the thematic development of the work? 

It is the voice of Arkady Apollonich Sempleyarov which demands an 

explanation at the end of the performance. At first the magicians' 

explanation appears rather weak and inadequate as it consists of the 

enquiry being turned upon Sempleyarov himself. However, a closer 

study of Sempleyarov's case provides ample explanation of the origins 

of black magic and of its mystery as they relate to life in Moscow. 
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The unravelling of the mystery of black magic begins with the 

simple question: " 
... nosaonbTe aac cnpocim, rge sbi 6wni pylepa 

BetiepoM, ApxajiH Anonnoxosxti? " (546) It is put to Sempleyarov by 

Faggot-Koroviev. The outcome of this seemingly harmless enquiry 

leads to Sempleyarov being publicly exposed as a liar, a lecher and 

also a corrupt dealer who will share out favours for favours 

received. The revelation has uncovered the truth about Sempleyarov's 

whereabouts on the night before the show. Sempleyarov has sought to 

hide the truth by telling lies. In other words, the revelation of 

the mystery of black magic consists of the discovery of the truth 

about Sempleyarov. Consequently, it can be deduced that the sustain- 

ing of the mystery of black magic depends on the maintenance of a lie 

or lies, while the revelation of this mystery depends on. an acknowledge- 

ment of the truth. 

In this context, for example, the reality of the conjured-up 

money and clothes depends on the willingness of the audience to believe 

in the illusion, and lie, of magic. When he is told about the Moscow 

citizens' apparent naivety the devil exclaims: 

- AI-AH-Afk! - ßOCKAHKHyf apTHCT, - Aa HeyielH x OHH 

AyM3nH, MTO 3TO HaCTOHIIie 6yMazxm? (624) 

The willingness of the audience to believe in this lie, on the Qther 

hand, depends on the truth about what they are really like as people, 

i. e. on their thoughtlessness and greed which are exposed during the 

show. In the case of Bengalsky's beheading the magic depends on the 

audience's cruelty. Thus the magic arises and is maintained through 

the illusion which is sustained by the audience's belief. At this 

point it is appropriate to recall the devil's dictum: H ... xaxgoMy 

6ygeT Aaxo no ero nepe. " (689) Accordingly, the magic money and 

clothes turn out to be 'magic', not real or genuine. Sempleyarov 
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demands the revelation of the magic and he is shown the truth as it 

concerns him. His individual case is held up as an example of the 

way in which black magic operates in the wider context of Moscow 

society. 

It can be argued that in Master'i Margarita Buigakov illustrates 

the way in which a totalitarian regime fosters withcraft and magic 

which is maintained by lies. In the novel Sempleyarov's case concerns 

a petty crook's involvement in magic. However, also honest and decent 

individuals could be drawn into the net of lies as shown by N. 

Mandel'stam in her memoirs. This gives rise to a question of 

whether a lie can be justified. In Sempleyarov's case the answer to 

this question could hardly be in the affirmative. In her works N. 

Mandel'stam makes repeated reference to the atmosphere of falsehood, 

and even of absurdity, which inevitably enveloped the lives of those 

individuals whose honesty came into conflict with a will to survive. 

As far as Sempleyarov is concerned, it is his success in petty 

corruption and lechery which depends on his lies. N. Mandel'stam 

explains what involvement in lies has meant in her own life: 

Hajo nH nraTb? MozHo nH nraTb? Onpaaliaxa nit "nomb po 
cuaceHHe"? Xopomo XHTb p ycnowwxx, xorAa He npxxO TCA 
nraTb. EcTb nH Taxoe McCTO Ha seine? HaM BsymanH c 
AeTCTBa, MTO acmAy noxb H nHueMepxe. Bes naafi a He s ann 
6b1 B HamH cTpamHSje AHH. Hs nrana BCIO EH3Hb - ... 
H HHKTO MHe npH 3TOM He sepnn - 3TO 6bina o6bNH55 noxb 

Hame"i 3noxii, ... 
3TO I nMi B He CTLDKYCb, ... 

Although the kind of lying to which N. Mandel'stam refers in the above 

statement and the lies of which Sempleyarov is guilty in Bulgakov's 

novel belong to quite different ethical categories they are both part 

of the'false and'äbSürd atmosphere which prevailed in Moscow in the 

1930's. 

The justification for the kind of lying of which'N. Mandel'stam 
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writes can be provided by an individual's instinct fpr self- 

preservation. She writes: 

Yimi6aTbCß HSM uonaranocb. Hamm PYKOBOAHn HHCTHHKT 
CaMocoxpaHeHHSl, CTpax 3a CBOHX H 0006bIii KoAeKC copeTCKHX 
npxnHxiHiR. 

56 

In connection with the discussion of Vekhi's ideas some reference was 

made to the fact that the ancient life experience had endowed the 

ordinary Russian people with the kind of wisdom which enabled them to 

come to terms with the totality of human experience57. In Bulgakov's 

novel old superstitious beliefs are employed by the people to explain 

and to account for the mysterious happenings which take place in their 

midst. This practice serves a dual purpose. On the one hand, 

paradoxically, it enables the people to retain some grip on normality 

as the extraordinary events can be dismissed by reference to super- 

natural forces and witchcraft. On the other hand, the superstitions 

and beliefs allow the people to establish the kind of veneer of 

deception which is described by N. Mandel'stam above; however strange 

the goings on in the neighbourhood, no actual person or group of 

people - such as, for instance, the secret police - need be suspected, 

let alone named, in connection with these goings-on: everything can 

be attributed to witchcraft. In other words, the citizens can, go on 

pretending that nobody is to blame thus exonerating themselves from 

the responsibility to challenge the events with enquiry or to 

acknowledge openly the truth which underlies them. N. Mandel'stam 

adds that for reasons of self-preservation nobody worried about the 

absurdity inherent in this pattern of behaviour 58 

In a chapter entitled 'Nekhoroshaya kvartira' (490) Bulgakov out- 

lines the consequences of witchcraft to the occupants of flat no. 50, 

in Sadovaya Street. N. Mandel'stam's understanding of the times is 
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given here as a prelude to Bulgakov's fictional presentation of the 

Moscow people's attitude to witchcraft: 

Bce 6bIfH noTeHw anbxb1MH Bb1BHxeHuaMH, IIOTOMY 'ITO K&ZE W 
Rexb KTo-i. M6yjb Bb6wi3an Hs XH3HH H Ha ero McCTO BbII9xrancx 
RpyroH. Ka bn 6bin, KoHeuHO, KaHRHgaTOM H Ha rH6enb, Ho 
AHeM 06 3TOM He , gyManH - AnR n09O6HbIX CTpaXOB 0ROCTaTO'IHO 
HOgH. 0 Bbl6bzBmHx sa6wBanH cpasy, a nepeR Hx wesaMH, ecnH 
HM yyasanocb 3axpenHTbc$ Ha 4aCTH ZinnnolaRH, cpasy 
saxnOnWBanxcb Bce 6narononygHbze RBepH. Bripoeeu, zeH 
ocTasanocb Bce McHbme -a TpHRUaTb ceubMOM yxce-ananH He 
TOnbKO py6HTb no KOpeHb, HO H BbIKOp'eBbIBaTb. 

5 

In Bulgakov's novel old superstitious beliefs and Soviet political 

tactics have become confused with one another in the ordinary people's 

understanding. A simple woman explains the disappearance of citizens 

as follows: 

Ha6oxaiaR, a OTxpoBerHee cxa3aTb - cyesepHaa, 
AB ca TaK H3IIpRMHK H 3a$BHna ... QTO 3TO KO31 OBCTBO H 

PTO OHa npexpaCHO 3HaeT, KTO yTaIxin H Jambus m: MHÜHuHOHepa, 
TOIIbKO K HO'IH He xO'ieT rOBOpHTb. (492) 

The author confirms the simple woman's conclusion by remarking that 

Bye a KO31OBCTBy, KaK HSBeCTHO, CTOHT TOAbKO Ha'aTbCH, a 

TSM yc ero HHmeM He OCTÖHOBHMb. (492) 

The following cases of citizens disappearing are connected with 

flat no. 50: 

1) A tenant - whose name is lost - is taken tQ the police- 

station by a militiaman; neither of them is ever seen 

again. 

2) Another tenant, Belomut, is fetched to work by car as 

usual, but he never returns and is never seen again. 

3) This tenant's wife disappears from the flat. 

4) The owner of the flat goes to her dacha and disappears. 

5) Anfisa, the simple woman servant, disappears frpmthe 

flat after a night when unusual goings-on are observed 

by her in the flat. 

6) The wives of Berlioz and Likhodeyev disappear from the 
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flat. 

7) Berlioz dies an unusual death. 

8) Likhodeyev is removed to Yalta in most suspicious 

circumstances. 

The explanation for the disappearance is obvious to everybody but 

since it cannot be openly discussed - often for reasons of self- 

preservation - the disappearances are shrouded in the mystery of 

witchcraft. This is particularly true about the first five instances 

mentioned above., The last three cases differ from the rest in the 

sense that some information - in Berlioz' and Likhoradev's cases a 

considerable amount of information - is given about the reasons for 

these disappearances. * Yet even these three cases are presented in 

such a manner that an air of mystery prevails. In general, Bulgakov 

creates an atmosphere of mystery around these cases by laying emphasis 

on the fact of the disappearance itself and not on the causes or 

circumstances which have led to it. This approach allows for the 

underlying truth to remain unexplored, although it is blatantly 

obvious in every case. 

In particular the first five cases of disappearance mentioned 

above have a clear imprint of the activities of the secret police. 

The signs given by Bulgakov make detection of the secret police 

involvement easy for the reader: 

1) ... xaxncsi s KBapTxpy ra nxr. coxep, ... (491) 

is self-explanatory 

2) ... znbua (4amHnHR KOTOporo yTpaTHnacb) ... (491) 

perhaps it is not safe to mention this name since the 

citizen doing so might be implicatLng himself. 

3ý 
... TOnbKO K HOQH He XOReT rOBOpHTb. 492) 

the fears gain full reign at night when many arrests 
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take place. 

4) ... Asepx o6exx xoroiaT, ... oxasanxcb sane'aTaxxbi. (492) 

the doors are sealed so that the police may investigate 

the tenant's belongings without anyone removing 

incriminating evidence from the flat. 

5) 
... 'TO 6yJTO 6ä aP 50-M acio HORb cnbmanHCb KaKHe- 
TO CTyKH N 6yA TO 6w AO YTpa a OKHax ropen 3neKTpH- 

'qecxHi cBer. (492) 

the noises issuing from the flat illustrate the 

thoroughness of the police search; the electric 

light speaks of the unnaturalness of what is going 

on in the night. 
60 

In this episode Bulgakov shows that the Moscow citizens believe in 

witchcraft in the same way as they believe in magic, i. e. by 

willingly sustaining a veneer of mystery which is supported by lies. 

Often the citizens' own lives may depend on these lies. In Master i 

Margarita Bulgakov demonstrates that the Soviet code of behaviour is 

not based on choosing between the truth and the lie but on the 

citizens' will to survive in a society controlled by authorities who 

wield power in the manner of witchcraft. 

3.5 Contract with the devil: N. I. Bosoi 

In connection with his exposition of what the ordinary people are 

really like in Moscow Bulgakov presents a number of cases which relate 

how certain characters make a bargain with the devil. In general, 

such a bargain is identifiable with the characters getting involved 

in suspicious and dishonest deals. At first they themselves pretend 

that they do not know with whom they are dealing. However, the undue 

benefit which ensues from these deals to the characters makes it 

obvious that evil is present. In this context the characters' 
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bargain with the devil must be seen as a conscious act. Furthermore, 

the bargain with the devil is usually connected with covering up for 

some petty criminal offence, corruption or lies of which the characters 

are guilty and whose exposition they fear constantly. To illustrate 

the above arguments some reference will now be made to the contract 

made with the devil by Nikanor Ivanovich Bosoi, the chairman of the 

tenants' association. 

When Nikanor Ivanovich Bosoi comes into contact with the devil's 

crew for the' first time he challenges the right of Woland and his 

retinue to settle in flat no. 50. Bosoi has to pay dearly for this 

challenge. Afraid of admitting to negligence as regards his duties 

as the chairman of the tenants' association Bosoi accepts an over- 

generous offer of rent payment from Koroviev - this will cover up the 

deficit in the association's funds and thus save Bosoi's reputation as 

a chairman. The contract concerning this blatantly unfair money 

transaction is signed by Bosoi with the devil: 

... KopoBbeB C BenHxiaAmeik 6MCTpOTOH H nOBKOCTbIO HaßepTan 

B AByX 3xse. nnApax KOHTpaKT. Ilocne 3Toro OH cneTan c 

HHM B CnanbHIo H BepHynCH, npHMeM oOa 3KseMnnRpa oxasanHcb 

yze pa9MafHCTO nORnHcaHHbn. n1 HHOCTpaHueM. HoAnHcan 

KOHTpaKT H npeAceRaTenb. (514-5) 

As if through a miracle, 'H TYT cnyuHnocb, ... nyjo' (515), a parcel 

of bribe money jumps into his briefcase. 

Everything that goes on during the meeting between Bosoi and 

Koroviev illustrates how little resistance the chairman can muster when 

faced with corrupt offers of money and privileges. It has already 

been shown that the money received from the devil leads to unfortunate 

consequences in Bulgakov's novel. Koroviev, through whom the bargain 

is effected, reports Bosoi to the appropriate authorities. This 

suggests that the rent offer may simply be part of a plot against the 
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chairman. This suggestion becomes even more plausible when it is 

taken into account that incriminating papers are moved in and out of 

Bosoi's briefcase in such a way that the chairman cannot avoid getting 

caught. It is important to note that Bosoi doss'not question any of 

the extraordinary circumstances in which he has become invol'ed. 

When he realises the hopelessness of his situation he begins to blame 

witchcraft for everything. 

A further twist is introduced into the story as the unknown 

citizen, i. e. the secret police agent, returns to arrest Bosoi's 

personal enemy Kvastsov who has shown open curiosity and pleasure at 

the chairman's misfortune. It is not made clear in the novel 

whether Kvastsov is, in fact, responsible for Bosoi's arrest or 

whether Bosoi has implicated Kvastsov while being interrogated. It 

is true that Koroviev makes the initial phone call to draw the 

authorities' attention to Bosoi, but it has been shown previously in 

this chapter that the final responsibility for the devilish pranks 

lies with the Moscow people. The question of who informs on Bosoi 

and Kvastsov remains open. 

Bosoi's case illustrates how the authorities can take advantage 

of the ordinary citizens' willingness to sustain the mystery of 

witchcraft. This allows for power to be wielded in a completely 

arbitrary manner unchecked by any controls. Nobody dares to discuss 

what is really happening since such discussion would have serious 

consequences to anyone concerned. As a result of his contract with 

the devil, i. e. acceptance of undue money, Bosoi is drawn into a 

vicious circle which traps him in its cycle of nightmares related in 

the chapter entitled 'Son Nikanora Ivanovicha' (576). The devil's 

maxim that everyone will receive according to his beliefs applies also 

to Bosoi and. Kvastsov: Bosoi blames withcraft for his undoing and it 
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undoes him; Kvastsov takes pleasure in Bosoi's misfortune and falls 

victim to it himself. 

Nikanor Ivanovich Bosoi's contract with the devil, i. e. his 

partaking in evil as it is manifest in petty corruption, delivers him 

finally into a mental asylum. However, before that happens Bulgakov 

depicts - without any direct reference to the secret police etc. - how 

the confused chairman breaks down at the interrogation which seeks to 

establish his guilt and also tries to make him implicate others. 

The interrogation takes place behind closed doors and it foreshadows 

the open trial which is related in Bosoi's dream. Both the secret 

questioning and the open trial are connected with the 'witch-hunts' 

which took place in Moscow in the 1930's and of which a great deal of 

documental evidence exists. In Bulgakov's novel Bosoi blames witch- 

craft for the wrongs of which he himself is accused and he becomes 

the target of a hunt. 

When depicting the interrogation scene Bulgakov empiQys language 

which wildly understates the reality of the extreme circumstances of 

such an occasion. He refers to the interrogation chamber simply as 

'Rpyroe MecTO' (576). Bosoi's vague recollection of the place conjures 

up the place as follows; 

fOMHHACR TOAbKO AHcbMeHHbIki CTOn, mKa H RHBSH. (576) 

The sensationalism of the interrogation is reduced to its minimum in a 

way which enhances the suggestion of violence and mental oppression as 

an essential part of the proceedings: 

Tam c HHKaHopom HBaxoBHtIeM, Y KoToporo nepee rnasa4H 
KaK-TO MyTHAOCb OT APHnHBOB KPOBH H AymeBHOrO B036y=eHHii, 

PCTynxfH B pasroBop, ... 
(576) 

In his answers to the interrogators Bosoi refers not only to witchcraft, 

but also to God - blaming the former and citing the latter as his 
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witness: "Bor HCTHHHbI3,6or aceMoryu., ... sce saiHT, a mHe TyAa B 

Aopora" (576). Neither witchcraft nor God satisfy the interrogators' 

thirst for information. They are looking for concrete answers which 

will lead to concrete arrests. Bosoi's confusion and terror make him 

resort to religious primitivism which renders him useless to his 

interrogators. To them Bosoi's behaviour signals severe mental 

disturbance. 

In the mental asylum Bosoi dreams of an open trial in which he is 

called to appear. The accompanying table shows how this trial 

parallels the black magic show at the Variety Theatre. 

Revelations of mystery: 

show / trials 

Woland's show Bosoi's dream 

Theatre, compbre + Fagot and Theatre, compere. 

assistants. 

Audience = performers. Audience = performers. 

Purpose: to demonstrate that Purpose: public confession. 

ordinary people are thought- 

less and compassionate, they 

love money. 

Sempleyarov draws attention to Bosoi called upon to show 

himself and comes to be held up example to others. 

as an example. 

Sempleyarov comes to partici- Bosoi called to appear without 

pate in the act without prior prior warning. 

warning. 
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Woland's show Bosoi's dream 

, 
Truth revealed in the final Truth revealed in the final 

number: " 
... paspemxTe eiqe number: " 

... nossonbTe mile 

oAmi xpoxoTRbIA HoMepox? " (545) xa npouaxbe, noxasaTb saM eu'e 

(Sempleyarov's case. ) ogxH xoMep H3 namef n1porpar i, 

... " (581) 

(Dunchill's case. ) 

As a result of the revelation The individual's failure to 

-Sempleyarov is publicly confess means that he is 

humiliated and defamed. publicly humiliated and defamed. 

The revelation of the mystery The example of confession is 

of black magic consists of the employed to expose corruption 

discovery of the truth about and, more important, to reaffirm 

evil in Moscow citizens. the validity of the ideologically 

correct truth. 

It must be emphasised that both the show and the trial attempt to 

reveal the truth: in the former instance, the truth is concerned with 

the discovery of what the Moscow people are really like and, in the 

latter, it is connected with the revelation of how the citizens have 

transgressed against official dogma. While the black magic show 

brings out what is good and evil in the citizens, the trial of which 

Bosoi dreams highlights the sham morality which underlies the ethical 

tenets of the official ideology. An attempt will now be made to 

illustrate how didactic instruction, not the implementation of justice, 

is the primary purpose of the 'show' which takes place in Bosoi's 

dream. 
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The stage set at the trial presents a mockery of eternity in 

the way in which the night sky and the stars are depicted on its 

curtain: 

Hmenacb cuexa, sagepayTax 6apxaTxbn4 saxasecoM, no TeMHo- 
sxmHeBOMy 4)oxy ycexxHbim, xax sBe3AogKaM , nso6paacexxHMn 
sonoTWc ysenugexxblx RecsTOx, cycpnepcxax 6yAxa x Raze 
ny6nuxa. (578) 

The juxtaposition of this false, materialist eternity with the kind 

of eternity described at the end of Bulgakov's earlier novel Belaya 

gvardiya61 reveals the true extent of Bulgakov's despair: 

... a BOT sBeSAbl OCTaHyTCH, xorga H TeHH HaWHX Ten H Ren 

He OCTaHeTCA Ha segne. HeT HH oguoro genoBexa, KOTOpbTi 
6ä 9Toro He 3Han. Tax none My me Mbl He XOTi3M o6paTuTb 

CBOT Bsrnxq Ha HHX? HoneMy? (270) 

The stars to which the audience at the trial turns their eyes are made 

of golden coins. This illustrates the degree to which the sights of 

the Moscow citizens have been lowered in Master i 4argarita. 

The significance of the prompter's box at the stage set of the 

trial is painfully obvious in the context of confessions whose extrac- 

tion is the purpose of this show. The furniture on the stage con- 

sists only of one armchair and a small table. The audience consists 

entirely of men: ' 
... HHxaxopa RBaaosxtla noceTxno cxoBugexae, B 

ocxoBe xoToporo, xecornieHno, 6bnx ero ceroRxxmxe nepexHBax1s3' (578). 

In the dream the earlier interrogation is transformed into a show 

trial. The purpose of the proceedings is to humiliate and instruct 

the accused through the act of public confession. He is held up as 

an example to his fellow citizens: " ... Hgxaxop HBaaos't, noxazfTe 

Ham npHmep, "... (579). Each case is intended as a public reaffirma- 

tion of the official dogma. 

The audience participation is lively. As Bosoi is called forth 

the crowd accompanies the invitation with friendly applause, but when 

he utters his first words "BoroM KJIRHyCb, QTO ... 
" (579) in reply to 
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the compe% re's request to give up the foreign currency the audience 

has changed its attitude: 

... secb san paspasxncx KP K MH HeroJosaaxx. (579) 

The success of the act depends on whether Bosoi confesses to the 

alleged crime or whether he fails by insisting on being innocent. 

Bosoi blames black magic for everything and, like the interrogators 

in the earlier scene, the compere dismisses the chairman's act: 

- ... A-TO Ha Bac Hagegncn. HTaK, HoMep H3 He 
ygancx. (580) 

Bosoi's performance is vociferously condemned by the crowd. 

To illustrate in more detail how the audience's reactions reflect 

the official dogma it is helpful to refer to a speech given by V. I. 

Lenin in 192062 in which he remarks that the communists are accused of 

repudiating all ethics. Lenin admits that they do repudiate ethics 

in the sense that it is preached by the bourgeoisie, i. e. the ethics 

based on God's commandments. Moreover, he admits to the communists 

disregarding all morality which is derived from non-human or non-class 

concepts. He claims that the communists do not believe in an eternal 

morality; their morality is wholly and exclusively related to the 

creating of a new communist society. In connection with the intro- 

ductory discussion on Vekhi the ethics of nihilism was mentioned as an 

essential part of the Russian intelligentsia's socialist credo. S. 

Frank stated that the guiding principle of these ethics centres on the 

assumption that the material reality is the only reality63. Lenin's 

definition of ethics relates closely to the ethics depicted by Frank 

as part of the radical intelligentsia's ideology at the beginning of 

this century. 

Through Bosoi's example Bulgakov shows that the artificial trans- 

formation of 'eternal morality' into a single-minded adherence to the 
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materialist/rationalist/utilitarian tenets of right and wrong makes a 

mockery of the individual's understanding of truth and falsehood. 

The matter becomes even more confusing to the individual because at 

the trial it is the act of confession, rather than the implementation 

of justice, which forms the climax of each performance. Bosoi's 

dream theatre in which the show trial takes place is a parody of any 

meaningful court proceedings. Paradoxically, the trial which is 

presented as a dream in Bulgakov's fiction is very typical of what was 

going on in reality in Moscow in the 1930's. The trial is symptomatic 

of the spiritual paralysis which affected even the conception of 

morality in the new uni-dimensional Soviet society. 

In Bosoi's case an injection of sedative dispels the memory of the 

trial at which he has been called to appear as a result of his contract 

with the devil. The nurse calms him down with the assurance that 

- Hery, xeTy, ... a xa ser H cyga Her. (587) 

For a time Bosoi has been compelled to deal with the consequences which 

ensue from his involvement in petty corruption. Fortunately for him, 

however, the whole episode concerning the devilish influence on his life 

can be dismissed as a bad dream. 

4. Cönclusion 

By introducing the devil into his novel Bulgakov attacks dogmatism, 

be it religious, scientific, social or political. In Master i 

Margarita dogmatism is considered as an attempt on the part of reason 

to establish a final pattern on life, to express the absolute, in- 

fallible truth. In this way dogmatism, as a rule, is seen to restrict 

the characters' responses to life because it indoctrinates them to 

follow its command. Berlioz' and Bezdomny's behaviour bears witness 

to this kind of indoctrination: their understanding is limited and 
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their individual freedom reduced. It has been argued that the devil 

is employed to demonstrate the illusory nature of the security and 

order on which the editor and the young poet rely as a result of their 

unquestioning acceptance of the rational outlook on life. Berlioz 

and Bezdomny attain knowledge of the suppressed aspects of their pwp 

values and of life in general. 

In the case of the ordinary Moscow people - who are presented in 

the novel both as a mass and as individuals - the devil's influence 

leads towards increased self-knowledge: through the devil's agency 

the veil of magic is lifted to reveal the mystery which envelops the 

truth about evil, as it concerns each individual and through him the 

society as a whole. It is true that in the epilogue everything that 

happens while the devil stays in Moscow is dismissed as a remarkable 

experience of mass hypnosis. However, there is no doubt that in the 

course of the novel the Moscow people have been confronted, even if 

only temporarily, with their own true image which they do not wish to 

perceive. In the first section of this chapter the devil is shown to 

appear to Berlioz and Bezdomny as a manifestation of the 'irrational 

fact' which stands in opposition to absolute reason: the editor and 

his 'disciple' are compelled to acknowledge the reality of the 

dimension of human existence in which they do not believe. As regards 

the ordinary Moscow people the devil advocates a more common-sense 

attitude to life than is apparent in their outlook, but the people wish 

to cling onto magic and witchcraft for the purpose of explaining the 

cause of their misfort»ne. 

In Moscow everyday existence is shown to depend on the maintenance 

of lies and falsehood on which the status quo is founded. The devil's 

influence is connected with the characters' attainment of the kind of 

knowledge which serves to undermine these foundations. In this con- 
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text the characters' increased self-knowledge in Bulgakov's novel 

refers to them being at least temporarily made aware of the evil of 

lies and falsehood on which they rely. This is the truth which is 

revealed by the devil. C. G. Jung states that the answer to the 

problem of evil can be found 'first and foremost' through the 

attainment of self-knowledge, i. e. the individual's utmost knowledge 

of his wholeness, of good and evil in him64. In Master i Margarita 

the devil and his retinue are employed for the purpose of providing 

this answer, be it against the characters' willingness to acquire it. 

The knowledge which the devil imparts in the novel threatens the 

relationship between the governing glite and the people. P. 

Kropotkin highlights the importance of mystery in relation to know- 

ledge for the society as a whole when he explains that the first frag- 

ments of knowledge, which appeared a long time ago and which were 

connected with witchcraft, also became a power that could be used 

(when possessed by an individual) against the tribe. These fragments 

were kept in secrecy and they were known only to the circle of the 

initiated. Such practice is found to be common amongst all 

savages65. On the other hand, at the end of the Grand Inquisitor 

legend66 Ivan Karamazov puts forward a proposition which extends the 

significance of the mission carried out by the Inquisitor as follows: 

- ... MozeT 6bzTb, 3TOT npOKnBTU cTapHx, ... 
cy1geCTByeT H Tetepb B BHRe uenoro coHMa MHOrHX TaKOBbIX 
eAHHbxx CTapHKOB H He cnytia Ho BOBce, a cyugeCTByeT KaK 
cornacxe, KaK Ta boric C0103, AaBHo yxe ycTpoemHi I; nx 
xpaHeHHL TaKHw, Anx xpaxexxst ee or HecgacTHbtx H ManocHnbHbnc 
nioje%, c TeM 'iT06w cAenaTb xx cgacTnHBbR4M. (287) 

Kropotkin's reference relates to the circumstances of a primitive 

man living in a savage society. Ivan Karamazov's proposition links 

medieval Spain with Russia as seen by Dostoevsky in the latter half of 

the 19th century. In both cases knowledge guarded by secrecy and 
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disguised as witchcraft and mystery has provided certain, individuals 

with the power which they have come to wield over the peQple. In 

Bulgakov's novel such power is wielded in the manner of magic. 

Bulgakov shows that Soviet political tactics which are incomprehensible 

to the ordinary people, but which are wholly sanctioned by the glite's 

superior knowledge of the official dogma, can only be explained by the 

people in terms of superstitious beliefs. 

It is evident from Kropotkin's, Dostoevsky's and Bulgaknv's expo- 

sition of secret or exclusive knowledge versus power that a harmonious 

relationship between the elite and the people depends on the willing- 

ness of both sides to sustain the mystery in which the knowledge is 

shrouded. This thesis has tried to demonstrate that the purpose of 

the devil's and his assistants' visit to Moscow is to confront the 

people with the knowledge of the truth about evil as it concerns them 

individually and socially. Under the guise of magic the individual 

can relinquish all responsibility for what happens to him or his 

fellow citizens. The ruling elite is satisfied with the apathetic 

disposition of the people towards questions of moral responsibility. 

Bulgakov's argument parallels the claim presented in the Grand Inqui- 

sitor's legend: 

... oanaAesaeT cso6oAOA nioefl nxmb TOT, KTO ycnOKOHT HX 
cosecTb. (279) 

In the society depicted by Bulgakov the people's lives are governed by 

an elite which, like the Grand Inquisitor, conquers and holds captive 

the conscience of the masses by the forces of 'miracle, mystery and 

authority 167 
. It provides the citizens with material necessities but 

chooses to ignore their spiritual needs. It wields plenty of magic 

and exercises a great measure of authority. These three forces enable 

the people to attain the kind of 'happiness' which ensues from the 
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relinquishment of responsibility regarding freedom to choose between 

good and evil. 

Yet, it should not be forgotten that under the Grand Inquisitor's 

rule heretics burn daily as a matter of course and in Bulgakov's novel 

witchcraft which is held responsible for people disappearing is 

accepted as commonplace. The question arises whether the people are 

voluntarily relinquishing their responsibility for the freedom to make 

moral choices or whether they are, in fact, doing so only because 

they wish to avoid being thrown onto the pyre. After having heard 

the legend Alyosha Karamazov exclaims: 

-H KTO Teöe noaep}T 0 cBo6oAe? Tax nH, rax nx xaRo 
ee nomimaTb ! (285) 

In this chapter an attempt has been made to show that in Master 

i'Margarita the citizens' belief in magic and witchcraft helps to 

preserve the status quo and to increase their chances of 'survival'; 

conveniently for them, this belief justifies the maintenance of the 

lies to which the conscience of the Moscow people is bound. 

Alyosha Karamazov declares that the mystery which the Grand 

Inquisitor so zealously guards contains nothing at all or, at most, 

the idea of godlessness. Thus Alyosha regards Ivan's legend as 

being in praise of Jesus, not in disparagement of him as evidently 

intended by Ivan. (Ivan Karamazov and Ivan Bezdomny have missed the 

target in their respective works on Jesus in a similar manner. ) 

The Grand Inquisitor's godlessness is apparent in his lack of regard 

for human beings as discussed earlier in the introductory chapter on 

Vekhi68. He acknowledges the metaphysical aspect of human existence 

to the extent that he provides the masses with a false Christ who is 

manifest in his own personality, but he does not believe in the 

masses' ability to deal with freedom. In Master i Margarita the 
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devil is assigned the task Qf restoring the metaphysical aspects of 

human existence for which the official ideology lacks regard. Free- 

dom, particularly as it relates to choosing between good and evil, is 

necessarily curtailed by the dictates of the official dogma. 

Illusory and precarious freedom is upheld by lies and falsehood which 

are shrouded in magic and witchcraft. 

In concluding this discussion on the devil versus the rational 

man and the superstitious masses in'Master i Margarita, it seems 

appropriate to refer to the challenge which Berdyaev makes at the end 

of his Vekhi essay: 

MbI OCBO60ARMCH OT BHemxero raeTa nHmb TorRa, xorAa 
ocBo6oWHMCx OT BHyTpexxero pa6cTBa, T. -e. Bosnoxw 
Ha ce6Fi OTBeTCTBeHHOCTB H nepeCTaHeM BO BCeM BHHHTb 
BHeMHHe cuimi. (22) 

The truth about evil whose revelation the devil aids in Bulgakov's 

novel illustrates well why Berdyaev's challenge remains unanswered by 

the ideological leaders of Soviet society. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

Writer versus society 
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1. Introduction: the theme of the double 

It is helpful to introduce the discussion on the theme of writer 

versus society in Master i Margarita1 by making some general reference 

to four of the novel's characters who are directly connected with 

literature: 

1) Berlioz -a senior editor who commissions literary 

works and advocates strict obedience to the official 

guidelines on creative writing. 

2) Ryukhin -a poet who is also a conformist but who 

admits to himself that Ivan Bezdomny's insulting 

words about him contain the truth: 

"IIpaBAy, npaBRy cxasan! ... He aepi R HH BO 
tTO H3 Toro, uTO nay! ... 

` (489) 

3) Bezdomny -a young and immature verse writer who 

tries to follow the official dictates in his writing 

but is found to digress, unwittingly, from the correct 

path in his work on Jesus Christ. 

4) The Master -a genuine artist who has written a novel 

following only the dictates of his creative instinct; 

as a result of this 'offence' he has become excluded 

from life in Moscow and the artist in him has died. 

In this list the characters are arranged according to the degree to 

which their work conforms to their society's ideological demands on 

literature. This arrangements reveals the extent to which the 

different characters are affected by the conflict between the official 

demands on creativity and the private yearning for the presentation of 

the truth as each of them understands it. An attempt is made in this 

chapter to show that in Bulgakov's novel this conflict-is expressed, 

not only through the different characters' predicaments, but also 
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through the juxtaposition of one character with another. In this way 

one ignites the process leading to the other's recognition of the truth, 

however brief or transitory this recognition may be. 

The most obvious instance of this technique is manifest in Ivan 

Bezdomny's schizophrenia (the Master versus Ivan, ), which is studied in 

detail in this chapter. It is argued that the Master aids Ivan's 

discovery of the truth as it relates to genuine creativity. Similarly, 

Bezdomny can be seen as the instigator of the process which leads to 

Berlioz' enforced confrontation with the truth: the devil shows him in 

a very 'tangible manner' that life after death exists. It is Berlioz' 

attack on Bezdomny's work which conjures up the devil in the first 

place. Bezdomny also compels Ryukhin to admit to himself the truth 

about his inept verses. The originality of Bulgakov's presentation of 

a particular character versus his opponent is apparent in the way in 

which this juxtaposition reflects the conflict between the public and 

private lives of a writer/writers in Soviet society. The originality 

is, however, built upon a tradition which had been employed by 19th 

century Russian writers, particularly by Dostoevsky: it is the theme 

of the double. Thus Ivan Bezdomny's schizophrenia is treated here as 

the 20th century manifestation of this traditional theme. 

The theme of the double occurs repeatedly in the Romantic fiction 

of E. T. A. Hoffmann - whose fantastic stories greatly influenced the 

Russian writers in the early part of the 19th century. Interest in 

Hoffmann was reawakened at the end of the last century when the 

Russian Symbolists became drawn to German Romanticism. During the 

time that Bulgakov was engaged in writing Master i Margarita (1928-'38) 

Hoffmann was recognised in the Soviet Union as a popular, classic and he 

was hailed particularly for his satirical portrayal of the German 
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bourgeois society of his timet. I. firimsky's article Qn 'SQtsial'- 

naya fantastika Gofmana'3, published in 1938, which Bulgakov is known 

to have read eagerly, reflects to a considerable extent the official 

Soviet attitude towards Hoffmann. M. Chudakova notes that numerous 

phrases and even whole paragraphs of this article have been heavily 

underlined by Bulgakov with a red pencil4. 

Mirimsky's article deals primarily with the theme of the double 

as presented in E. T. A. Hoffmann's fiction, as reflected in his 

divided characters and also in his own personality and life. Many 

ideas discussed by Mirimsky relate closely to thoughts which had pre- 

occupied Bulgakov in the 1930's and which find expression iti'Matter i 

Margarita. Thus it seems appropriate that some reference should be 

made to Mirimsky's article in this part of the thesis which deals with 

the dichotomy of human existence manifest in Bulgakov's novel in the 

theme of writer versus society. 

2. Art and life 

Some of Bulgakov's letters were cited earlier to illustrate that 

his creative life was seriously frustrated by the official demands made 

by his society on literatures. The first section of Mirimsky's 

article on Hoffmann which Bulgakov underlined heavily deals with the 

conflict between the duty of the bread-winner and the will of the 

artist. Hoffmann suffered acutely from this conflict in his own 

personality: he likened his civil service career to the rock to which 

Prometheus became chained; his soul and spirit were devoted only to 

art6. Bulgakov also lived a double life: on one level, he was in- 

volved in work which conformed to the official directives on literature; 

on another level, he worked as a creative writer who remained true to 

himself and who, no doubt, thought that his genuine work would never be 
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published. At the end of his life Bulgakov even agreed to write a 

play about Stalin's youth. It has been suggested that this was 

because he wished to provide his family with some hope of future 

security (at the time Bulgakov was very ill and knew that he would not 

live long)7. In his article, which was published in 1938, Mirimsky 

writes about the fate of an artist in bourgeois society at the very 

time when, paradoxically, Bulgakov and many others were sharing 

Hoffmann's predicament in a society of socialist orientation. The 

fate of an artist in a philistine society is one of the principal 

themes in Hoffmann's fiction and this thesis attempts to show that it 

is also one of Bulgakov's primary preoccupations in Master i Margarita. 

It must be emphasised, however, that the purpose of this study is not 

to illustrate how Master i Margarita reflects the biographical circum- 

stances of Bulgakov's life. Rather, it tries to illuminate the moral 

dilemma affecting a genuine artist in a society whose understanding of 

the human condition is blinded by a strictly dogmatic outlook. 

In their works both Hoffmann and Bulgakov show the artist's 

yearning for peace. According to them in a philistine society a true 

creative artist attains peace only in the world of dreams where his 

divided self is no longer torn between the demands of life and art. 

In Hoffmann's case this is illustrated well in a story about a talented 

conductor, Johannes Kreisler8. Here Hoffmann evokes the ghost of a 

great composer, Glück, who has died in 1787. in order to demonstrate 

how tragic and solitary the artist's life has become in Hoffmann's own 

contemporary Berlin. Since Glück is an apparition the conflict is 

easily resolved in his case: he returns to the non-material world. 

In the story Hoffmann presents Kreisler as a tangible counterpart to 

Glück's spirit. Kreisler emerges as a noble romantic, an incorrupt- 

ible musician and enthusiast who is doomed to live in the wilderness 
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of egoism and philistinism. 

Kreisler's predicament and the appearance of Glück's spirit 

correspond to the way in which the dichotomous characters of Ivan 

Bezdomny and the Master are portrayed in Bulgakov's novel. There 

too the conflict between art and life forces the artist to withdraw 

from the material reality of Moscow, first into tragic loneliness and 

then into the world of dreams. The peace which both Hoffmann's and 

Bulgakov's protagonists acquire is not attended by the kind of clarity 

or light which preoccupied both of these authors: at the end of 

Hoffmann's story Glück retires into the visionary world and Kreisler 

goes mad; in Bulgakov's novel the Master is led to the limbo of 

oblivion and Ivan Bezdomny comes to suffer from periodic attacks of 

lunacy. 

Thus, like Hoffmann, Bulgakov writes in his novel about the 

destiny of the artist who, torn by the conflict between art and life, 

begins to lead a dual existence in which his personality becomes 

divided. In psychiatry this schizophrenic condition is defined as a 

hallucinatory state, in which the sick person feels that his being has 

split. Miritnsky's explanation of how this condition is manifest in 

Hoffmann's works helps us to understand Bulgakov's treatment of the 

same theme: 

OcnoBHoi vepTOf TBop'ecxoro McTOAa I'oc3MaHa, 
... 

HBnBeTCI cosxaTenbxo nogmepxayTax H o6HaaeHHax RBy- 

117IaHOBOCTb B noxase AefiCTBHTenbHOCTH. ... 
J; Ba nnasa - 

peanbHbM H 4aHTaCTH'IeCKHäi HnH, ... 
4)HnHCTepCKHA H 

3HTy3HaCTHLIeCKHH - MOrYT BbICTynaTb B npOH3BeAeHHH 

roc»MaHa TO pa3AenbHO, TO CAHTO, HO OHH Bcerga pa3nH- 9 
cHM6i BO BceM, HanHHas OT o6pasoB H KOHnan peveBum CTpoeM. 

This conception of two levels of existence relates closely to the most 

obvious case of divided personality in Bulgakov's novel, "i. e. the case 

of Ivan Bezdömny. In the chapter entitled 'Razdvoenie Ivana' (530) 
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Bulgakov depicts how in the isolation of the mental asylum a 'new' 

Ivan is born and how he meets the Master. 

3. Ivan's schizophrenia 

The immature poet Ivan Bezdomny appears at the very opening of 

Master i Margarita and is also present on the final pages of the work 

where he is called Ivan Nikolayich Poniryov and described as a member 

of the Institute of History and Philosophy. He is the pivotal 

character of the work around whom the structure of the narrative 

revolves. In the beginning Bezdomny occupies the material Moscow 

reality, but his meeting with the devil and also with the Master and 

Margarita transports him onto the metaphysical dimension from which 

he returns to the material reality in the closing chapter of the 

novel. Thus, in a sense, Master i Margarita can be seen as a deeply 

ironic depiction of the process through which the young poet Ivan 

Bezdomny becomes a mature Soviet scholar, Ivan Nikolayich Poniryov. 

Here the interest is focussed on the study of this process where the 

division of Ivan's personality is most explicitly presented. It is 

argued that Ivan Bezdomny and the Master can be seen as different 

aspects of a writer's consciousness. It is helpful to begin with a 

presentation of a chart which shows these two characters as counter- 

parts: 

Ivan Bezdomny: 

1. homeless; 

2. author of the poem about 

The Master: 

1. nameless; 

2. author of the Pontius Pilate 

Jesus Christ; story; 

3. criticised for presenting 3. criticised for presenting an 

Jesus as a real person; apologia for Jesus Christ; 

4. asylum: taken there against 4. asylum: enters voluntarily 
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Ivan Bezdomny: 

his will (in a lorry); 

5. at first, verse writer; 

The Master: 

(hitches a lift in a lorry); 

5. at first, historian (by train- 

ing); 

6. later, scholar of history 

and philosophy; 

7. wife: guardian of Ivan's 

sleep, brings peace through 

sedation; 

8. memory revived in dreams 

which follow attacks of 

lunacy. 

6. later, writer; 

7. Margarita: guardian of the 

Master's sleep, calms him down 

with her words, induces sleep; 

8. memory fades into oblivion. 

How do these factors - as they are juxtaposed with one another - express 

Bulgakov's understanding of the dilemma concerning writer versus society 

as presented in Master i Margarita? An attempt is made here to show 

that they point towards a condition of split personality with which 

Bulgakov identifies the writer's predicament in Soviet society in the 

1930's. 

The Pontius Pilate story has been written by the Master who enters 

the novel in the chapter entitled 'Razdvoenie Ivana' (530). Ivan 

Bezdomny is also a kind of writer; he is an immature poet who has 

written a longish narrative poem about Jesus Christ. Allegedly, this 

poem has succeeded well: 

Tpypxo cxasaTm, 'iTO im exao noX3eno Hsaxa flxxonaeswia ... 
HO HHCYC B ero x3o6paxexxx uonymincx xy cosepmexxo xax 
IDMO , XOTH H xe npxsnexaio x ce6e nepconax. (425) 

Bezdomny is severely reprimanded by his senior editor because the work 

digresses seriously from official ideological directives as regards 

the person of Jesus Christ: it is not important to show what Jesus 
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was like, but it is vital to demonstrate that Jesus as a person 

never existed at all. 

The Master's Pontius Pilate story has also been attacked 

mercilessly by publishers and critics. One of these attacks 

parallels closely the kind of criticism directed at Ivan by his 

editor. Ivan listens as the Master recalls the painful facts: 

... UOABHnaCb CTaTbH KPHTHKa ApHMaHa, 
... B KOTOPOR 

rOBOpHAOCb, 'TO HBaHOB TOCTb, ... cAenan IIOI$ITKY 

UPOTaZWTb B ne'aTb anonorno Hiicyca XpHCTa. (559-60) 

The subject matter of the Master's work has been extensively attacked 

by the critics, but it is this accusation of vindicating the existence 

of Jesus Christ (not of Jeshua Ha-Notsri) which parallels most 

closely Berlioz' reaction to Bezdomny's work. 

Like the Master, Ivan has ended up in the asylum because of his 

involvement with the Pontius Pilate story. Ivan remarks: 

- BHAHTe nH, xaKas cTpaHHaa HcTOpxß, x cH71y sgecb 
Hs-sa Toro xe, QTO H Bbl, HMeHHo Hs-sa nOHTHA nHnaTa, ... 
(552) 

Thus Ivan and the Master have both written on the same 'character' and 

their works have been dismissed by official opinion. It is true, of 

course, that the dismissal and its consequences are far more serious 

in the Master's case. 

The biographical information relating to Bezdomny corresponds in 

a curious manner to details revealed in the novel about the Master's 

life. At the beginning of the work Bezdomny is presented as a young, 

immature poet writing - modishly - under a pretentious pseudonym. 

Many more such pseudonyms are mentioned in the episode dealing with 

the Griboyedov party. Such examples as Pavianov, Bogokhulsky, 

Sladky etc. (477) show that Bulgakov ridicules the practice of adopt- 

ing pretentious pseudonyms while at the same time using them to 
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delineate the characters to whom they belong. Thus it seems reason- 

able to assume that also the pseudonym 'Bezdomny' is intended tQ define 

Ivan's character. 

It has been pointed out earlier that in Bezdomny's case the 

official ideological indoctrination has simply endowed the young man 

with a veneer of conformity whose vulnerability is most clearly demon- 

strated by the very fact that Bezdomny's work on Jesus Christ has 

blatantly digressed from the official guidelines. It can be argued 

that Bezdomny is 'homeless' in Moscow in the sense that he has not 

yet succeeded in suppressing the commands of his instinct in a society 

which demands the individual's unquestioning adherence to a materialist 

and rationalist outlook. Although a self-professed atheist Ivan still 

involuntarily clings to an icon when the circumstances so demand. 

Ivan is 'homeless' in Moscow because, despite his own relentless efforts 

to do so, he is unable to conform fully to the ideological order on 

which the status quo in the city depends. 

The Master's 'homelessness' in Moscow is a more serious matter. 

He has voluntarily renounced both his real-name and his life in the 

city. He tells Bezdomny: 

-Y Mexx HeT 6oname. 4aMBnrH, -c Mpa4Hmn ripe3peHHeM 
OTBeTHn CTpäHHbig TOCTB, -R OTKasanca OT Hee, KaK H BOOÖIe 
OT Bcero B EH3HH. 3a6yAeM O He i. (553) 

His beloved Margarita has bestowed the title of the Mastei upon the 

novel's hero and it is the only name by which he wishes to be iden- 

tified10. This illustrates the extent to which the Master has 

become alienated from life in Moscow: in public he is rejected as a 

writer and could never be acknowledged as a Master. 

In the closing chapter of the novel Bezdomny appears as an 

employee of the Institute of History and Philosophy and he is referred 

to as Professor Ivan Nikolayich Poniryov. In the asylum the Master 
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tells Bezdomny that he is a historian by education and used to work in 

a museum until the time when he won 100,000 roubles which enabled him 

to devote all his time to writing. Thus in the course of the novel 

Bezdomny is transformed from being an immature verse writer into a 

scholar of history and philosophy - while the Master leaves the 

discipline of history in order to take up writing. 

In his work Bezdomny has sought to conform to the official 

directives on literature; the Master's writing has been guided purely 

by his creative instinct. Bezdomny has worked in public and the 

Master has remained in seclusion and privacy. By the time these two 

characters meet the Master has stopped writing and at the very first 

meeting Bezdomny promises, as the Master asks him, never to write his 

dreadful verses again. Bulgakov parallels and juxtaposes these two 

characters with one another in order to show how a 'public' writer's 

life compares with that of a genuine artist. The way in which the 

lives and the personalities of the two writers converge upon one 

another begins to emerge more explicitly from the moment when Bezdomny 

urges the Master to continue telling his life story and also that of 

Pontius Pilate: from then on the Master's life and work begin to 

dominate Ivan Bezdomny's existence. 

The argument that Ivan Bezdomny and the Master may be viewed as 

different aspects of a writer's consciousness is substantiated by a 

closer examination of how Bezdomny's condition of schizophrenia comes 

about, i. e. how the division of his being and consciousness is affected. 

The 'split of Ivan' happens in the asylum after Doctor Stravinsky 

injects him with a sedative and he drinks some hot milk; as promised 

by the doctor the reality of Jerusalem begins to fade from Ivan's memory 

and the events in Moscow connected with the devil lose their importance. 
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Bezdomny begins to come to terms with his present circumstances. 

The muted night-lights and the moon bring peace to him. His person- 

ality starts to divide as he speaks to himself: 

1) Ivan's first piece of monologue is interrupted by an 

observation that Ivan speaks'o6pavaxca x xoMy-TO' (532). 

2) The dialogue which follows - 'BJpyr CYPOBO cxasan rRe- 

TO, He TO BHyTpH, He TO Ha, yXOM, npexHHA iBaH RBaHy 

ROBOMy,... ' (532) - establishes clearly that the con- 

I 
versation is taking place between two separate charac- 

ters, i. e. the old Ivan and the new Ivan. 

3) The reality of the new Ivan is acknowledged through 

an oblique reference to a phenomenon which reflects 

the tangible and psychological nature of the pro- 

tagonist's second self: 'noApeMas Hern1oro, MBax 

soso exw iio cnpocxn y cTaporo Ilnaxa ... 
' (533). 

The new Ivan emerges as a character whose psycho- 

logical and tangible existence has been more than 

adequately verified. 

4) The devil's bass voice intervenes without disturbing, 

and just at the threshold of sleep and wakefulness 

the Master - in whose character the genuine creative 

instinct is manifest - enters into Ivan's awareness'1. 

As predicted by the devil in the opening chapter of the novel Bezdomny 

has come to suffer from schizophrenia in the course of which his con- 

tact with the creative instinct is established through the character 

of the Master. 

It becomes apparent from Ivan's conversation with the Master in 

the chapter entitled 'Yavlenie geroya' (547) that the immature 

writer's personality has split in such a way that the old Ivan 
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represented the public personality of a conformist writer while the 

new Ivan is a manifestation of his suppressed private self which has 

begun to emerge as a result of the meeting with the devil. This 

private self had been suppressed to such an extent that the thoughts, 

ideas and feelings pertaining to it are almost unrecognisable to 

Ivan. The Master's character, which appears to Ivan while in an 

ambiguous state of consciousness, can be seen as a further symptom of 

the young writer's 'illness' since it serves to enhance the reality of 

the suppressed self. In this way the devil has acted as a catalyst 

through whom Bezdomny's hidden self is conjured up. 

4. The Master 

It is argued in this thesis that the Master's entry into the novel 

occurs as a consequence of Ivan Bezdomny's schizophrenia; in other 

words, he may be seen as a direct manifestation of Ivan's illness. In 

this context it is interesting to note that throughout the work his 

appearances are connected with the non-material dimension of existence: 

1) Thus the Master enters into the narrative for the first 

time when Ivan Bezdomny is just on the point of falling 

asleep in the asylum (533). 

2) He is mentioned briefly at the end of the chapter about 

Nikanor Ivanovich Bosoi's dream: Bosoi's shouting 

evokes the Master's memories of the last autumn night 

of his life - 'nocneuHojo B X143HH oceHnnoio Ho'b' (587). 

3) The Master appears next in Part II of the novel in 

Margarita's dream which portends the fulfilment of his 

destiny (643). 

4) The Master is resurrected by Margarita's wish which 

'extracts' him from the asylum as if by magic '(700). 
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5) The Master flies through the air, with Margarita, to 

return to the asylum to say good-bye to-his disciple 

Ivan Bezdomny; when they arrive Ivan is lying motion- 

less and watching the thunder outside (this takes place 

while, in the material dimension, the Master dies a 

physical death in the room next door) (789-91). 

6) For a while the Master and Margarita exist together on 

a dimension which is connected both with the material 

and the non-material planes. 

7) Eventually they retire into the oblivion of lifeless 

existence 

8) from which they return only to appear in the happy 

dreams of Professor Ivan Nikolayich Poniryov (811). 

The Master's appearances are mostly conjured up by states of con- 

sciousness connected with sleep and dreaming or - as regards Marga- 

rita's wish and the aftermath of its fulfilment - by witchcraft and 

magic. In this way the Master, like the devil, may be seen as a 

manifestation of the suppressed impulses residing in the human psyche: 

in Ivan's case the impulses which the Master represents relate to 

creative instinct. Through the Master - and the devil - Bulgakov 

portrays human existence as a manifestation of conscious, semi- 

conscious and unconscious forms of experience. Such existence is not 

limited to the understanding of only the material reality but it 

embraces also the spiritual and psychological dimensions of man's 

being. In other words, the Master may be seen as a catalyst through 

whom Ivan's latent creative personality is connected with the semi- 

conscious and unconscious regions of existence from which, according 

to Jung, the instinctive creativity ensues12. 
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However, the Master is, also suffering from divided personality. 

In the first place, his whole existence is divided in the sense that 

he lives (and dies) quite separately in the world of material reality 

and on the metaphysical dimension of being. The Master's connection 

with material reality is shown through his and through Margarita's 

memories, of the time when he lived as a writer in Moscow. It is 

evident in the fact that he dies a physical death in the asylum. 

This is reported by the nurse, Praskovya Fyodorovna, to Ivan. The 

point at which the Master's personality has begun to split is marked 

by the moment of his completion of the Pontius Pilate story. The 

Master explains: 

H, Haxoaeg, HacTan 'ac, xorga npHmnocb nOKHHyTb Ta HbIH 
IIPHIOT H Bbl TH B ZHSHb. 

-Ha Bben B XH3Hb, , gepxa ero B pyKax, H Torga MOST 
XHSHb KOH' HnaCb, ... OH Hosen Aanbme CBOA paccxas, HO 
TOT Clan HeCKOnbKO 6eCCBßseH. MOXHO 6btnO nOHRTb TOnb- 
KO OAHO, tiTO Tor, xa c roCTeM lsaHa cnymHnacb xaxan-To 
xaTacTpo«pa. (558) 

The catastrophe which has happened to the Master marks the resolution 

of the conflict between art and life in his case; the Pontius Pilate 

story has been mercilessly attacked, the Master is arrested and the 

artist in him dies. After serving his sentence, he enters voluntar- 

ily into the seclusion offered by the mental asylum where he continues 

to exist, even to live, in his memories of the past life in Moscow. 

Till the Master's encounter with the official world's reception of 

the Pontius Pilate story his personality has remained undivided: both 

his life and art have revolved around the domesticity of a cosy base- 

ment flat and around the love affair which has been clandestine, but 

pure. Innocent naivety characterises the Master's attitude to the 

world outside. This explains to a great extent his apparent un- 

preparedness (and looking ahead, also that of Jeshua) for the outside 
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world's reception of his work, or ideas. Like Hoffmann's character 

Kreisler13, the Master identifies the truth conceived by an artist 

with the truth as it relates to the material reality of being and 

unavoidably enters into a struggle against philistine society. 

As with Kreisler, the Master's struggle has culminated in a duel 

between the artist and the state (i. e. individuality versus conformity) 

in which the artist dies. It is important to note that the Master has 

entered into this struggle unwittingly through his art. Ivan's case 

parallels that of the Master in the sense that he, too, has un- 

wittingly rebelled against the official dogma; his rebellion results 

in temporary madness. Like Hoffmann's protagonist, the Master becomes 

increasingly enclosed within himself (looking ahead, the same happens 

to Pilate) and is finally driven by extreme despair to withdraw into 

the asylum. 

Bulgakov looks for the final resolution of the conflict between 

art and life on the 'fifth dimension' where the devil resides. On 

this dimension space and time may be altered to any desired degree; 

here the artist's creative imagination may roam unrestrained and free 

of the limitations of the material reality. In the next chapter. 

an attempt will be made to show that ironic romanticism - rather than 

romantic irony - characterises the Master's release from the confines 

of his earthly existence to the devil's realm. 

5. Recovery 

The fates of Ivan and the Master converge again in the closing 

chapters of the novel. Both acquire peace, Ivan through medical 

sedation and the Master through Jeshua's intercession. In both cases 

it is sleep which brings about harmony in the protagonists' minds and 

their wives become the guardians of their sleep. 

Earlier in the novel the Master's beloved Margarita has a dream 
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in which the Master appears in a place whose lifeless character is 

repeatedly emphasised: 

IlpHcrHnacb HCM3BeCTHaJI MaprapxTe McCTHOCTm - 6es- 

xaRexaEasx, yHbinati, nog naCMypHbIM He6oM paHHe % BecHbi. 
IIpxcaxnOCb 3TO KnO KOBaTOe 6eryuee cepeHbxoe He6o, a 

nop, HHM 6es3sy4Hast cTax rpaieH. Kaxo%-To KOp$BH MOCTHK. 
flog nmM MYTHa$ necexxxx pelqoxxa, 6e3paAocTSbie, HxneHcxxe 
nonyronbie Repesbx, OAHHOxax ocxxa, a Ranee, ... 

(634) 

The early spring landscape of Margarita's dream is lacking any promise 

of nature's regeneration. There is no hope, no sound nor joy in this 

unknown place. This lifeless limbo or no man's land is compared to 14 

hell: 

HezHBoe Bce xpyroM ... 
HH gyHoaeirs BeTepxa, HH meseneHHa 

o6naxa H HH XHBO Rywi. DOT aAcxoe MecTO RnH zHSOro 

menosexa! (634) 

The dream heralds the lovers' reunion which does not, however, take 

place in this lifeless desert but in the devil's domain where the 

Master's and Margarita's eternal home will be found. It is a place 

which is at once curiously parallel to and different from the hellish 

scenery described above. 

Silence is the most dominant attribute of the eternal landscape 

depicted at the end of the novel. When Matthew the Levite informs 

the devil of the decision passed upon the Master's destiny he says: 

- Ox xe sacnymxn cneTa, ox sacnyxxn noxof,, ... (776) 

Jeshua who issues from the realm of light or absolute truth has read 

the Master's novel which - as the final chapter of this thesis tries 

to show - reflects the view that 

Recognition of the reality of evil necessarily relativizes 
the good, and the evil likewise converting both into 
halves of a paradoxical whole. t3 

In other words, in the Pontius Pilate story the good which ensues from 

the recognition of the absolute truth, as represented through Jeshua's 

character, is depicted by the Master in relation to Pilate's predica- 
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ment in Jerusalem. Because of the paradoxical, not absolute, con- 

ception of ethics which arises from Pilate's and Jeshua's dependency 

upon one another (these characters emerge as 'halves of a paradoxical 

whole') the Master is excluded from the realm of light and led into 

the shadowy sphere of peace. Furthermore, the Master has lived as a 

voluntary exile from the world with his knowledge of good and evil. 

The devil promises that everyone will receive according to his beliefs 

and thus the peace which the Master has attained through his with- 

drawal into the asylum becomes more complete in the limbo at the end of 

the novel where his disturbed memory is submerged in sleep and oblivion. 

Ivan Nikolayich Poniryov, who is now an employee of the Institute 

of History and Philosophy, lives in Moscow with his wife. He no 

longer uses his pseudonym Bezdomny; he is no longer 'homeless' because 

now 'oH Bce saaeT H noHHMaeT' (808). That is, Ivan has been initiated, 

or indoctrinated to conform to the norms which govern the life of the 

society in which he lives. In the opening chapter of the novel the 

indoctrination took place through Berlioz instructing the young man and 

it has been accomplished by means of the cure administered to Ivan in 

the asylum. Ivan has come to understand even the erratic wanderings 

of his mind at the time of the full moon when the 'vagrant' of Ivan's 

personality is wakened anew. As a result of this, Ivan's contact with 

the vagrant and the hero of the Master's story is renewed (this time 

the names of Jeshua, Christ or Pilate do not appear in the writing). 

Ivan's circumstances form an ironic parallel to those of the 

Master. The Master knows and understands everything, i. e. he knows 

about the devil. Ivan's knowledge, on the other hand, relates to the 

fact - as he has been brought to believe - that his acquaintance with 

the devil has resulted from hypnosis. The Master is also brought 
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into contact with Jeshua and Pilate at the end of the novel: once 

only, so that he can release the Roman from his limbo of yearning to 

be with Jeshua. Ivan's contact both with Jeshua and Pilate and with 

the Master and Margarita is renewed at every full moon. 

With the epilogue the narrative of Master i Margarita completes 

a full circle: it ends where it began. Ivan goes back to Patriarch's 

Ponds and retraces his steps to the bench where he sat and listened to 

the devil's tale on the evening of Berlioz' death. Then he continues 

to walk to the Gothic house with a private garden where Margarita lived 

during her lifetime in Moscow. He does not understand why this house 

attracts him so powerfully, but he knows that he will always return 

there at full moon. Ivan, now a respectable citizen, is no longer a 

schizophrenic: he has arrived at a full understanding of the Moscow 

reality as his home. The manifestations of his unconscious self, i. e. 

the devil and the Master, have departed from Moscow. Ivan still 

suffers from bouts of lunacy for which there is no final cure but which 

can be kept under control through medication. 

In the course of the novel Ivan's experience of the Moscow reality 

has been undermined by events and phenomena which are inexplicable in 

terms of a rational outlook on life. The treatment which he has 

received in the mental asylum has succeeded in constraining his under- 

standing of human existence back within the confines of that outlook 

from which he becomes liberated only during the attacks of lunacy and 

the dreams which follow these attacks. At such moments the impulses 

which issue from the irrational regions of the psyche, from the un- 

conscious bedrock of creativity, enter once more into Ivan's'aware- 

tress without his being able to comprehend their full significance. 
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Both Ivan Bezdomny and the Master attain peace at the end of the 

novel. The Master's peace consists of silence - 'THMHHa', '6esssy- 

qHe' (799) - which prevails in the shadows of his eternal home and of 

oblivion brought about by sleep. Margarita promises him: 

Tb 6ygemb saCtqiaTb ... 
COH yxpenHT Te6R, Tä 

CTaHenb paccyxgaTb MyypO. A nporHaTb McHA Tä yze He 

cyMeemb. F)epegb TBOR COH 6yRy A. (799) 

Similarly, Ivan returns home from his obsessive wanderings in Moscow 

and his wife becomes the guardian of his sleep. Margarita talks 

warmly about the candle-light which will burn in the lovers' eternal 

abode, while Ivan's wife sits by the lamp with a book and a filled 

hypodermic needle. The full moon is present both in Moscow and on 

the dimension on which the Master now resides. The coming of the 

dawn is emphasised in both instances. In the Master's case Marga- 

rita's words, which 'cTpyRTCH Tax ze, xaK CTpyAncH x menTan ocTas- 

nexxi nosaRI pyuek' (799) begin to flood his awareness so that 

gradually his tortured memory grows calm: 'narssTm MacTepa, 6ecnoxo9- 

Haa, HcxonoTag xrna. n1 naMRTb cTana noTyxaTm' (799). The Master's 

restlessness is dispelled by means of a spiritual cure, that is, 

Margarita's words. In Ivan's case it is the injection which brings 

peace to the sufferer. Ivan's memory is also pierced with needles 

in the sense that hypodermic needles have been used in the asylum to 

wipe away his memory of the devil. In this context the needles are 

applied to extinguish the memory of a disturbing experience. In a 

figurative sense, however, an image of memory pierced with sharp 

needles is obvious: it refers to an irresistible recollection of a 

painful experience. In essence, it is the recollection of their 

shared experience of the Pontius Pilate story that Ivan and the Master 

find so disturbing. 
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The reason why both Ivan and the Master experience pain at the 

recollection of this story is that both of them have failed to stand 

up for the truth which they know this story to contain. In a sense 

both of them have given in to the critics of Christ/Jeshua: Ivan 

forsakes his efforts to try and prove that the curious events con- 

nected with Woland and the Pontius Pilate story ever took place at 

Patriarch's Ponds; the Master has tried to burn his manuscript. The 

official medical case histories of these patients' mental condition 

might conclude simply that a patient who called himself the Master 

died a peaceful death and Ivan Bezdomny was discharged as cured from 

schizophrenia. On the other hand, if examined from a point of view 

that takes into account the metaphysical dimension of human existence, 

a different statement would apply: 

1) Ivan's case: those aspects of being which the devil 

and the Master represent die in Ivan's personality as 

a result of the treatment and are resurrected only at 

the time of annual attacks of lunacy and dreaming; 

2) the Master's case: the Master is being resurrected 

through the agency of his muse or inspiration, 

Margarita, and he continues to exist in a limbo. 

Thus Ivan's life becomes fully integrated with the material reality of 

Moscow; the Master's contact with this reality grows increasingly 

more distant in the course of the novel and, ironically, at the end 

the Master is connected with the city only through Ivan's dreams. 

In some ways Ivan's painful experience of the Pontius Pilate 

story is reminiscent of the anguished development of Zamyatin's hero 

p 503 into a mature, whole human being in the anti-utopian novel 

MY16 B 503 wants to conform to the dictates of the One State, but 

despite himself he falls victim to enemy forces which conjure up the 
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irrational aspects of his personality. His diary entries digress from 

the norm, he has dreams, he acquires a soul, his memory becomes active 

and his fantasy comes to life. Similarly, Ivan digresses unwittingly 

from the official path. He is open to unacceptable influences, 

because reason has not yet been established as the sole guiding 

principle in his life. The symptoms of Ivan's disease correspond to 

those of D 503's illness. In the end both Ivan and D 503 return to 

normality as understood by their respective societies. 

Zamyatin's and Bulgakov's preoccupation with the dilemma of the 

divided personality is different in each author's case in the sense 

that Bulgakov ascribes a great deal more significance to the function 

of memory than Zamyatin does. At the end of Bulgakov's novel the 

Master and Margarita are walking towards their eternal home and watch- 

ing the promised dawn when the Master's memory begins to fade and he 

begins to feel free. At the same time, i. e. at dawn following a full 

moon, Ivan becomes disturbed in his Moscow flat, he has an injection 

and, as if out of the dawn, the Master and Margarita return to his 

awareness in his dream. Margarita promises the Master that in the 

eternal home: " 
... Ti 6yiemb sacbnar c yni6xoik Ha ry6ax" (799). 

In the same way there are repeated references in the novel to the fact 

that after the sedative Ivan '6yAeT cnaTb AO yTpa co c4aCTnHBbim 

nxuoM' (810). Thus both the Master and Ivan become happy and peaceful 

when they are asleep. Paradoxically, the Master's happiness coincides 

with his memory fading in his sleep, while Ivan acquires such happiness 

only after he has been reunited with his memory in a dream and, more 

particularly, only after the pain has been dulled by an injection. As 

the sedative takes effect the Pontius Pilate story is continued a little 

further in. Ivan's dream: 

- ... KaKa$I nomnan KaaHb! Ho Tbi MHe, noxanyACTa, 
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Cxa", ... BeAb ee He Ow no! Monio Te6A, CIKA , He ötano? 

- Hy, xoxelmo, He 6bino, ... 3T0 Te6e noMepenRnocb. 

-H Tbl M076eWb not nsiCTbCSi B 3T0M? ... 

- KJIRHyCb, 
... 

- Bonbme MHe HM'ero He HyxHo! (811) 

The Master asked Ivan earlier to create a continuation to the story 

and Ivan does this in his dream,. Ironically, Ivan's contribution is 

in accordance with the official opinion and would have pleased Berlioz 

well as it brings the story to a conclusion which asserts that, in fact, 

the Jerusalem execution never took place. This assertion brings peace 

to Ivan: 

HayTpo OH npocbinaeTCH Mon' anHBbIM, no coBepweHHo 

cnOKOiiHbIM H s, LZoposb1M. Ero HCKOJIOTaR fl MATb saTHxaeT, 

H go cneAyi=ero nonnonyHHB npod)eccopa He nOTpeBOZHT HHKTO. 

(812) 

6. Reasoning in a Circle 

This thesis has sought to argue that the final resolution of the 

conflict between life and art in Moscow in the 1930's is manifest in 

the paradox which characterises the intertwined destinies of Ivan and 

the Master. The memory which these characters share concerns their 

experience of the Pontius Pilate story. Bulgakov depicts this 

experience from the point of view of a divided personality whose 

opposite aspects are realised in the characters of Ivan and the Master. 

Ivan represents the public personality of a writer who has apparently 

lost touch with his creative instinct. The Master appears to him as 

a genuine manifestation of this instinct and, for a time, in the 

asylum, Ivan's existence becomes dominated by the Master's visits. 

In order that Ivan may be cured of his schizophrenia the Master has to 

die as his very existence is symptomatic of the illness. At the end 

of the novel Ivan returns to his routine life in Moscow from which art, 
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as represented by the Master's character, has been almost entirely 

excluded; the little that remains is identified with Ivan's annual 

bouts of lunacy. 

Furthermore, Ivan's epilogue to the Pontius Pilate story betrays 

the truth which the Master had woven into his work in the form of the 

unresolved paradox of good and evil. Ivan concludes the Master's 

story in a manner which agrees single-mindedly with the official view 

that the Jerusalem execution never really took place - just as, _ 

according to the official view, Jesus Christ never really existed as a 

person. The irony of this reasoning in a circle17 lies in the fact 

that Jeshua himself has to be resurrected in Ivan's dream to bear 

witness to his own 'non-death'. In this context Master i Margarita 

may be viewed as a suicide note written by Bulgakov, the artist, who 

then becomes resurrected by means of the note itself. Thus the con- 

flict between art and life is presented in Bulgakov's novel as an 

unresolved paradox - like thetruth contained in the Pontius Pilate 

story - at which the author also has arrived through circular reasoning. 

The theme of a writer versus society is explored by Bulgakov 

through the presentation of the above-mentioned paradox which underlies 

the conflict of life and art in relation to creativity. A true 

artist's predicament in Soviet society is reflected in Bulgakov's work 

in the shared consciousness of Ivan and the Master. Bulgakov shows 

how a writer who tries to conform to his society's dictates and seeks to 

give expression to his private artistic impulse becomes endowed with a 

consciousness which is divided between his public and private personae. 

These two personae remain in serious conflict with one another as each 

is constantly seeking to suppress the other's influence. It is 

important in this context to note that both Ivan's and the Master's 

experience of the Pontius Pilate story is presented in the novel in a 
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way which may be indicated as 

memory - to forget - oblivion 

and not as 

conscience - to forgive - absolution. 

This apparent lack of ethical dimension in the treatment of one of the 

main themes of the novel which purports to be philosophical seems 

astonishing at first sight. However, it is this very lack which, on 

the basis of circular reasoning, comes to reflect the spiritual para- 

lysis affecting Soviet society as depicted in this work. In other 

words, a true artist who wished to stay alive and write in Moscow in 

the 1930's was forced to lead a double life; that is, he had to con- 

form in public in order to be able to continue his creative activitiy 

in private. To do so was no longer a question of right and wrong; 

it had become a matter of survival. 

In these circumstances a writer - like the Master - was forced to 

betray the issue of his own creativity if he himself wanted to survive 

and there was no way for him to seek forgiveness for such a betrayal 

nor to be absolved from carrying responsibility for it; the betrayal 

simply had to be forgotten, engulfed in oblivion if the writer was to 

gain any peace of mind. Thus Bulgakov shows in his novel that although 

the psychological consequences of the writer's betrayal of his own work 

cannot fail to affect his conscience, memory, and not conscience, must 

be seen as the most immediate obstacle to the attainment of peace of 

mind. In this context the lack of ethical dimension in the treatment 

of the theme of a writer versus society in Master'i Margarita serves to 

enhance, rather than diminish, the power of the novel's philosophical 

content which relates to the truth as it concerns the existence of a 

genuine creative intelligence in a spiritual wilderness. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

The devil's domain 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter is given to the study of 1) the devil's dimension 

and 2) Margarita's role in the novel. These two topics are being dealt 

with in the same chapter because in the course of the novel Margarita 

becomes inextricably bound up with the devil's world and thus it would 

be difficult to examine her character without taking into account her 

connection with the devil. In Master i Märgarita1 the devil's domain 

is situated on the 'fifth dimension' whose significance in the novel's 

cosmology will be illustrated here. P. Florensky's explorations in 

geometry2 are employed to demonstrate the way in which existence on 

the 'fifth dimension' relates at once to life in Moscow and to fantasy. 

The viewpoint which the 'fifth dimension' affords at the world of 

material reality is shown to give some important insight into the 

forces by which men's destinies are manipulated. The thematic signi- 

ficance of Margarita's character is explored at the end of this chapter. 

This exploration is intended as a preliminary introduction to the 

final section of the thesis where the revelation of the novel's philo- 

sophical kernel is sought through a detailed study of the Pontius 

Pilate story, the issue of the Master's creative act, which is inspired 

by Margarita in a very particular manner and which is retained in the 

safety of the devil's dimension. 

2. The 'fifth dimension' 

2.1 Location 

The 'fifth dimension' is first mentioned in Master i Margarita by 

the devil's assistant who explains its magic possibilities to 

Margarita: 

- ... 
TeM, KTO XOPOMO 3U KOM C nRTb4 H3MepeIHeM, 

iin'Iero He CTOHT pa3ABHHYTb nOMeugeHIie j. ZO ZenaTenb1bix 

npegenoB. Crazy BSM donee, ysazaeMax rocnoza, AO ßepT 

3HaeT xaxHX npeAenoa! (666) 
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Koroviev's statement reveals two important facts: 

1) on the 'fifth dimension' any place existing on the 

material plane can be altered to any desired size; 

2) the devil knows well how to handle the 'fifth dimension'. 

When writing his novel Bulgakov was greatly fascinated by P. Florensky's 

work entitled Mnimosti v Qeometrii: Rasshirenie oblasti drukhmernvkh 

obrazov geometrii. 
3 

In his work Florensky studies the application of 

the idea of 'fictitious parallels' to geometric forms (e. g. to triangle, 

square). Koroviev's statement contains a suggestion that the 'fifth 

dimension' in Master i Margarita corresponds to a space which exists on 

the material plane. This accords well with Florensky's interpretation 

of the imaginary. He is concerned with the discovery of the 'opposite', 

imaginary side of the plane. He writes: 

14HIMLIA oTpesox OTHOC1 TCH, cornacao 3TOit HHTeprnpeTarm, 
K npOTHBOfOnOKHOk3 CTopoHe nnOCKOCTH; TSM HaxORHTCH 
CBOA KOOpRHHaTHan CHCTeMa, B O, gHOM cny4ae COBnaralozgaß c 
Aei3CTBHTenbHOii, aBJ; pyroM - pacxoAnigaxcs c Heio. , 

Jns 

HaC Tenepb, ... IInOCKOCTb CTana npo3panIHog.... 

In Bulgakov's novel the 'fifth dimension' is rooted in reality but 

sustained by fantasy. It is the dimension on which the devil resides 

and Margarita becomes a witch. 

Koroviev's reference to the 'fifth dimension' is intended as a 

jocular explanation of how the proportions of a perfectly ordinary 

Moscow flat can be altered to an unrecognisable degree. Everybody 

is dividing up rooms (yet another indication of the housing shortage) 

or 'working miracles' to create extra living accommodation: 

- ... $1 ... sxaaan nwAef, He HMeBMHX HHxaxoro 
UIpeRCTasneHHSL He TonbKO 0 nATOM H3MepeHHH, HO Boofte 

HH o. 'ieM He HMeBmHX HHxaKoro irpeACTaBneHHH H TeM He Mexee 

ppoAensmBaBmHx coaepiteHHHei to %IYAeca B crmwcne pacmxpeHHS 
caoero noMeigeH . (666) 

The magic, which is made manifest at the Variety Theatre through the 
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people's credulity, has become commonplace in Moscow And is employed 

by the citizens also to alleviate, the housing problem. As far as 

flat No. 50 is concerned, the devil and his retinue are simply indulg- 

ing in the same kind of magic as the rest of the Moscow citizens. 

However, the miracle worked by the devil turns out to be far superior 

to the changes effected by ordinary citizens. Some measure of 

Woland's excellence at turning a temporary residence into a mansion fit 

for a devil is revealed by Margarita's first impression of the flat. 

As she enters Margarita is overwhelmed by the subterranean dark- 

ness: 'Hxtiero xe 6bIno BHAxa, KK$ nOA3eMenbe, ... ' (664). Further- 

more, she is struck by a wide staircase opening up in front of her: 

' 
... 3Ta xeo6bncxoseHna3i xesngMMax, xo xopomo omryiaeMax 6ecxoserxax 

necTxxua' (665). Margarita and Koroviev ascend to a landing from 

where they proceed towards a huge hall, dark and seemingly endless, and 

decorated with a colonnade. Finally the two companions reach Woland's 

room and as the devil beckons Margarita to step forward she feels that 

she is walking on air: 'Ta nogomna, He uyscTSyn nona noA 6ocbm xoramH' 

(670). The changes which are put into effect by the devil and his 

assistants in flat No. 50 elevate it onto a new dimension. 

Bulgakov's presentation of the 'fifth dimension' corresponds 

closely to the idea of 'fictitious parallels' which Florensky envisages 

in his study as the non-material, imaginary opposites of given spaces 

existing on the material plane. This correspondence is most graphic- 

ally illustrated in the paragraph which describes Margarita's and 

Azazello's entry into the building where flat No. 50 is situated and 

also into the flat itself. In order to reach the flat it is necessary 

to ascend a common stair - Bulgakov explains that Margarita and her 

companion climb up to the third landing. However, as they enter the 

flat itself Margarita feels that she has arrived at a dark, sub- 
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terranean place. Then she begins to ascend the invisible, endless 

staircase. Margarita and Azazello have thus entered onto the 'fifth 

dimension', the 'non-material, imaginary opposite of a given space 

existing on the material plane'. On this dimension the reality or 

the material nature of matter does not disappear but, rather, its 

manifestation acquires a new meaning: 

... npoBan reoHeTpHLIecxoii (bHrypbl o3Ha*IaeT BOBCe He yHHLITO- 

zeHHe ee, an mb ee nepexog Ha Apyryio CTOPOHY noBepXHOCTH x, 

CneAoBaTenbHO, 9OCTyrIHOCTB cymeCTBaM, HaXOWIn MMCFI no ? flj 

CTOPOHY nOBepXHOCTH, TaK H MHHMOCTb napaMeTpOB Tena 

RonxHa nOHHMaTbCR He iax QpH3HaK HppeanbHOCTH ero, HO - 

nHIIIb KaK CBHAeTen1CTBO O ero nepexoAe B Apyryl0 ReACTBHTenb- 

HOCTb. 
S 

This provides a possible explanation for the fact that Margarita cannot 

feel the material reality of the floor in the devil's room even under 

her bare feet. Florensky affirms that '06nacTa runnMOCref peanbaa,, [x] 

'6 nocT4ma, .... 

The vast staircase of flat No. 50 is reintroduced in the chapter 

which deals with Satan's Grand Ball: 

MaprapHTa 6wna a BbIcoTe, H Hs-nOA Hor ee BHH3 yxogxna 
rpaHRHOSHax necTHHua, KpuTaH KOBpoM. BHH3y, Tax Aanexo, 
KaK 6yj; TO 6b1 MaprapHTa CMOTpena o6paTHbZM CnOCO6OM B 6HHOKnb, 

OHa BHRena rpoHaAHe 1uyIo mBefitapcxy}o c COBepmeHHO Heo65RTHbIM 
KaMHHOM, B XOnOAHyIO H eepxyio naCTb KOToporo Mor CBO6OIWO 
BbeXaTb U THTOHHuA rpy3OBHK. fBeHgapcxan H neCTHHga, , Ro 

6onH B rnasax sanKTasi cBeroM, 6bznH nyCTbi. (679-80) 

The guests emerge from the fireplace and ascend the stairs to reach 

the level at which the rout takes place. Perhaps Bulgakov intended 

the fireplace to represent a lower level of hell from which the 

ragged dead appear; or, perhaps, the fireplace simply provides a con- 

venient access for those guests who arrive flying through the air and 

thus enter through the chimney. As soon as the bodies land in the 

hall they are transformed and ready for a dignified-ascent which leads 

them to greet the Queen of the Ball. 
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Although grotesque, this ascent of the multitude of guests up 

the stairs, men in tailcoats, women naked apart from shoes and a few 

extraordinary accessories, shares some of the exhilaration of the 

movement upwards experienced by the poet in Dante's 'Purgatorio'. 

This exhilaration is particularly marked in Dante's work as it is 

opposed to the disquieting descent which the poet had made previously 

into the 'Inferno'7. Similarly, in Bulgakov's work the ascent by the 

guests, who are 'resurrected' for the Ball, is juxtaposed with 

Margarita's first arrival in the flat when she was engulfed in sub- 

terranean darkness. Furthermore, in Dante's 'Purgatorio' the poet's 

journey is taken in daylight (as opposed to the subterranean shadows 

of the 'Inferno'), while in Bulgakov's novel the stairs are bathed in 

blinding light which makes one's eyes ache. 

The 'fifth dimension' of Bulgakov's novel thus acquires some of 

the characteristics of the Dantean cosmology, but these characteristics 

are distorted to such an extent that they give birth to a new phantas- 

magoric cosmos which is unique. The view that 'Both hell and purga- 

tory are, in Dante's concept, part of the physical world and part of 

our own earth'8 accords with Florensky's understanding of 'fictitious 

parallels'. (In fact, Florensky uses the example of Dante's and 

Virgil's journey in the Divina Commedia to illustrate his theory about 

the fictitious and the imaginary. )9 

In this context it is possible to argue that Bulgakov conceived 

Satan's Ball as a 'fictitious parallel' to the Griboyedov party, 

described in a chapter entitled 'Bylo delo v Griboedove' (470). More- 

over, the midnight vision of 'hell' and the devil at the Griboyedov 

party itself may be seen as yet another 'fictitious parallel' of reality, 

that is, a 'parallel' which relates to the reality, or unreality, 

presented in Socialist realist literature. The Griboyedov 'hell' and 
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its romantic hero are sustained by fantasy in its most deceptive, 

corruptive form and juxtaposed with the harsh truth about the cold 

and ugly reality outside the party. 

2.2 Satan's Ball/Griboyedov party 

Satan's Ball takes place in flat No. 50 which belongs to a dead 

man, the senior literary editor Berlioz. The Griboyedov party is held 

in a two-storied house which is in the possession of the MASSOLIT. 

This house and its staff cater for the members' needs, which are 

exclusively to do with their physical pleasure and well-being. Both 

venues have a literary connection. Further correspondences between 

the Satan's rout and the Griboyedov 'hell' are most conveniently shown 

as follows: 

Griboyedov party: Satan's Ball: 

Exotic, lavish decoration of Ditto, only in a greater measure. 

rooms. 

Rooms pulsating with jazz. Music conducted by Johann 

Strauss. 

Happens at midnight. Ditto. 

Abundance of food and drink. Ditto, guests bathing in pools 

of champagne etc. 

The restaurant manager appears Woland: 

as a romantic vision of a the ragged figure of Woland 

buccaneer; appears to meet the guests; 

metamorphosis: he returns to metamorphosis; he acquires the 

acting as the restaurant manager. appearance of a hero from the 
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Griboyedov party=; Satan's Ball: 

past. 

Guests, writers, are sinners who Guests are sinners: murderers, 

have offended against genuine traitors, poisoners etc. 

creativity (their pseudonyms also kings, dukes, knights etc. 

are telling). 

'Hell' whose guests are alive in 'Hell' whose guests are dead in 

the physical sense and dead in the physical sense and alive as 

the spiritual sense. spirits. 

The correspondence outlined above may also be presented through 

the following oppositional pattern of the material and fictitious 

planes: 

Material plane: 

- physically alive; 

- spiritually dead; 

- Moscow locations: 

1) flat No. 50; 

2) the Griboyedov party. 

Fictitious parallel: 

- physically dead; 

- alive as spirits; 

- the 'fifth dimension': 

1) Satan's residence; 

2) Satan's Ball. 

This thesis will now attempt to show what thematic significance is 

contained in this oppositional pattern. 

Bulgakov's parallel depictions of the Griboyedov party and Satan's 

Ball suggest that he considers the act of offending against genuine 

creativity comparable to the kinds of heinous crime committed by 

Woland's guests during their life-times. Such names as Pavianov, 

Bogokhulsky, Sladky etc., given by Bulgakov to the leading MASSOLIT 
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members, imply the types of vulgarity by which these writers' works 

are characterised. Bulgakov shows that the MASSOLIT writers have 

sold their souls to the devil (who is symbolised in this particular 

instance by the restaurant manager) in exchange for material comfort. 

In a sense these authors are seen by Bulgakov as murderers: they 

have voluntarily taken part in the strangling of the spirit of true 

creativity which inspires the highest aspirations of human life. 

Thus in the Griboyedov episode Bulgakov depicts 'so-called' authors 

who are sinning against the spiritual nature and life of man. 

The array of guests presented at Satan's Ball is reminiscent of 

the multitude of sinners introduced to Dante as he journeys through 

the 'Inferno' and the 'Purgatorio'10. A catalogue of the diverse 

sinners is presented by Bulgakov as follows: 

HH rag Kecapb Kanxryna, HH MeccanHHa yze He saHH- 
TepecoBanH MaprapHTy, xax He saHHTepecoBan HH OXMH Hs 

xoponeH, repuoroB, xasanepoB, caMoy6H u, oTpaBHTenbHHg, 
$HCenbHHKOB H CBORHIM, TiopeMM. HXOB H mynepoa, nananeft, 
AOHOCMHxoB, H3MeHHHKOB, 6e3ym ea, cb1l; HxoB, pacTnwTenefi. 
(685) 

The crimes of the guests who are specially introduced to Margarita on 

their arrival merge into a pattern of murder, i. e. of physical killing 

of fellow human beings. The riotous champagne baths recall the 

memory of the Dantean sinners writhipg in pools of mud and stagnation, 

and of blood. A reference to the fires burning below - '[MaprapwTa] 

neTana Hag CTeKnRHHbIM nonOM c ropxmmm nog x aRcxxi. m TonxaMH H Meq- 

ym t cA McVY H MH AbHBOnbCKHMH 6enbnm noBapaMH' (688) - reminds the 

reader of Dante's circles of hell. A possible connection with Faust 

is evqked through Margarita's memory as she looks at the furnaces 

blazing below: 'oxa, 
... sxgena Tergmre noBa , rAe ropenx-xaxHe-To 

cßeTxnbxxxx, rRe Resymrx noRasans mmxnee sa pacxanemmzx yrnHx rixco, 

rpe uxng H3 6onbmxx xpyxex sa "ee sgoposbe' (688). Iin' Faust the 
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tavern scenes are renowned for the outrageous celebration of the 

pleasures of the flesh. Thus Satan's Ball surfeits in evexything 

that makes up the Griboyedov party: music, food, drink and, most 

important of all, crime. Such a surfeit as is offered here at a 

Ball which takes place on the non-material dimension of being 

requires some explanation. 

At the Ball Woland is providing his guests with the surfeit of 

meat and drink because they are symbolic of the flesh and blood of 

which the dead are deprived. Bulgakov's treatment of the 'fifth 

dimension' accords with Florensky's understanding of 'fictional 

parallels' also in the sense that, as asserted by Florensky, on the 

non-material dimension the material reality and matter do not dis- 

appear but their manifestation acquires a new meaning. In this 

context the new meaning which the meat and drink acquire at the Ball 

relates to a ritual communion in which the guests thus participate. 

This unholy communion, with its highest ritualistic point of drinking 

blood, taken through the devil's agency, enables the evil-doers to 

re-establish a connection with the material dimension of reality, of 

life in its physical manifestation in a way which confirms Florensky's 

affirmation that '06nacTb MHKMOcTeA peanbaa3[x] nocT a 

Woland himself undergoes a metamorphosis when he drinks blood newly 

drained from Baron Meigel's body: 

Hcnesna sannaTaxaax py6axa x CTOnTaHHbbe Tyc1n1. BonaHA 

oxasancH B Icaxo %-To ' epaoA xnamHge co CTanbHO ! mnaroii Ha 
6egpe. (691) 

Margarita, too, is revitalised through the same drink while the devil 

explains: 

- ... xposb Ra9xo ymna B semnio. H TaM, rge oaa 

nponanacb, yze pacTyT u orpaAHbie rposAbx. (691) 

The mystery of the communion is revealed by the devil through this 
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explanation: the shed blood fattens the grapes which yield the wine 

for the restoration of the spilt blood, since time itself can stand 

still, contract or expand on the 'fifth dimension'. By means of 

'arguing in a circle' Bulgakov demonstrates in this part of his novel 

how life and death exist as a continuous negation - and affirnation 

of one another. At cock-crow the Ball and its guests disintegrate. 

While Satan's Ball surfeits in meat and drink the Griboyedov 

party indulges to excess in a visionary experience. This experience 

is conveyed through seductive prose which the following passage 

illustrates: 

H 6bino B noniORb BHJjeHMe B any. Bumen Ha BepaHRy 

gepxornasi xpacaBeI c xt xanbxo# 6opopofi, Bo-cppaxe H 
I; apCTaeHHbIM S3OpOM OKHHyn CBo BnaJ eHHR. rOBOpHnH, 

rOBOpHnH MHCTHKH, 
12 

QTO 6bmo BpeMR, xorja KpacaBeL He HocHn 
(ppaKa, a tun onoRcaH MHpOKHM KOACaHb1M nORCOM, H3-3a KOToporo 
Top'anH pyKORTH nHCToneTOB, a ero BOnOCbI BOpOHOBa Kpbina 
r? binH noBRsaHbl anbIM WenxOM, H nnbin B KapaH6cxoM Mope noA ero 

KOMai o4 6pHr no nepHbim rpo6osbim cpnaroM c aRaMOBO 3 ronoBoiä. 
(477) 

This passage is characterised by euphony and mysticism which trans- 

forms the restaurant manager into a romantic hero who surveys his 

domain with regal attitude and whose past acquires a legendary 

dimension. Bulgakov's deep disillusionment with the kind of 

deception interwoven into the above passage becomes painfully obvious 

in the next paragraph where he repeatedly denies the validity of the 

fantastic lie on the maintenance of which the Griboyedov party 

depends: 

Ho HeT, HeT! TIryT ooonbcTHTeflH-MHCTHKH, 
13 

HHxaKHX 
KapaH6cxHx Mope2 HeT Ha caere, H He nnIMyT B HHX oT'laRHHble 
4)nH6yCTbepbl, H He rOHHTCR sa HHMH KopBeT, He CTeneTCR Haq 

Bonuoio nymemmBi ig mq HeT HHtzero, H HHnero H He 6wno! 

Bon maxnaH nHrza ecTb, ecTb 'yryHHai pemeTxa x sa Heil 

6ynbBap ... (477) 

In this episode Bulgakov shows how reality is transformed into mystery 

through the deceptive fantasy in which the 'seducer-mystics' indulge. 
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In this connection it is important to recall that Satan's Ball 

culminates at the point at which through the devil's agency mystery 

becomes transformed into reality. This happens when Woland explains 

how the cycle of blood-grapes-wine-blood is related to the rite of 

communion in which Woland partakes at the Ball. 

Through the two passages quoted above Bulgakov demonstrates that 

the dialectic of truth and falsehood exists also in the domain of 

creative imagination. Bulgakov's angry despair is directed at those 

writers who seek to 'seduce' their public with 'mysticism', which does 

not in any way relate to reality or to the truth about the human 

existence. The legendary buccaneer of the Griboyedov party and his 

romantic past are paralleled here with the kinds of heroes and 

legends which were being created in Socialist realist literature. 

In his novel Bulgakov employs fantasy to bring reality into a sharper 

focus of attention, to illuminate its true nature. But the Socialist 

realist writers employ fantasy to embellish reality so that the 

public's understanding of the political and social truth about their 

reality and also of the truth about the nature of human beings is 

severely impaired. It is inevitable that since Socialist realist 

literature is an essential part of the reality which is depicted in 

Master i Margarita Bulgakov cannot allow it to escape his scrutiny. 

In order to illustrate the lack of credibility of conformist 

literature Bulgakov simply injects his writing with an overdose of 

the artfulness which is characteristic of the deception in which the 

'seducer-mystics' indulge. Thus the Griboyedov 'hell' with its mid- 

night apparition of a romantic hero represents a false reality whose 

false hero is a pretender-devil. This forms the fantastic lie which 

at once both sustains the Socialist realist writers in-Moscow and is 

itself sustained by the hack-literati. 
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2.3 Reality and fantasy of legends 

It is interesting to note here that the author of The'Life of'Jesus, 

E. Renan, whose work interested Bulgakov greatly and to whom repeated 

reference will be made in the next chapter, remarks in the introduction 

to his work that legends do not all have the same value14. He cites 

as an example the legend about Francis d'Assisi and observes that no 

one doubts the main features of this saint's life although they are 

steeped in the supernatural. On the other hand, few would accept the 

credibility of the Life of Apollonius of Tyana since this was written 

long after the hero's life-time and it was written as a romance. 

Familiarity with either of these legends is irrelevant to this thesis. 

The importance of these examples is revealed in the way in which they 

reflect the distinction between true and false legends. 

Renan indicates that the credibility of legends must be determined 

according to when they were written, by whom, and under what circum- 

stances. The visionary legend conjured up amongst the 'seducer-mystics' 

at the Griboyedov party undoubtedly fails such a test of credibility. 

Similarly, Bulgakov seems to suggest, the legends created by Socialist 

realist writers about the future of their society must be read as 

'romances'. This is because through the hack-writers' agency reality 

is shrouded in a quasi-romantic haze which disintegrates as it comes 

into contact with the truth. The truth is contained in the harsh 

reality perception of which causes the narrator to call for poison15: 

-0 6orx, 6orH MoH, sgy mHe, Rgy! .. (477) 

A further opposition of reality and fiction/fantasy is presented 

by Bulgakov through the Pontius Pilate story in the episode which is 

concerned with the authenticity of Matthew the Levite's recording of 

Jeshüa's words. The discussion of Matthew's legend is based on the 
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general premise that while the romantic account of the midnight vision 

at the Criboyedov party represents fiction in its most deceptive 

aspect, the Pontius Pilate story emerges as a product of genuine 

literary creativity, that is, as a work of a Master. This premise 

presupposes that, unlike the portrayal of the false devil at the 

party, the Pontius Pilate stQry reflects reality in a way which 

focuses attention on and illuminates the truth about the human con- 

dition. The final section of this thesis attempts to defend this 

presupposition. In the meantime, a more detailed exploration of the 

episode in the Pontius Pilate story which is directly concerned with 

true and false literature is conducted here. 

The aim is to establish whether the legend which is being created 

by Matthew the Levite in the Pontius Pilate story forms a 'fictitious 

parallel' corresponding to reality in a true and meaningful manner. 

From Jeshua's point of view Matthew's creative activities result in a 

serious distortion of the truth; Jeshua remarks: 

... XO, AHT, XOAHT OBI C KO3nHHbUM nepraMeHTOM H 
HeupepbBHO nHIIIeT. Ho x ogHaxAw sarnnayn B 3TOT nepraMeHT 
x yzacHyncH. PeMHTenbHO Himero H3 Toro, DITO TaM samlHcaHO, 
x He roBOpHn. A ero yMonxn: coXrH Ti 6ora paRH csofl 
nepraMeHT! Ho OH BblpBan ero y McHH H3 pyK H y6exan. 
(439) 

If Jeshua himself rejects Matthew's testimony by rendering it invalid 

because it does not accord with what happens in reality it seems 

justifiable to assume that Bulgakov intends to discredit this 

disciple's notes. However, at the end of the novel Bulgakov endows 

Matthew with a place in the Kingdom of Light where the disciple acts 

as Jeshua's emissary. Some reference to Renan's understanding of the 

Gospel truth aids the discovery of Bulgakov's true intent in Matthew's 

case which otherwise appears to be quite contradictory16. 

Renan defends the legend of Jesus by pointing out that the 
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evangelists themselves were so much inferior to Jesus that they could 

not help distorting his image. This t4eans that since the evangelists 

could not attain Jesus' stature they had to cut it down so that it 

remained within their reach. Often they made errors when they were 

required to describe things of which they themselves had no oop<cepUUQn. 

This is why their attempt to embellish Jesus' image frequently ended 

up by diminishing it. In accordance with Renan's interpretation 

Bulgakov presents Matthew the Levite in his novel as a character who is 

imbued with human flaws and whose testimony concerning Jeshua's ideas 

is rendered questionable because of the disciple's very humanity. It 

can even be argued that in the Pontius Pilate story Matthew's ignorant 

recording of Jeshua's ideas serves to incriminate the vagrant: while 

being questioned by Pilate Jeshua appears to understand suddenly that 

the accusations directed against him have been at least partly taken 

from Matthew's parchment (440). 

Matthew the Levite is a tax-collector who has given up all his 

wordly possessions in order to follow Jeshua. Matthew emerges from 

the novel as a single-minded character in whose case conversion to 

being a disciple is tantamount to the replacement of one uni- 

dimensional outlook by another. The materialistic outlook which 

pertains to a tax-collector's profession is replaced in Matthew's case 

by a total commitment to the ideas advocated by Jeshua. This single- 

mindedness is severely criticised by the devil in a later episode where 

Woland seeks to widen the disciple's vision by explaining to him the 

respective significance of Light and Shadow to the living earth and 

thus urging him not to ignore evil but to acknowledge its importance in 

relation to good (776). In l1is novel Bulgakov ascribes to Matthew an 

outlook which is absolute and dogmatic and which lacks any understand- 

ing of the paradox contained in the truth manifest in Jeshua's mission. 
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Matthew's frailty is further illustrated through his cursing of God 

at a moment of despair (585). 

This is the man who has taken upon himself the task of recording 

Jeshua's words. These words contain ideas which are wholly superior 

to Matthew's inadequate understanding and perception of them. The 

discrepancy which necessarily exists between the intent of Jeshua's 

words and Matthew's understanding of them causes Jeshua to condemn the 

disciple's record as false. Thus it can be argued that Matthew's 

writing serves to diminish Jeshua's image in the manner explained by 

Renan. On the other hand, Matthew must be seen as pursuing the cause 

of truth in the sense that he is performing his task to the best of his 

ability. This earns him access to the Kingdom of Light. There, too, 

Matthew is engaged to deliver Jeshua's words: he acts as Jeshua's 

messenger and an intermediary between his Kingdom and its peripheral 

twilight zones. 

The legend which ensues from Matthew's interweaving of reality 

and fiction illuminates the truth about Jeshua as understood by this 

disciple. In comparison with the mercenary MASSOLIT writers, Matthew 

the Levite, in spite of his shortcomings, emerges as a sincere 

deliverer of truth in the novel. Only the following fragmentary 

pieces of Matthew's writing appear in the work: 

"CMepTx seT ... Baepa mw enH cnaAxxe secexxxe 6axxypomz of 

"Mi yBHAHM eHCTyw pexy sow ZH3HH ... 'lenosegecTBo 6ygeT 
CMOTpeTb Ha conaue cxBO3b npospacibI% xpxcTann ... 

" 

" 
... 6onbmero nopoxa ... TpyCOCTb". (744-5) 

These disjointed statements, even if they distort Jeshua's actual words, 

relate to the way in which the vagrant philosopher understands reality 

in the Pontius Pilate story. In the confines of this reality the 

philosophical truth is interwoven into the 1: abric of everyday 
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existence in such a manner that the metaphysical aspects of human 

existence acquire tangible significance. According to Renan, Jesus 

considered matter only as a sign of the'idea which does not appear as 

such in material reality17. It is clear that Matthew the Levite, like 

Pilate, can perceive only a vague outline of Jeshua's teachings. Yet, 

this perception creates sufficient ground for the seed of faith to take 

root and develop so that in the final analysis it is Matthew's total 

devotion to and faith in his Master which lends credibility to his 

testimony. Unlike Griboyedov literati, Matthew is writing for no 

material gain; he is writing because it is his heart's desire to do 

so. The fragments of his work which appear in the novel are pregnant 

with philosophical meaning, and the ideas contained in these fragments 

are as much part of reality as the early spring figs, the recollection 

of which is recorded by Matthew in the text of the parchment. 

In conclusion, if Matthew the Levite's testimony is measured 

against the questions by which Renan proposes to determine the credi- 

bility of legends18 the disciple's fragmentary recording of Jeshua's 

words can be seen paralleling reality in a fictitious, but neverthe- 

less true and meaningful manner. Jeshua abides by the truth which 

makes the material reality transparent. That is, he raises his sight 

towards the metaphysical dimension of existence and describes it in 

terms which are inextricably bound with the material reality of 

Jerusalem (temple, kingdom, power etc. ). In this way Jeshua aids the 

revelation of the mystery which necessarily defines man's attitude to 

the intangible aspects of existence. It is conceivable then that 

Jeshua should protest against Matthew's presentation of his words in a 

manner which reinforces the mystery rather than aids its revelation. 

Yet, despite errors and misunderstandings which undermine 

Matthew's account of Jeshua's words, the legend originating from this 
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account serves to aid the revelation of the God-image in man, even 

if it wilfully ignores the paradoxical nature inherent in this image. 

In Master i Margarita the devil's axiom that everyone receives accord- 

ing to his belief is shown to be true also in Matthew's case: the 

disciple is endowed with the right to enter the Kingdom of Light from 

where he continues to deliver Jeshua's words while still remaining 

ignorant of the paradox of good and evil. 

2.4 Life on earth from the devil's viewpoint 

The exploration of the 'fifth dimension' thus far shows that in 

Bulgakov's novel this non-material level of existence is connected with 

the revelation of man-made mysteries or legends. On the 'fifth 

dimension' the material reality becomes transparent so that illusions 

which sustain these mysteries are shown in their true aspect. Human 

gullibility is further revealed by Bulgakov in the episode which depicts 

life on earth as a chess-game (673) and which presents Margarita 

observing an illuminated globe seething with life (675). This globe 

enables the viewer to see vividly events occurring in any particular 

place at the time of observation. The Hoffmannesque device of a 

diminished scale of presentation is employed here to illustrate the 

madness and insignificance of the power games in which men are con- 

stantly engaged on earth and which they commonly consider to be of the 

utmost significance to mankind. 

On the chessboard the king scuttles away at the instigation of the 

villainous cat who tries to gain advantage in the game by referring to 

the rule of logic which arises from a false premise in the first place. 

The devil impatiently defies the cat's argument and insists on the truth 

of the matter: 

- Meccxp! A BHOBb o6paIgamcb x norxxe, - saroBopan xor, 
np ax narmi x rpyAH, - ecnH xrpox o6tx3nxeT max xoponio, a 
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xopons Me7KAy TeM yace xg no. xHe HeT Ha AocKe, wax 11pxsgaeTCß 

xeRe %cTBHTenbxbIM. 

- Tbi cAaembcsi xnx He T? - npoxplNan cTpan¢x ronocoM 
BonaHA. 

... CAaacb. (673) 

Men whom the live chess pieces represent here emerge from this power 

game as mere pawns. These pawns may be employed by irresponsible 

players for the purpose of playing pranks upon one another. However, 

the devil's insistence on responsible play serves to effect some order 

in the chaotic circumstances which dominate the game. 

From the power game Margarita's attention focuses on the globe, in 

particular on a certain strip of land where a war has just broken out. 

The brutal killing brings no victory to either side but it causes the 

violent death of a young, innocent child who is left lying in a pool of 

blood. The image of the child with the grieving mother at his side 

speaks of the wasteful, senseless sacrifice. Through this image 

Bulgakov illustrates how on a personal level wars inevitably result, 

not in gains, but in losses which carry in their wake deep sorrow and 

pain. On a more general level, the devil explains, the outcome is 

always the same: neither of the fighting sides ever comes out better 

than the other. Abadonna, the master of destruction19, who commands 

the activities on the battle-field, ensures this; Woland explains: 

- ... 
OH xa peAxocTb 6ecnpHCTpacTex H pasao cogyscTayeT 

o6ei cpaxaam cx cropoxaM. BcneAcTBxe 9TOro x pesynbTaTbI 
Ans o6eHx CTOPOH 6bmaoT acerAa oAmiaxoBbI. (675) 

Thus the raison d'etre of wars, as understood by men, is refuted 

utterly by the devil through the introduction of Abadonna as a leveller 

on the battle-field. 

Both the chess-game and the live globe episodes reflect an outlook 

on life commonly attributed to the culture of the Age"of Antiquity when 

pagan gods were seen as wielding a capricious influence on men's lives. 
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Bulgakov's examples demonstrate that modern men in their arrogance 

see themselves as designing and controlling their own destinies and 

also, in a larger context, the destinies of their nations and of all 

nations of the world. Yet, men are seriously deceived in this view 

since, as Bulgakov shows, the forces which play with and keep sur- 

veillance on these destinies are beyond the unsuspecting men's control. 

Bulgakov, like E. T. A. Hoffmann, depicts the order which men con- 

ceive as defining their life on earth as illusory and arbitrary20. 

In Master i Margarita life is seen in its true perspective from the 

devil's point of view, from the 'fifth dimension'. Hoffmann, too, 

viewed life from the point of view of a transcendental world in which 

his spirit felt at home and from which life on the material plane of 

existence could be observed in all its fantastic manifestations. 

Hoffmann saw strange images and figures, reminiscent of Chinese shadows, 

which considered themselves as the rulers of the earth. None of these 

rulers realised that each of them had a devil sitting under his seat 

and at any moment the devil might play a joke on him. Both Bulgakov 

and Hoffmann see people acting like marionettes which move at the 

guidance of the manipulator's hand on the scene set for tragedy in the 

puppet theatre of life. In this way both authors belittle and mock 

mercilessly the greatness with which mankind believes itself to be 

endowed. Hoffmann's observations led him to enquire whether a poet 

could possibly acknowledge the reality of the tangible world. This 

enquiry reveals the extent of Hoffmann's disillusionment. In 

Bulgakov's novel the Moscow citizens' willingness to suspend belief in 

life's true mysteries and to sustain it in the man-made ones shows 

that, like Hoffmann, Bulgakov had become deeply disillusioned with the 

world of material reality. 
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In the first part of Master i Margarita the mysteries and magic 

are seen mostly from the citizens' point of view, that is, as the 

victims' experience of supernatural forces. In the second part of 

the novel the devil resides in his own domain on the 'fifth dimension' 

where the shroud of mystery is removed, since the devil is presented 

in support of a common sense attitude towards life and death. The 

adventures of Woland's assistants in Moscow are depicted from their 

viewpoint and this leaves no doubt about the fact that the mission of 

the devil's crew in Moscow consists of the revelation of the truth 

which underlies the false mysteries and myths created to support the 

status quo in Moscow. As an irreverent example of this mission it 

is helpful to recall Behemoth's performance in the shop which is filled 

with delicacies. The cat delivers a heart-rending speech which, 

despite the grotesque and over-blown emotion expressed in it, is 

received sympathetically by the majority of the customers. The speech 

attacks a privileged alleged foreigner, who at the moment of despair 

turns out to be a genuine Russian citizen, whose pockets are bulging 

with foreign currency. Behemoth's public expose of the villain's true 

colours gives rise to a 'miracle': 

UpHnH, gHefkMHfl THXH1"i CTap}PIOK, OAeTb k 6eAHo, HO QxcTeHmKo, 

CTapHmoK, ... BApyr npeo6pasxncsi. ... OH ... KpHKHyn: 

- IIpaBRa! - Ae rcici roxxmi ronocoM. (766) 

The miracle consists of the revelation and recognition of the 

truth which Bulgakov seeks to expose in Master i Margarita. 

3. The heroine 

3.1' Margarita's spiritual quality 

In Master i Margarita the Moscow character who feels most at 

home on the devil's dimension is, of course, Margarita. She is 
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introduced into the novel first through the Master's memory pf her 

as she was during the Nester's life-time in Moscow. At the beginning 

of the second part of the novel she is reintroduced by the author. 

The reintroduction follows a celebration of true love composed in a 

style which is mockingly reminiscent of the Gogolian hyperbole (632). 

After the lovers have been reunited at Margarita's instigation, she 

inspires the Master to place his faith in the devil. The Master 

agrees finally: 

- ... 
Koxe4HO, xorAa naAH cosepmeHHo orpannemi, xax 

MM C TOÖOH, OHH RUYT cnaceHHs y nOTyCTopoHHefk cMnM! Hy, 

PTO E, cornaceH HCxaTb TaM. (782) 

At the end of the novel Margarita shares the Master's destiny thus 

sought and found by both of these characters in the 'other world'. At 

this point it is necessary to examine why Margarita is so well suited 

to become a witch and to play the devil's Queen. Some reference will 

also be made to the affinity which she bears to witches as described in 

the folk tradition. 

It must be noted that Margarita, too, is a divided character in 

Bulgakov's novel. This division is manifest in the separate lives she 

leads simultaneously with a respectable husband and a clandestine lover. 

The split of Margarita's personality between her public and private 

lives is symptomatic of the conflict between art and life in the sense 

that her married life consists simply of keeping up appearances, while 

in the course of the clandestine love affair she comes to be identified 

with the Master's creative issue itself. It is thus inevitable that 

the fate of the Master and his creation - oblivion - should be shared 

by Margarita. 

Margarita Nikolayevna, the Master's beloved, is beautiful, clever, 

wealthy and married to another man. She is unhappy, because she needs 
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her beloved Master more than anything she has got. Margarita is a 

typical well-off wife from the privileged Soviet class; she does not 

love her husband and her life is filled with ease and boredom. The 

Master's earlier account of her, given to Ivan Bezdomny, reveals that 

she can also create an aura of comfprtable domesticity which defifles 

the atmosphere in the Master's basement flat during the hours the 

lovers spend there together. Margarita is, however, distinguished 

from others of her kind by virtue of a spiritual quality which she 

possesses and which heralds her unusual destiny already in the Master's 

recollection of her in the asylum and, particularly, in the intro- 

ductory chapter which opens the second part of the novel (632). In 

this chapter Margarita is shown to be inspired in three different ways 

to undermine the constraints of the material reality irk which she 

resides: 

1) she has a prophetic dream about the lifeless hell 

where she sees her lover (632); 

2) she says to her maid jokingly that she also wants 

to do a magic trick in imitation of the wonders 

performed at the Variety Theatre and then gives her 

maid a pair of stockings and some scent (636); 

3) she conducts an imaginary conversation with the 

Master on a Moscow park bench in full day-light 

(637-8). 

Margarita reasons out the prophecy of the dream as follows: 

11COH 9TOT Mo eT OsHanaTb TOAbKO OAHO H9 RBYX, .. * 
ecnH OH [MaCTep] MepTB H noma UU McH$I, TO 9TO sHa'InT, 'TO 
OH npHxoRHn 9a MHow, Ha CKOpO yMpy. ... 

iii OH X=, 

TorAa COH MOZ T OsHaBaTb TOAbKO ORHO, ßTO OH HaIIOMHHaeT 

MHe o cede! On xotieT cxasaTb, PTO Ml erge yBHAHmcH. " (634-5) 

She is convinced that she will be soon rejoining her lover. Marga- 
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rita's wish to do a magic trick, which is not magic at all but a wish 

fulfilment of the maid, (as at the Variety Theatre), is the-most LriVial 

and the least likely way of breaking out of the material reality, but, 

ironically, magic comes to offer the means by which Margarita is 

released. The imaginary conversation consists of questiQns and, answers 

painfully familiar to such individuals as those whose destinies have 

been violently severed by a long sentence in a labour camp or a prison: 

"EcnH Tbi cocnaH, To nogeyy me Tbi He Aaemb sxaTb o ce6e? 
Beb AajOT me nioAH 3HaTb, Tw pasnio6Hn McRB? HeT, a rnogeMy- 
TO 3TOMy He pep1o. 3HaT4HT, Tai 6in cocnaH H yep ... TorAa, 
IIpowy Te6B, OTUYCTH McHA, Aars MHe HaKOHeg CBO60AY ZHTb, 
AbimaTb Bo3yAxoM". MaprapwTa ... oTBeuana ce6e sa Hero: 
"TH CBo60AHa ... Pasae B Aepary Te6A? " HOTOM Bospaxana eMy: 
"HeT, TO me 3TO sa OTBeT ! HeT, Tbl yAgH Hs MOeH naMSITH, 

TorAa A CTaxy cso60AHa". (637-8) 

The spiritual quality which Margarita possesses has enabled her to 

escape temporarily from the confines of the material reality of 

Moscow into the life of the Master and his novel. 

The rejection of the novel by the censors and the Master's dis- 

appearance mark the end of the period of artistic creation whose very 

life pulsated with Margarita's heart-beat. The end of creativity 

brings about the death of the artist and of the life which Margarita 

had in the Master's novel, although the memory of the active creativity 

remains with both of them. Both the Master and Margarita are now 

captives of their memory of the past life - life which relates to 

artistic creation - and freedom from this captivity may be gained only 

through the obliteration of the memory. The Master has resigned 

himself to living out his physical life in the asylum, while Margarita 

reaches out and calls for the devil's help. 

With instinctive intelligence Margarita knows herself to be 

possessed by the Master -'... roaopana MaprapMra TORY, KTO Bnagen 

eio, ... ' (638). The consequences of such 'possession' are revealed 
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in Margarita's anguished question: 

"IIogeMy x seucmouexa H3 XH3HH? " (638) 

Margarita's relationship with the Master and her affinity with the 

Master's creation have excluded her from life and in the rest of the 

novel Margarita is depicted at different stages of a journey which 

will reunite her with the Master and his creation for eternity, even 

if the destination be the limbo of oblivion. 

In the course of the novel the Master and Margarita experience 

death three times: 

1) The end of the Master's artistic creativity which 

culminates in the lovers being separated from one 

another marks the death of the artist - the Master 

refers to his work and says: " 
... A Bben 13 

7H3Hb, Repma ero s pyxax, H Torj; a Mo$i ZH3Hb KOH- 

'iHnacb, ... 
" (558) - and also the death of Margarita 

in the sense that she had existed in the Master's 

creation: ' 
... B 3TOM pollaxe ee xHsHb' (558). 

2) The Master and Margarita are poisoned by the ancient 

wine brought to them by the devil's emissary. 

3) Finally they die a physical death. The Master dies 

in the hospital; the nurse reports to Ivan Bezdomny: 

"CxoHgancx coceR Bam ce ac, ... " (791). Margarita 

dies elsewhere in the city; Ivan assures the nurse: 

" 
... cef'tac B ropoge eu'e cxoH'Iancx oRHH qenOBex. 

... 3T0 zeHnMHa. " (791) 

The second and third deaths occur simultaneously: Azazello rushes out 

to Margarita's flat and observes how 

... ze in nia Bbmmna H3 cBoefl cnanTHH, sHesarmo no5neAHena, 

cxsaTxnacb sa cepAUe x, xpxxxys decnoMouwo: 
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- HaTama! KTO-HH6ygb ... xo mH e! - ynana na non 
B rocTHHOA, He AoAAx Ao xa6HHeTa. 

- Bce B nopxAxe, - cxasan Asa3enno. (785-6) 

It can be argued that a fourth death occurs when the Master and 

Margarita arrive at their destination and when Margarita declares 

herself the guardian of the Master's sleep which begins to wash away 

his memory by flooding it with oblivion. Thus a number of deaths 

occur on different levels of existence which relate to the protagonists' 

artistic, metaphysical, physical and ethical lives. 

But through Bulgakov's artistry the Master and Margarita - para- 

doxically - survive all the deaths to which they are subjected by the 

author. This survival is made possible primarily through the narra- 

tive twist in the course of which Margarita makes a pact with the 

devil. 

3.2 Margarita and the love story 

Bulgakov asserts Margarita's affinity with the devil and his 

dimension in many ways. He shows how Margarita makes her pact with 

the devil without a moment's hesitation and fearless of the con- 

sequences. Once she has been transformed into a witch she feels free 

and happy. She performs admirably her demanding duties as the Queen 

at Satan's Ball. Natural ease defines Margarita's behaviour on the 

'fifth dimension'. Fearless openmindedness towards the unknown, the 

world of death, makes her the ideal candidate for the devil's employ- 

ment. The devil's assistants explain to her that she is, in fact, 

distantly related to some French royalty and the matter of blood is of 

prime importance in the choice of the Queen. The arch Romantic 

Alexandre Dumas celebrated the historical personage of Marguerite de 

Valois in the first of his Valois Romances which is entitled La Reine 

Margot21. It has been argued that some of Dumas' finest historical 
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portraits are found in this work and, that they have left an indelible 

mark on many historians' understanding of these persons. The 

eponymous heroine of Bulgakov's work may well be 'distantly related' 

to Marguerite de Valois by Alexandre Dumas, but further illumination 

fqr Margarita's character is more aptly derived from Hoffmann's under- 

standing and portrayal of Romantic love and heroines22. However, 

although it can be claimed that both Dumas' and Hoffmann's Romantic 

works may provide some important clues for the analysis of Margarita's 

heroic qualities, the light in which Bulgakov presents his heroine 

dispels the aura of pure Romanticism and reveals a vision of phantas- 

magoria from which Margarita emerges as a superhuman being, a demi- 

goddess of destruction and creation. 

In Bulgakov's novel the Master and Margarita become lovers; 

furthermore, Margarita falls in love with the Master's creation to such 

an extent that it acquires her heart-beat: ' 
... B 3TOM pollaxe ee 

)H3Hb' (558). Bulgakov, like Hoffmann, sees love and art as being 

inextricably connected with one another. In Hoffmann's work Die 

DoppeltgUnger23 an artist who is in love describes his beloved as an 

ideal ('not of this world') who aids the artist, his creations and 

herself to live and breathe through love as one being. Furthermore, 

just like Hoffmann believes that love, as it affects an artist, serves 

to ignite the creative impulse and acts as a magic opening into secret 

worlds, Bulgakov, too, shows affinity with the Romantic understanding 

of love's potentialities. In his work love, and also the memory of 

love, ignite the creative impulse and open up new worlds. Ironically, 

however, in Master i Margarita the love story becomes a parody of a 

Romantic story; while the Master and Margarita journey towards the 

world of death the Romantic lovers generally come to experience life 

in its loftiest manifestations. 
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Just as true Romantic love is 'not of this world', in Bulgakov's 

novel the lovers become estranged from the material reality. At 

first their existence becomes interwoven in the Master's novel and, 

subsequently, at Margarita's initiative they are winged onto the 

devil's dimension. With the Romantics the other-worldliness is 

filled with the promise of new life and creation. In Bulgakov's novel 

Margarita inspires the Master in amore mundane way; at the beginning 

of the relationship she creates an atmosphere of cosy domesticity in 

the Master's flat and, later, as a witch she 'awakens' and 'revives' 

her lover in a manner which is far less elusive or visionary than the 

inspiration envisaged by the Romantics. Furthermore, instead of life 

and creation Margarita leads her beloved towards an existence which is 

defined by sleep and oblivion. Thus Margarita's effect on the Master 

is quite the reverse of the effect wielded by the artist's beloved in 

accordance with the tenets of the Romantic credo. Both Bulgakov and 

Hoffmann guide their protagonists in the direction of the stars, but, 

ironically, the Master and Margarita find their destination in a limbo 

while the Romantic lovers aspire towards higher levels of existence, 

towards life's heavenly spheres. 

The Master's entry into the asylum marks the irrevocable death of 

the artist in him. In other words, both the Pontius Pilate story and 

Margarita have been severed from his life. However, both the Master 

and Margarita carry in themselves the memory of their love which is 

inextricably connected with the creation of the Master's novel. It 

has already been pointed out that Margarita feels possessed by this 

memory (638). This is not surprising since her life is in the novel 

which has caused the death of her beloved Master - as the Master him- 

self confesses to Ivan: 
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- ... H sauren B 309Hb, Aepxa era B pyxax, H TorRa 
MOH HCH3Hb KOHgHnacb, ... 

(558) 

This refers, of course, to the ending of the Master's life as a 

creative artist. Both the Master and his art can be seen as inherent 

parts of Margarita's being. Consequently, the memory of love which 

possesses her now ignites an impulse comparable to creativity which 

delivers her onto the 'fifth dimension'. Thus according to the 

Romantics' credo, love serves to provide an opening into the secret 

world - only in Bulgakov's case it is the world of the devil - where 

things are seen in their true light. The insight which is gained on 

the devil's dimension is not, however, concerned with the essence of 

mysticism as was the case with the Romantics but is related to the 

revelation of the mystery in whose illusory shadow people living in 

the world of material reality are shown to seek cover from the truth. 

Moreover, this dimension is closely connected with death. The out- 

lines of the ironic parody of Romantic love emerge from Bulgakov's 

presentation of the love story in his novel more clearly when the 

other-worldliness of Romantic love is compared with the Master's and 

Margarita's reunion on the 'fifth dimension'. 

The way in which the 'fifth dimension' in Bulgakov's novel relates 

to the material reality of existence has been previously illustrated 

with reference to P. Florensky's ideas on fictitious parallels24 

Parallels with Hoffmann's understanding of this relation, i. e. between 

the material reality and metaphysical aspects of being 25, 
provide some 

further illumination on the cosmology of Bulgakov's work. Unlike most 

Romantics, Hoffmann believes that the material and metaphysical 

realities do not exist separately from one another but they belong to 

one unified form of existen^_e. Hoffmann envisages a heavenly ladder 

which rests upon a solid foundation of the material reality and which 
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leads towards the intangible realm of miracles. When an individual 

has climbed to the upper reaches of this ladder he is able to 

experience the miraculous world as part of his mundane life, in fact, 

as the most marvellous manifestation of that life. Margarita's 

arrival at flat No. 50 parallels closely the way in which Hoffmann sees 

men reaching out to touch the metaphysical aspects of being: Marga- 

rita, too, sees the endless staircase ahead and ascends it on to the 

'fifth dimension'. Like Hoffmann, Bulgakov depicts the material 

reality and metaphysical levels of being as inextricably bound into 

one unity of existence. The 'fifth dimension' has its roots in 

reality which it transcends through fantasy, through the author's 

imagination. In connection with Hoffmann, dreams are mentioned as 

an important means of establishing contact with the metaphysical 

dimension of existence26 since in dreams the spirit is liberated from 

the body and it is possible to see further when vision is not limited 

by any physical qualifications. Dreams occur constantly in Master i 

Margarita. 

In the course of the examination of the devil's role in Master i 

Margarita it was deduced that dreaming (be it in a state of sleep or 

wakefulness) could explain how the characters were compelled to acknow- 

ledge the existence of the irrational, metaphysical dimension of 

being27. In fact, it is openly stated in the novel that Ivan Bezdomny 

thinks that he may have dreamt the whole episode concerning the meeting 

with the devil and also the first section of the Pontius Pilate story 

while sitting on a park bench. Bulgakov makes clear that the second 

section of the Master's story is dreamt by Ivan in the asylum. 

Similarly, Margarita's first contact with the devil - through Azazello - 

takes place while she is sitting on a park bench and conducting an 
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imaginary conversation with her lover. That is, she is day-dreaming 

about a possible reunion with the Master28. This day-dream itself 

ensues from a dream which Margarita has had the previous night; in 

the dream the Master has been shown in a hell-like place. Margarita's 

day-dream on a park bench marks the beginning of the process in the 

course of which her spirit begins to separate from her body; of 

course, her spirit is truly liberated only when her body loses its 

gravity as a result of the application of Azazello's magic cream. 

Thus Margarita's imaginary conversation with the Master prefigures 

her flight of imagination in the course of which she becomes invisible 

and flies through the air as a witch. 

An alternative interpretation may be applied to this episode in 

the park if Bulgakov's text is analysed simply in terms of the material 

reality of Moscow. After Margarita and Azazello have discussed 

Berlioz' funeral Azazello confesses to her that he has, in fact, come 

to her on business; 

- ... 
A Mezj y TeM RK BäM nocnaH no Aenbljy. 

MaprapHTa no6neAHena H OTmaTHyn acb. 

-C 3TOTO npRMO H HyxaiO 6bIno HamHHaTb, - saroBopxna 

OHa, -a He MOAOTb gepT 3HaeT 'ITO npo OTpesaHHylo ronoBy! 
BbI McHH XOTHTe apeCTOBaTb? (640-1) 

Margarita's distrust of Azazello is further increased by his invita- 

tion for her to come and meet a well-known foreigner that evening. 

Azazello now recites a fragment of the Master's novel and this makes 

Margarita even more convinced that he has been sent to take her away 

through the 'magic means' which are at work in Moscow all the time: 

- ... UpO nHCTKH el$e MOIHO y3HaTb '. IIpOHHKHYTb, 

IIORCMOTpeTb ... 
HaTanIa IIO, RKynneHa? Aa? Ho KaK Bbl 

Mornii y3HaTb MOH MbICnH? - OHa CTpapanbneCKH cMopnZHnacb 

u AodaBuna; - CKa](HTe MHe, KTO $b1 TaKOi ? Hs KaKoro Bbl 

yMpeIeHHR? (641) 
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It is obvious that Margarita is suspicious of Azazello's credibility 

as she is quite aware of the way in which the secret police works in 

Moscow. Azazello's invitation to come and meet a foreigner in itself 

suggests that he is trying to trap Margarita presumably to come and 

speak to the police against the Master. This suggestign is apply 

confirmed by Azazello's familiarity with the Master's work. How- 

ever, Azazello tries to convince Margarita that the invitation is 

quite harmless: 

-A npxrnamajo sac x HsocTpaHuy COBepmeHHO 6e3onac- 
HoMy. H HH O, gHa Ryma He 6yreT SHaTb o6 3TOM noceweHH4. 
(642) 

As Azazello finally gives Margarita a rounded jar made of solid gold, 

Margarita thinks once more that she is being enticed to become 

involved in something shady which she will bitterly regret afterwards. 

Yet, it is Azazello's confirmation that the Master is still alive 

and that she might meet him again which makes her accept the risky 

adventure. Thus begins Margarita's transformation into a witch and 

the Queen of Satan's Ball. 

It is interesting to note that Bulgakov explains in the epilogue 

of his novel how both Margarita and her maid have disappeared from 

Moscow during the disorder which prevailed in the city while the 

magician and his retinue remained there. In other words, Bulgakov 

suggests that Margarita and her maid have vanished through magic just 

like many other Moscow citizens. The true explanation for such 

disappearances may be, of course, sought through the examination of 

the activities of the secret police. The episode relating Marga- 

rita's experience in the park illustrates the transcendental aspect 

of Bulgakov's work whose parallel can be found in Hoffmann's 

creativity. S. Ignatov explains that 
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... Mbi Ha6nioRaeM y rod). -,, Maxs xax Obi nepeMeweHKe TOgKH 

speHHw - BMeCTO Toro, gTO6ýl c'HTaTb sa Bbimucen, sa 
etwas spuckhaftes mHp ugeanbIu , off sacTaBnaeT Hac 
BMeCTe C HHM npH3HaTb, RTO BCTHHHO peanbHbIM 6ygeT Iß4 HHO 

3TOT Hgeanb}bIii MHp, a ReACTaHTenbHOCTb - Bbmicen, m 
4)HnHCTepbl, KOTOpWX OH TaK XOpowo Hso6pazan Ha CBOHX 

pncyHKax H KapHKaTypaX, - He 'TO HHoe, xax CKasoRKwe, 

MOICT 6b1Tb, HecyDjeCTByIoIgHe o6pasbb. 
29 

Ignatov asserts that this transference of viewpoint is very important 

to Hoffmann as it allows him to exist truly in the ideal world while 

seeing the material world as unreal, as an object of ridicule whose 

existence may even be entirely ignored. Like Hoffmann, Bulgakov 

shifts his viewpoint time and time again in the course of his novel. 

The transcendental world, represented by the 'fifth dimension', 

is conceived by Bulgakov as the more real level of existence in the 

second half of Master i Margarita. The material reality of Moscow 

is shown to be inhabited by a tribe of philistines who are laughable 

in their willing support of the illusions upon which their everyday 

life rests. The 'fifth dimension' represents the ideal world in 

Bulgakov's work in the sense that it reflects the truth which under- 

lies the illusions of the philistine world. Furthermore, it provides 

an escape from the confines of the material reality whose shackles 

may be forced open through the power of imagination armed with fantasy. 

In the episode relating to Margarita's visit to the park, Azazello 

acts as the agent who provides the opening onto the devil's dimension 

while simultaneously appearing to Margarita in the material reality of 

Moscow as an emissary from the secret police. Thus from Margarita's 

point of view the paradox inherent in Azazello's character -a 

liberator and a jailor - embraces both the intangible (the 'fifth 

dimension') and the tangible (Moscow) aspects of existence as depicted 

by Bulgakov. in his work. This dual role enables Bulgakov to endow his 

heroine simultaneously with two possible destinies: on the Moscow level 

Margarita's arrest and disappearance are effected by the secret police 
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and on the fictitious level she is transformed into a witch and the 

30 
Queen of Satan's Ball. 

3.3 Margarita as a witch 

Bulgakov's depiction of Margarita as a witch relates closely to 

the popular tradition concerning witches31. Margarita becomes a 

witch after she offers her soul to the devil in exchange for some 

knowledge of the Master. It is known that Bulgakov referred frequently 

to M. A. Orlov's study of folk beliefs when writing his novel and it is 

appropriate to note here how Orlov describes the devil's relation to 

witches32: Orlov explains that not only witches themselves - that is, 

women who believed themselves to be witches - but also other people 

believed that witches could fly long distances on broom-sticks etc. 

The most important destination of these flights was the witches' 

sabbath. In time this belief became so deeply rooted that the clergy 

could neither dismiss nor ignore it. Consequently they sought to 

moderate the belief by assuring everybody that actual flights them- 

selves were impossible and that the alleged flights were in fact 

flights of imagination comparable to dreams. As a result of this 

assurance a new interpretation grew up among the people: the theory 

of illusionary flight was accepted in the sense that it was no longer 

believed that the actual body of the witch took part in the flight. 

That is, after the witch rubbed herself with a special cream the devil 

extracted her soul from her body and the soul then flew to the sabbath. 

In Bulgakov's novel Margarita anoints herself with Azazello's 

cream and her body loses its gravity; ' 
... Teno MaprapxTbl noTepano 

eec. ' (646) She becomes overwhelmed with the feeling of freedom: 

'MaprapHTa oWJT a ce6si cBo6o9aoA, cBo6o UIoik OT Bcero. ' '(646) 

Bulgakov relates that shortly after that 'C cosepwesao o6ner'eHHoft 
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AymOR MaprapxTa npxne^, ena B cnanbxio, ... 
' (647). Margarita's soul 

grows lighter because it grows free of her body and also because her 

conscience is finally liberated from the lies on which the relation- 

ship with her husband has rested; she leaves him a note telling the 

truth. Truly invisible and quite free Margarita flies out shouting; 

" ... xeBHRMMa, HeaggH sa, ... 
" (650). After a fantastic flight, 

which takes her away from the tangible reality of Moscow to the river 

banks where the witches meet, Margarita arrives at the devil's 

residence. Bulgakov emphasises how the devil's eyes bore into Marga- 

rita's face; 

ABa rnasa ynepnHcb MaprapMTe B nxuo. llpaabIA C 3oJOTO10 
xcxpoH xa gae, cHepnHwiR nio6oro AO , qaa mss, ... 

(669) 

Woland has received Margarita in a manner which is in accordance with 

Orlov's description of this particular tradition: Margarita's spirit 

has been liberated from her body - the soul flies to the devil. The 

devil's eyes bore right to the bottom of her soul. 

As a witch Margarita belongs to the world of supernatural 

phenomena. However, it is possible to argue that her supernatural 

influence on the Master's life extends from the very beginning of their 

relationship. At their first meeting in the novel the Master is com- 

pelled to follow her although everything connected with this meeting 

forebodes evil, even death: 

- ... AJo6osb BbIcxo'xna rnepeg Harn, xax H3-nO9 3eMnH 
sblcxaKHBaeT y6HHua e nepeynKe, H nopaaHmna Hac cpasy o6oxx! 

Tax nopaacaer MOnHKR, Tax nopazaeT c4HxcKH# Hogs! (556) 

Margarita inspires the Master's creativity in the sense that her own 

life is contained in this novel (558). Thus creativity and inspiration 

come together to bring into being the Pontius Pilate story. The 

Master's and Margarita's union demonstrates that creativity is com- 

parable with love in the way in which it comes to possess the indi- 
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viduals. When hostile outside forces reject the Pontius Pilate 

story, the Master's creativity falls into a state of paralysis while 

Margarita returns temporarily to her former life. Then Margarita 

offers her soul to the devil in exchange for knowledge of the Master. 

With devilish powers she effects an illusory recovery of the. Master; 

this leads both protagonists towards death, which brings fulfilment for 

the Master's desire for peace. Dreamless sleep envelops the Master in 

the limbo where Margarita leads him and where she will become the 

guardian of his sleep. Thus in the course of the love story Margarita's 

inspiration loses its life-enhancing quality as it guides the Master 

towards oblivion. 

Margarita provides hope where any realistic grounds for optimism 

no longer exist. The monumental force of creativity, identifiable 

with the elemental force of love, is sustained and sustains Margarita 

in the hostile environment of Moscow and even enables her to transcend 

the world of material reality onto the devil's dimension where the 

regenerative powers inherent in her no longer serve to enhance life 

but, on the contrary, help to instigate the approach of death. 

Throughout the novel the role in which Bulgakov casts Margarita 

is connected with caring for the Master. After the Master becomes 

depressed as a result of his work being rejected by the literary 

establishment Margarita swears to him: 

1) - ... A Te6s cnacy, x Te6s cnacy. (564) 

2) -A Te6x sazneny, B negty, ... 
(564) 

Later in the novel when they have been reunited Margarita assures the 

Master that 

1) - ... A pylqaiocb Teee, pytaiocb, 'iTO ace 6y9eT ocneu i- 
TenbHo xopomo. (781) 

2) - -KJIAHYCb Te6e ... IUIRHyCb '... ßce 6yAeT XOpOIZO. (782) 
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In the second instance Margarita's assurances ensue from her observa- 

tion of what has happened to the Master during his absence from her 

life- 

- ... xaxxe y Te6n rna3a! B HHx nycTb1N ... A nneqH, 
Anew c 6peMexeM ... Hcxane'Hnn, HcxanegHnx, . o. 

(782) 

Margarita talks with the Master whose depressed spirit begins to revive 

as he agrees to look for salvation in the 'other world'. Margarita's 

love for the Master has made her fearless of becoming involved with the 

devil; the Master has grown fearless because of what he has experienced 

after his work was rejected; 

xe 60Iocb, norory PTO x sce yie xcnbºTan. Mesa 
cntimxoM nyranH H HHMeM 6onee xanyraTb ae Moryr. (782) 

Thus fearless and with faith in the devil the Master and Margarita seek 

for a resting place in 'another world' and find themselves in a limbo 

which is suggestive of the highest, the first circle of Dante's hell. 

The way in which Bulgakov juxtaposes truth with fantasy illustrates 

why the Master is endowed with peace, rather than light, at the end of 

the novel. As a result of openly declaring his faith in truth Jeshua 

is executed and received into the Kingdom of Light. On the other hand, 

the Master and Margarita hide their faith in the devil from the outside 

world (Margarita's servant girl Natasha steals in on the secret and is 

included in the elect circle) and the devil aids their escape through 

fantasy. It was argued earlier in this study that the 'fifth 

dimension' is rooted in reality but sustained by fantasy which must be 

seen in this novel simply as a further level of existence, as an 

additional direction of reality33. In the context of this statement 

it can now be argued that Margarita's character is employed in the 

novel to aid the Master/creator to penetrate onto this new dimension 

where everything is possible, particularly for an individual with some 

imagination and courage. 
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To conclude the discussion on Margarita's involvement with the 

devil it is helpful to refer to C. G. Jung's warning to 'beware of 

thinking of good and evil as absolute opposites'34. Jung emphasises 

that an ethical decision, which he identifies as a subjective, 
35 

creative act, should arise from a spontaneous impulse Thus 

Margarita's involvement with the devil and her connection with the 

fantastic dimension of existence do not necessarily make her evil. 

Rather, her behaviour may be seen simply as a continued expression of 

the spontaneous impulse through which she came to participate in the 

Master's creative act. This act itself, the creation of the Pontius 

Pilate story, represents the essence of the ethical decision upon 

which Bulgakov's creative life depended. In Bulgakov's novel Marga- 

rita's character emerges as the most outstanding advocate of Jung's 

advice which states that 'we must have the freedom in some circumstances 

to avoid the known moral good and do what is considered to be evil, if 

our ethical decision so requires'36. Thus in the novel Margarita 

turns to the devil in order to do what she instinctively knows to be 

right. The 'known moral good' in her case demands her to suppress 

the memory of the Master and his novel and to continue living a lie 

with the man whom she does not love. By calling for the devil's help 

Margarita, then, exercises the kind of freedom to which Jung refers in 

the above statement. 



CHAPTER SIX: 

The Pontius Pilate story 
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1. Introduction 

The Pontius Pilate story contains the philosophical kernel of 

Bulgakov's novel. Accordingly, this thesis attempts to show that 

the characters of Pontius Pilate and Jeshua are employed by Bulgakov 

in the story to reflect the paradox which underlies the author's 

1 
philosophical preoccupations in'Mäster i Margarita. The first section 

of the Master's novel, 'Pontiy Pilat' (435), is studied here in detail, 

since the Procurator's questioning of Jeshua and its immediate after- 

math illustrate most clearly the dilemma which emerges from these two 

protagonists' shared predicament in Jerusalem. The choice of Pontius 

Pilate and Jeshua as the protagonists of the Master's novel is under- 

standable as they are familiar to us from the New Testament. Bulgakov 

gives his own interpretation of these biblical characters, and also of 

the events surrounding the crucifixion, and this interpretation reveals 

the conventional moral absolutes of good and evil in a new light. 

During Pilate's questioning of Jeshua the two protagonists become 

irretrievably bound up with one another for eternity and this reflects 

the paradox which characterises the novel's philosophical outlook: 

awareness of evil relativizes good, and vice'versa, so that in the 

final analysis the ethical polarities come to be seen as 'halves of 

a paradoxical whole'2. The greatest and most reverberating paradox of 

all is manifest in the joint immortality which Pilate's and Jeshua's 

reunion at the end of the work reaffirms. 

The Pontius Pilate story is presented in three sections in the 

novel, apart from the Procurator's final appearance in the chapters 

which bring the different strands of the novel to a harmonious denou- 

ement. The story opens as the devil's eye-witness account of the 

events in Jerusalem relating to the New Testament story of the Roman 

Procurator's questioning of Christ which culminates in Pilate confirming 
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the death sentence on him. When Berlioz declares that he is 

sceptical of Woland's account, as nobody could confirm that these 

events really took place, the devil defies this scepticism by asserting 

that: 

- Aeno B TOM ... QTO R nl4 HO npHCYTCT8OBan npH BceM 3TOM. 
H Ha 6anxoHe 6bm y noHTHH IInnaTa, HB cagy, xorga on c KaH4oA 
pasronapHBan, H Ha noMOCTe, HO TOnbKO Tafno, HHKorHHTO, Tax 

cxasaTb, ... (460) 

At the conclusion of the first section Ivan Bezdomny wonders whether, 

in fact, he has dreamt the whole episode while snoozing on a Moscow 

park bench in the heat of a dying May afternoon. The second section, 

which unfolds the events of the execution and its immediate aftermath, 

is dreamt by Ivan in the mental asylum. The dream occurs in sleep 

induced by a sedative and it happens after Ivan has met with the 

Master, i. e. after his personality has split. The third section, 

which narrates the Procurator's dealings in the matter of Judas of 

Karioth and also the funeral, is read by Margarita in the restored 

manuscript during the night after she has recovered the Master and when 

she is acting as the guardian of the Master's sleep for the first time. 

Pilate's last appearances in the novel as a whole are related by the 

author, i. e. Bulgakov, who assumes the right to direct the events on 

the unearthly dimension on which the final aesthetic harmony is 

effected. 

2. Man versus power 

The Procurator's presence dominates the beginning of the Pontius 

Pilate story. He is a representative of the Roman Empire which was a 

state in the full meaning of the word. Rome was the centre of this 

state and it provided the empire with laws, magistrates, a defence 

force, prefects and even gods. On the other hand, the whole life of 
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the empire flowed back towards Rome - first to the senate and then 

to the Caesar who acted as the omnipotent, omniscient god of the 

empire3. Thus the example of Rome provides a highly suitable 

contrast to the kind of anarchism which emerges from Jeshua's ideas 

in the Pontius Pilate story. Before turning to a detailed 

examination of the dilemma of leadership and the effect of power 

as reflected in the individual case of the Roman Procurator in 

Jerusalem it is useful to refer briefly to the relationship of man 

versus power as understood in general by thinkers through the ages 

and then as outlined by N. Berdyaev with particular reference to 

the idea of power as it emerged from the Slavophile thought in 

4 
Russia. 

Throughout the ages man has been fascinated by the concept of 

a society without authority. Although the political philosophy 

of the ancients was founded on the idea that the quest for justice 

and good are inseparable from the existence of the state, a 

reaction developed against this fundamental principle. The case 

of a monk called Essenes may be regarded as one of the earliest 

examples of a revolt against the state: this monk retreated from 

Jerusalem to escape the rigid authority of Rome and also the static 

institutionalisation of Hebrew monotheism in the first century 

B. C. 
S 

In the Master's novel this rigid authority of Rome is 

manifest in Pontius Pilate and it is expressed by means of the 

power that he wields in Jerusalem. It is appropriate that Pilate's 

relationship to power should be considered with regard to ideas of 

how power is generally understood to affect man. 

One of, Plato's dialogues records an Athenian remarking on 
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man's inability to wield power: 

"There is no soul of an, young and irresponsible, who 
will be able to sustain the temptation of arbitrary power - 
no one who will not, under such circumstances, become 
filled with folly, that worst of diseases, and be hated by 
his nearest and dearest friends; when this happens his 
kingdom is undermined, and all his power vanishes from 
him. "6 

However, Plato and other Greek philosophers did not regard all 

exercise of power as corrupting. On the contrary. A distinguished 

Western philosopher advocates the opposite view as follows: 

"While some men are corrupted by wielding power, 
others are improved by it, ... The full actualization 
of humanity would then seem to consist, not in some sort 
of passive membership in civil society but in the 
properly directed activity of the statesman, the 
legislator, or the founder ... The judge and the ruler 
has larger and nobler opportunities to act justly than 
the ordinary man ... Politics is the field on which 
human excellence can show itself in its full growth. "ý 

Lord Acton chose to ignore the dilemma of leadership, as defined 

and ardently debated by the ancient Greeks, when he boldly asserted 

in a letter written in 1887 that 

"Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupt- 
absolutely. Great men ... are always bad men even 
when they exercise influence and authority ... 

Later he added: 

"Among all the causes which degrade and demoralise man ... 
power is the most constant and most active. "9 

The Russian understanding of the relationship of man versus power 

represents a fusion of ideas outlined above in the sense that it 

renders the authority of the state as evil while endowing the 

individual who wields this authority with martyrdom. 
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In a work entitled Russkäya Ideya Berdyaev puts forward an 

argument derived from the Slavophile philosophy which claims that 

rocyAapCTBeHHaA BnaCTb eCTb sn0 H rpAsb. ... 
nytffie, tT06bl OAHH genoseK 6im sanaexaH BnaCTbb, qem 

peCb HapoA. BnaCTb He npaBo, a TArOTa, 6pers,. 
HRKTO He HMeeT npasa BnacTBosaTb, no eCTb ORHH aenoseK, 
KOTOpbfi o6A3aH HeCTH TAxenoe 6pemA BnaCTH. 

1° 

Thus power, or authority (as it is generally termed by political 

scholars in its legitimate manifestation) is not a privilege but 

an obligation bestowed upon an individual whose mission comprises 

at once the burden of the sinner and the glory of the saviour. 

Whilst acknowledging the need for temporal leadership the 

Slavophile argument implies a clear preference for anarchism. 

It is important to note that Berdyaev distinguished sharply 

between anarchism and anarchy11. He considers that anarchism 

denotes a spiritual order which rises freely from within each 

individual and which is founded on truth and justice. 

According to Berdyaev, striving for this kind of anarchism 

is one of the basic elements in the Russian character. On the 

other hand, he refers to anarchy and points out that: 

3a xacsnbxxmecxHm, AecrºoTHeecKHm rocygapcsoM o6gxo 
cxpbITa BHyTpeHWRB asapxxx H AxcrapMoaxsI. 

1I 

The anarchist aspect of the Russian character (anarchist as derived 

from anarchism, i. e. not anarchic) is asserted even in Lenin's 

writings, especially in his Gosudarstvo i revolyutsiya where the 

anarchist dimension of Marxism is made far more apparent than in 

the works of Marx and Engels themselves13. The theme of power 

versus anarchism is of central importance in the Pontius Pilate 

story in Bulgakov's novel. This theme is studied here in 

connection with the leadership dilemma as it concerns Pontius 
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Pilate. In the course of this study an attempt is made to explore 

to what degree Bulgakov's ideas on this subject accord with the 

Russian attitude to power as explained by Berdyaev. 

A study of the leadership dilemma requires a careful analysis 

of the ruler's personality and outlook, but it is also important 

to understand the political climate and the historical reality of 

the background from which he emerges. In the case of the Pontius 

Pilate story the historical reporting of unrest lends weight to 

Bulgakov's fictional narration of the events. The Roman 

Procurator's office in Jerusalem has been historically verified 

as a necessary part of the peace-keeping efforts in Judea: 

In 6 A. D. Archelaus was accused of mismanaging his 
ethnarchy which included Samaria, Judea and Idunean. 
Caesar Augustus tried him and found him guilty and 
had him banished. His territory became a Roman 
province with a governor who was called a procurator. 

14 

Furthermore, it is known that 

There were two categories of Imperial governors, 
corresponding to two categories of provinces. The 
wealthy and important districts were supervised by 
governors of senatorial rank who held the title legati 
propraetore. The minor territories, like the one 
which included Judea, which required troops to keep 
order, were governed by men of equestrian rank who 
Were called procurat6res. 15 

The Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia states that Pontius Pilate was the 

sixth Procurator of Judea and remained in office over a period of 

approximately ten years (26-36 A. D. ). It relates that Pilate did not 

have his permanent residence in Jerusalem but stayed there only during 
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important festivals and for the purpose of carrying out his admin- 

istrative duties in the city. Apparently he was an arrogant and 

cruel man who felt contempt and hatred towards the Jewish people16. 

It is important to note that the absolute sovereignty over Pilate's 

dominion rested, of course, with the Roman Emperor Tiberius. 

Factually Bulgakov's presentation of Pontius Pilate tallies well with 

this description. 

3. Pontius Pilate 

3.1 Pontius Pilate's personality and outlook 

The Master's novel opens with an account of Pontius Pilate walking 

in the colonnade of Herod's palace in Jerusalem in the early morning of 

the 14th of the Nisan month (435). He is wearing a cloak whose 

brilliant whiteness is offset by the crimson of the lining. Thus 

Pilate's paradoxical position is immediately suggested by this juxta- 

position of the colour of peace and harmony on the outside and the 

violence of crimson on the inside. Pilate's shuffling cavalry-man's 

walk reflects the awkwardness with which he holds the office of an 

administrator; he would be far more at ease on saddle-back. Pilate's 

boastful description of himself as 'cDHpenoe QyAosxue' (437), 

establishes the ironic contradiction in terms of peace and violence 

which defines his office in Jerusalem. 

The pain of hemicrania, aggravated by the scent of roses and the 

light of the naked sun, causes Pilate to freeze in physical agony, 

which curtails his action, perception and understanding to such an 

extent that he emerges from the marble surroundings of the palace as 

yet another stony figure amongst the statues. Bulgakov's description 

of the way in which the pain affects Pilate emphasises repeatedly the 

Procurator's inability to act freely. Pilate sits down in his chair 
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'xe rnsi HH xa xoro' (436). He glances sideways at the documents 

given to him by the secretary. He speaks with difficulty. He 

sits as if made of stone: 

IIpoxypaTOp npß 3TOM cuAen KaK xaMeHiiug, B TOnbKO ry6w 

ero wesenxnHcb gyTb-'iyTb npi npon3aecexxx cnoa. TlpoxypaTOp 

6Mn xai xaMe1mutt, nOTOMY PTO 6o$ncx Ka'HyTb übina oiget aAcxoA 
6onbio ronosofl. (436) 

Pilate's existence is dominated entirely by his physical condition. 

Pilate's questioning of Jeshua Ha-Notsri shows that the Procu- 

rator's understanding is also severely impaired. When Jeshua greets 

him with "Ao6pb "lenoBex! " (436), Pilate automatically hails himself as 

"caspenoe gyyoBMne" (437) thus mechanically asserting the dignity of 

his office. Then he introduces Mark Muribellum, the centurion, whose 

physique literally shuts out all the sun-light around him. 

Pilate's failure to understand the allegorical significance of 

Jeshua's claim that the old temple would be destroyed (438) demonstrates 

further the Procurator's unidimensional view of the world and humanity. 

To Pilate the destruction of the temple means simply the demolition of 

the building which houses it; with horror Jeshua claims total ignorance 

to any such mad intention. Having heard the vagrant's adamant denial 

of the accusation, Pilate decides that Jeshua is merely a liar, one of 

the crowd of magicians, astrologers, sooth-sayers and others, who have 

come to Jerusalem for the celebration of the Passover. Pilate's 

reaction to the story about Matthew the Levite, a tax-collector, who 

threw away his money to follow Jeshua, is one of predictable ridicule. 

After the vagrant has diagnosed and apparently cured Pilate's hemi- 

crania, the Procurator's curiosity is truly aroused; Jeshua must be a 

great doctor (442). 

All these examples show that Pilate is an incomplete human, being 

in the sense that his understanding lacks any spiritual dimension. 
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He is a man of purely physical sensibility, who has no metaphysical 

picture of man. He sees Matthew the Levite's money as the only 

riches sought after by men. He considers Jeshua a great healer of 

physical illness, but fails to perceive the signs of a spiritual 

healer which Jeshua so clearly shows. Pilate's hepgiczania, g ne, 

half of his head aching painfully, is a very concrete indication of 

his impairment. He is a divided personality; the healthy side of 

his personality relates to the public, physical and material 

aspects of life, whilst the aching side encompasses the private and 

spiritual dimensions of man's existence. The pain itself indicates 

that it is not possible for a man to live a contented and healthy life 

if all metaphysical considerations are excluded from his understanding 

of the human condition. During the questioning Jeshua becomes the 

catalyst which effects a change in Pilate's condition. Jeshua's com- 

panionship aids the partial recovery of the humanity which Pilate has 

lost. 

3.2 Jeshua's influence 

It is with the issue of the truth that the vagrant first breaks 

through the Procurator's indifference. Jeshua's simple answer to 

Pilate's 'irrelevant' question: "NTO Taxoe xcTmza? " (441), takes the 

Procurator by surprise. The truth is that the Procurator's head is 

aching. Earlier Jeshua has spoken to the common people through an 

allegory to make it easier for them to understand his ideas. Now he 

talks with Pilate on a subject which is, at that moment, of foremost 

Concern to him'7. Jeshua's practical explanation of the truth marks 

the point in the story at which the roles of the captive and the ruler 

begin to be reversed. By succeeding in arousing Pilate's astonished 

interest Jeshua has secured his attention for the more serious part of 
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his diagnosis: 

$eAa a TOM, ... TATO Tb2 CAHMKOM saMKHyT H OKOHLIaTenb- 

HO UOTepxn sepy B JIIOAC t. go* TBOH XHSHb CICyAHa, Hre. MOH, .. " 
(442) 

Pilate orders the vagrant to be untied and from this moment there is 

hope of liberation for both the captive and the ruler. 

Pilate grows almost genial in his conversation with the prisoner, 

whose free and easy manner and independence of mind intrigue the Pro- 

curator. Pilate even allows himself to be drawn into a banter of 

words, which contains an open denial by Jeshua of the Procurator's 

power over his life. The jocular dialogue ends with Pilate asserting 

his omnipotence and Jeshua denying it; 

-R Mory nepepesaTb 3TOT Bonocox. 

-HB 3TOM Tl omH6aembcH, - CBeTIIO ynMÖa, Cb H sacnoHHHcb 

PYKOA OT COnHua, BospasHn apeCTaHT, - cornaCHCb, QTO nepepe- 

saTb BOBOCOK yZ HaBePHO MozeT AHmb TOT, KTO noJBecMn? 

- TaK, TaK, - ynä6HyBnHCb, cxasan IIHnaT, ... 
(443) 

Pilate brushes Jeshua's words aside with laughter and his ironic 

comment implies that now he understands what kind of a jester he is 

dealing with. Jeshua's claim that ultimately his life is subject to 

an authority superior to that commanded by the Procurator could have 

been seen by Pilate as a grave offence both against his own public 

office and also against his personal integrity which depends on the 

delusion that he wields power over the matter of Jeshua's life and 

death. 

Because of his cynicism, his lack of faith in people, the Pro- 

curator assigns Jeshua's idealistic creed to books and theory and 

grows particularly angry when Jeshua assures him that " 
... H CBOHM 

yMoM Aomen go 3Toro" (444). Pilate's experience has taught him 

otherwise. He has spent most of his life on the battle-field 

surrounded by the ugliness of violence. The example of the 
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centurion, Mark Muribellum, fails to impress Jeshua; to him the 

centurion is not an evil man, rather, he is an unfortunate man whom 

'the good people' have mutilated. This argument strikes Pilate as 

totally senseless, as it is quite outside his experience and under- 

standing of life. However, Pilate has allowed the conversation to 

move onto a topic which is not directly concerned with the official 

business. Without noticing it the Procurator is beginning to 

tolerate the vagrant's idealistic humanism. 

Here a small episode takes place which depicts metaphorically 

how close the possibility of liberation now is for both Jeshua and 

Pilate: 

B 3TO BpeMI B xonosaagy cTpeMHTenbHo uneTena na- 
CTo'uca, cgenana nog sOnOTblm UOTOnKOM xpyr, CHH3Hnacb, 
LIyTb He sagena OCTpbIM KpblfOM nxua McAHOft CTaTyii B HHne 
H CKpbinaCb sa KanHTenbio KonOHHb1. (444-5) 

The swallow's flight suggests to Pilate a plan for Jeshua's release. 

It was customary at Passover in Jerusalem for a criminal who had been 

sentenced to death to be granted freedom. The swallow's flight into 

the colonnade is symbolic of the freedom, attainment of which seems 

plausible both for the Procurator and his prisoner at this point of 

the story. In Jeshua's case this freedom would mean his release from 

imprisonment and death which threatens him. To Pilate it would mean 

a break in his private Mediterranean residence from the public office 

which he holds in Jerusalem and a rediscovery of that private region 

of humanity which has been suppressed in him in the course of his 

service. However, the swallow episode ends in a manner which fore- 

bodes the failure of the Procurator's plan for Jeshua's release: 

Kpbnlbsi naCTOvvKH 41bIpKHyIH Ha, A caMoii ronOBo HreMoHa, 
ITTHua McTHynacb x name tpoHTaHa H BbineTena Ha BOJIJO. (445) 

The hope of freedom both for Jeshua and Pilate flies out with the 

swallow: Pilate reads further the list of accusations concerning 
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Jeshua's crimes. As Pilate learns more about Jeshua's crimes the 

hope of shared privacy grows more distant. Contrary to Pilate's 

wishes, a clash between the hegemon of a highly organised state 

authority and the advocate of pure anarchism becomes quite unavoidable. 

While the Procurator has tolerated the vagrant's comments and 

even criticism on a personal, level, he cannot allow any attack against 

the state. Although he is'attracted to Jeshua's abstract humanism, 

Pilate cannot for a moment see that such humanism might be applicable 

to reality. In this context Jeshua's assured prophecy about the 

coming of the Kingdom of Truth and Justice is tantamount to treason in 

Pilate's experience. 

Until now this study has concentrated on the examination of 

Pontius Pilate's personality and outlook as depicted by Bulgakov in 

the story which forms the core of Master iMargarita. Pilate emerges 

from Bulgakov's depiction as a divided man whose public and personal 

preoccupations clash with one another. In order to understand this 

clash more deeply it is necessary to examine this Roman Procurator's 

attitude towards Jerusalem and his position in the city as presented 

by Bulgakov in the story and also as revealed in the light of some 

background information. 

3.3 Pontius Pilate in Jerusalem 

The origins of Pontius Pilate's name are explained by E. Renan 

as follows: 

npoKypaTOp fOiiTH 
, no UPOSBQHHIO fHnaT, - Ges cotHeHHH, 

OT cnoBa pilum HJIH noneTHbl iy POTHK (suax OTAH; $ , KOTOpOTO 
rQmm yAOCToeH OH mni o wi g3 era IIpe, RKOB), ."" 

In Master i Margarita Bulgakov refers to Pilate as 'BCaAx1jx G 

sonor mi KonaeM' (735). It is apparently Pilate's honourable military 

past which has earned him his position in Jerusalem; he is in charge 
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of the peace-keeping forces in the city. However, Pilate hates the 

city and its inhabitants. He resorts to extreme measures of violence 

to discharge his duties. He is at the centre of the bitter struggle 

for power in which the Roman and the local authorities are engaged and 

in which the Jewish High Priest demands his rights in the name of God 

while Pilate stands by the sword of Caesar. The implacable hostility 

which existed between the Jews and the Romans can be attributed to the 

diametrically opposed philosophies governing the lives of these nations, 

on the one hand, the Jewish theocracy and, on the other, the state as 

the supreme idea. 

Pilate hates Jerusalem whose main building, the temple, conjures 

up an image of a monstrous dragon in the Procurator's mind: 

.* nepej npoxypaTOpOM pasaepxync$ Becb HexaBHCTH eMy ipmanaHM 
c aiCH'HMH MOCTaMH, xpenocTSMH x- canoe rnaBHoe - 

c He no gatoneAcx HxxaxoMy onxcaxmo rnm6oi MpaMopa c sonOTOa 
gpaKOHOBO 3 gemyeio BMeCTO KpbmIH - XpaMOM EpmananMCxmM, ... 
(450) 

The temple represents to Pilate the power of the Jewish religious 

hierarchy, whose political manoeuvring is carefully designed to control 

the Roman influence in the city. Pilate dislikes the Jews, who hate 

him all the more as they witness the cruel measures undertaken by the 

Romans under the Procurator's command. According to Renan, the local 

religious fathers spread a rumour that the Roman Procurator intended to 

abolish the Jewish law. Their fanaticism and intolerance proved an 

impossible task for Pilate to curtail and, despite the fact that he had 

no wish to meddle with any internal religious strife, which he con- 

sidered to be a result of an inflamed imagination, he got drawn into 

19 
such incidents as the sentencing of Jeshua. 

Whenever the Procurator's presence is required in Jerusalem Pilate 

takes up residence in the former palace of Herod the Great, a ruler 
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most famous in the Christian world for the slaughter of the innocents. 

The New Testament relates how Herod failed to slay the child Jesus; 

Bulgakov's novel tells how, from the same seat of power, Pilate confirms 

Jeshua's death sentence. King Herod slaughtered as he felt his own 

and his sons' future threatened by the birth of a ruler whose kingdom 

and power he did not comprehend. In Bulgakov's work Pilate is 

terrified by the promise of this same kingdom which he tries to shut 

out from his mind and also by Tiberius' anger which would ensue from 

any mention of an alternative to the Emperor's authority. A reference 

to such an alternative amongst the accusations made against Jeshua 

conjures up in Pilate's mind a vision of the Emperor's ugly head. 

Furthermore, 

... oneHb xsCTaexao nocn ancx HocoBOf ronoc, Ha eHHo 
TSIHyw cnoaa; "3axoH o6 ocxop6neHHH BenHgecTsa ... 

" 
(445-6) 

Jeshua's most serious offence consists of the following prediction: 

- ... ucxxax BnaCTb asnReTCH HaAHnHeM HaA nioAi, 
H (MTO) HaCTaHeT aperes, xorAa He 6yAeT BnaCTH HH xeca- 
peg, HH KaKoii-nH6o HHOf BnaCTH. %1enosex nepeUeT B 
uapcTßo HCTHHb1 H cnpaseAnxsocTH, rAe Boo6lge He 6yAeT 

HaAo6Ha HHxaxaa BnacTm. (447) 

In Pontius Pilate's experience the kingdom of Caesar is the only order 

that the Procurator understands and he knows well that this order is 

both established and maintained through violence and military force. 

Accordingly, Pilate cannot conceive of such harmony or order as Jeshua 

foresees arising voluntarily from within human beings. It can be 

argued that Jeshua advocates the type of anarchism discussed previously 

and outlined by Berdyaev as follows; 

OneHb OMHÖOLIHO OTOZCTBnRTb aHapxHsm c axapxHefi. AHapxxsM 

fPOTHBOnOnomeH He nOpB Ky, nai; y, rapMOHHH, a BnacTH, 

HaCHJIHIO, uapcTBy Kecaps. AHapxHR eCTb xaoc H AHcrapMOHHR, 

T. e. ypORCTBO. AHapxusH eCTb ugean CBOÖOAHOft, "H3HYTpH 
onpeAenRemoi rapmoHHH a napa, 0.. 

20 
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Jeshua's words frighten Pilate because they contain an open attack 

against Tiberius' power on which Pilate's life depends. 

Furthermore, talking about the kingdom of Caesar Berdyaev states 

that 

3a HacxnbHHqecxm , AecnoTHmecKHM rocygapETBOM 06bNHO 
CKpblTa BHYTpeHHH$ allapxHa H AHcrapMOHHH. 

Anarchy and disharmony prevail in Jerusalem as a result of the tension 

which exists between the Romans and the Jews in the city. The 

seething unrest is mentioned repeatedly in the story. For example, 

Pilate suspects that '6e3ywiwe, yTonxmecxxe pe'H ra-Houpx MoryT 6bzTb 

npHMHHoI aonaeHMA B Epmanaxrie, ... (445) Considering the cases of 

the offenders sentenced to death Pilate says of the first two: 

'IIepsble Raoe, BSAyMaBWxe nOA6xBaTb xapoA Ha 6yHT UPOTxs xecapn, ... 
' 

(450). The imminence of unrest is voiced again by the Jewish High 

Priest; 

- ... He MHp, He MHp npHHec HaM O60nbcTHTenb HapoAa 
B EpmanaHM, H Tai, pcaAHHx, 3TO npexpacHo noHHMaemb. Tb] 

XOTen ero BbIIYCTHTb 9aleM, MTO6bl OH CMYTHn HapOA, naA 
Bepoio HaApyrancR H nOABen HapoA nOA pHMCxxe McSH! (454) 

In accordance with Berdyaev's statement, 'inward anarchy and disharmony' 

are clearly apparent 'behind the violence and despotism' in Jerusalem. 

It is Pilate's duty to preserve the status quo. The hostility which 

characterises the relationship between Pilate and the local power 

hierarchy adds to the precariousness of the Procurator's office in the 

city. 

The precariousness of Pilate's position is made even more extreme 

by the fact that the Roman Emperor himself had given guarantees to the 

effect that the sanctity of the Jewish religious law would not be 

violated by the Romans. These guarantees provided the Jewish 

authorities with the means of manipulating the Roman representative to 

their own advantage. Pilate's initial reluctance to deal with 
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Jeshua's case is due to his experience and knowledge p¬ such manipu- 

lation. As Renan explains; 

... xorRa penxrxosHb1 4)aHaTHSM ycneeT CKnOHHTb rpazAaHcxH. e 
Bfl CTH K KaKo -HH6ygb $eCTOKOCTH, TO nOTOM nepab 6yyeT 

cnaraTb BCIO OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb, fOQTH BCIO BHHy, Ha Te me 
ßnaCT}f. HecnpaBeAn ocTb BOnHIOuaH; H60 HCTWHi BHHOßH} K 
B no o6nwx cnyuaxx - iOAcTpexaTenbi22 

The true measure of Pilate's impotence in the city is revealed in the 

Jewish High Priest's triumphant assertion that 

- ... 
YcnbWiT Hac, ycnblm}T sceMorymgg Kecapb, yKpoeT 

xac OT ry6wrenn IIanaTa! (453) 

Pilate's and the High Priest's mutual enmity is openly declared in the 

course of their argument on Jeshua's case. In the High Priest's view 

Jeshua is a political rabble-rouser and the Procurator's concern for 

the vagrant's release is simply a matter of political expediency con- 

veniently camouflaged under the guise of Pilate's concern for justice. 

The Procurator loses the argument and his fate is sealed with the 

decision which confers Jeshua's crucifixion. As Pilate anticipated 

before his meeting with the High Priest, 

ra-HoripH YXO Hn HascerAa, H CTpamHbie, saue 6onH upoxypaTopa 
HeKOMy HsneRHTb; OT HHX HeT cpeRcTBe, KpoMe cMepTH. (452) 

The first part of the Pontius Pilate story shows that the power 

vested in the Procurator's office in Jerusalem is a burdensome duty to 

Pontius Pilate. The extent of power which Pilate wields in the city 

is defined by the measure of violence with which this power is 

exercised. The limitations of Pilate's power are obvious from the 

dialogue which takes place between the Procurator and the High Priest. 

Pilate has become attracted to the truth contained in Jeshua's ideas 

and embodied in the vagrant's very existence, but he is fully aware 

that from the state's point of view any attempt by him to associate 

with an advocate of anarchist truth will be seen as treason. 
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The case of Pontius Pilate versus Jeshua demonstrates that the 

authority of the state is evil but the Procurator is bound to enforce 

its command. It will be argued later that because of his burden of 

authority Pilate is obliged to act out of necessity rather than of his 

own volition. This becomes clear once Jeshua's character has been 

studied in more detail. 

4. Jeshua Ha-Notsri 

4.1 Jeshua in Jerusalem 

According to M. 0. Chudakova Renan's short work on Jesus' life was 

extremely important to Bulgakov 3. 
Consequently, Jeshua's circumstances 

and predicament as narrated by Bulgakov in the Pontius Pilate story will 

be studied in this thesis with reference to Renan's work. 

Discussing the situation in Jerusalem during the Roman occupation 

Renan refers to one of the most hated practices introduced into the 

Jewish community by the occupying forces, i. e. the establishment of 

property records. A tax was then calculated on the basis of property 

and from the point of view of the Jews this tax was comparable to 

blasphemy: 

Tax xax Focnoj: t, Bor ecTm eRxxcTSeHH Bnagbuca, xoTOporo 
Henosex Aonzex npxsaasaTb, To nnaTxm noAarb CBeTCKOMy 

rocy, a1io, saa'qHT. -sexOTOPbIM o6pa3oM cTaBwrb ero xa MecTO 

Considerable opposition arose against collection of taxes for the state 

and one of the main movements striving to change this was named after 

its founder as the Judas-movement. This movement was founded on the 

following principles 

... HHxoro me cneAyeT HasbmaTb rOCnoAoM, Tax xax 3TOT 

THTYn npHHaAneZHT OAHOMY TOnbKO Bory, H 'ITO C13060Ay 

HaAO6HO npeAnogHTaTb 1CHSHH. 
25 

Soon the movement assumed the character of an open revolt. It 

became the main sect in Galilee and its ideology was filled with 
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Messianic promise and inspired by political aims. It stirred up 

trouble between the Jews and the Romans. Renan is convinced that 

Jesus was familiar with this movement, but the kingdom and liberation 

of which Jesus spoke were, of course, of a totally different order26. 

However, the political situation and the general attitude towards 

non-conformists spelled ruin also to Jesus and his philosophy. 

According to Renan, Pilate took no interest in the internal 

quarrels between the Jews. It is understandable that a Roman whose 

conception of gods was utterly different from the Jewish views on 

religion would adopt such an outlook. Pilate had managed to stay 

clear of any dealings with the Judas-sect. However, as soon as he 

familiarised himself with Jesus' case he undoubtedly realised how 

easily Jesus' enemies could claim that the vagrant was connected with 

this mutinous sect27. 

In Bulgakov's novel Pilate learns that Jeshua comes from the 

town of Gamali, the home of Judas, who was the founder of the 

rebellious movement. When questioning Jeshua about his relationship 

with Judas of Karioth Pilate appears knowing and his eyes acquire a 

devilish glint. He knows well how Jeshua's arrest has come about. 

Pilate is well aware of the means by which the Jews dealt with 

individuals who rose in rebellion against the rigid Hebrew monotheism. 

Renan writes that the Jews had developed a customary way of 

trapping the individuals whose ideas were unpalatable to them. They 

would invite the 'heretic' to a place where two witnesses, who would 

hide themselves, could hear the offending words and also see the culprit 

in the light of two candles lit for this purpose28. Ignorant of Judas' 

ulterior motives Jeshua relates to Pilate how he met the young man 

outside the temple and how pleasantly this man entertained him in his 

house. Judas was particularly interested to hear Jeshua's thoughts. 
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Pilate guesses: 

- CBeTHn HHKH sayer ... 
(446) 

Pilate's knowledge that Jeshua has fallen victim to a plot conspired 

for the purpose of trapping the vagrant is confirmed for us by 

Jeshua's reply: 

- Aa, ... nonpocxn Mexx ßbcxasaTb csOPI BsrnHA Ha 
rocyAapcTBeHHyIO snacTb. Ero 3TOT BOnpoc mpe3sbmai3so 

HHTepecosan. (447) 

Bulgakov's fictional account of Jeshua's arrest accords well with 

Renan's version of the corresponding episode. It reveals fully the 

extent to which Jeshua's predicament is laden with doom in Jerusalem: 

ignorant, and innocent, of any foul play in which he has become caught 

Jeshua's fate is totally at the mercy of his enemies. 

In Renan's view the plan of Jesus' enemies consisted of, first, 

detaining Jesus by means of witnesses, then sentencing him to death on 

legal grounds and finally having this sentence confirmed by Pilate. 

According to the Jewish law mockery at God's temple was mockery aimed 

at God himself. Bulgakov's narrative follows closely Renan's account. 

As far as the Jewish authorities are concerned Jeshua has spoken 

against their temple and their faith. He has openly predicted the 

coming of the Kingdom bf Truth and this has given the Jews an oppor- 

tunity to turn him into a rebel and an offender against the State of 

Rome. Indeed, he could be easily branded as a follower of the Judas- 

movement which, as already mentioned, became the main sect in Galilee 

and whose ideology was filled with Messianic promise and inspired by 

political aims. The Jews were fully aware that if they presented 

Jesus/Jeshua to the Procurator as a political offender, the Roman 

official would be obliged to confirm the death sentence. 

A closer examination of Jeshua's personality and outlook explains 
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why he should stumble so blindly into a trap set by his enemies for 

his arrest. 

5. Pontius Pilate versus Jeshua 

Jeshua emerges from the Pontius Pilate story as an individual, an 

idealist and an anarchist. The main reason for his innocent ignorance 

is lodged in his personal philosophy. Renan writes: 

3TO19W eanHcT, HegonyCK2JOIUJdk pa3 ena Mencgy AyxoM H HaTepaeri, 

Jeshua's understanding of and preoccupation with the metaphysical 

aspects of human existence impair his ability to deal with his 

immediate physical environment. Previously it was argued that the 

procurator emerges from the story as a man of physical sensibility 

who lacks any metaphysical picture or understanding of human beings 

and existence. This thesis will now seek to illustrate that Bulgakov 

has placed the characters of Jeshua and Pilate in opposition to one 

another in order to bring about the synthesis of ideas on which the 

novel's underlying paradox is founded. 

At first Bulgakov draws attention to the extreme difference in 

the outward appearance of these men. Jeshua appears in rags, bruised 

and cut, and yet, showing anxious curiosity as he sees the Procurator. 

Pilate, donning the handsome white cloak with the blood-red lining, 

shows immutable indifference toward anything but his head-ache. In 

the course of their dialogue Jeshua diagnoses Pilate's trouble: the 

Procurator is too much locked up within himself and he has lost his 

faith in people. Jeshua, on the other hand, holds no secrets within 

himself, his thoughts are open to everybody who wishes to hear them. 

He has an absolute belief in people: all men are good. Ironically, 

Pilate who is served by a host of people has lost his belief in men 

while Jeshua whom fellow human beings have subjected to violence and 
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derision remains true to his ideals. 

Jeshua is out of touch with the political and social realities 

circumscribing life in Jerusalem. Renan considers it unlikely that 

Jesus had any definite idea about the meaning of the Roman Empire just 

as he himself was quite unknown in the Greek and Roman lands30. 

Pilate, on the other hand, is depicted by Bulgakov as being acutely 

aware of the delicate balance of power on which his office, and life, 

depend. Pilate's questioning of Jeshua reveals naivety which 

characterises the vagrant's attitude towards the imperial power. In 

the course of the dialogue it becomes clear that in Jeshua's case the 

absolutes of truth, justice and good tower above all other considera- 

tions. Pilate is the very opposite of Jeshua. His attitude to 

Tiberius and Rome is defined by his utmost sensitivity to the dictates 

of political expediency: first and foremost, Pilate is concerned with 

his public role; he is a conformist and an unwavering supporter of 

the state's authority. 

The most obvious manifestation of the paradoxical opposition in 

which Bulgakov places these two protagonists is contained in the 

casting of the roles of the captor versus the captive. If these 

roles are determined by outward appearances or external circumstances 

only there is no doubt that Jeshua is the prisoner and Pilate his 

potential liberator. However, during the questioning it turns out 

that these roles are interchangeable: Pilate, too, turns out to be a 

prisoner and Jeshua is shown to have the means of liberating him. 

The Procurator's realisation of how closely his fate has come to con- 

verge on that of the vagrant is expressed in Pilate's horrified out- 

burst which brings to a conclusion the dialogue between the two pro- 

tagonists: 

- ... 0,6orH, 6orH! N. nx mi Aymaemb, 'TO x rOTOB saaRTb 
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TBoe MecTO? 31 TBOHX rmicne% ae pasAensio! (448) 

This convergence of Pilate's and Jeshua's fates upon one another 

establishes between them a tie of brotherhood which is sealed by blood 

through Jeshua's execution and which entwines the two protagonists 

irretrievably in a shared destiny. The final realisation of Jeshua's 

and Pilate's joint immortality is prefigured in a dream where the 

vagrant philosopher assures the Procurator: 

- Mä Tenepb 6yAeM acerAa anecTe, ... 
Pas o9HH - To, 

sHa'iHT, TyT me H ppyroA! fOMHHyT McHn, - ceAiac ze 

UOMSIHyT H Te6A! McHH - noAxHRbuna, cbIHa HeH3BecTHUX 

poRHreneA, H Te6n - cma xoponx-sBe3ýo4eTa H AocepH 
MenbHHxa, xpacaBHLw Iixnw. (735) 

By juxtaposing the characters of Pontius Pilate and Jeshua with 

one another Bulgakov emphasises that: 

1) Pilate is a realist while Jeshua is an idealist; 

2) Pilate's outlook is dominated by physical sensibility 

while Jeshua is primarily concerned with spiritual 

aspects of man's life; 

3) Pilate believes in the authority of the kingdom of 

Caesar while Jeshua advocates anarchism, as defined 

by Berdyaev. 
31 

In general, Pilate's character represents the public persona of a con- 

formist in a society which is rigidly regulated at once by the dictates 

of the Jewish and Roman laws. Jeshua's character, on the other hand, 

reflects the private aspirations of an individual who rejects the con- 

fines of any dogmatic order that might be imposed from outside. 

Jeshua's thoughts and code of behaviour are based wholly on his 

instinctive understanding of the concepts of truth and good. Pilate's 

suppressed awareness of the metaphysical reality which is manifest in 

Jeshua's personal philosophy makes the Procurator's head ache and turns 

him into a cynic. Pilate cannot help ridiculing the goodness and 
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selflessness reflected in Jeshua's ideas. At the ýQie time, it is 

the total lack of Pilate's qualities in Jeshua's character that makes 

the vagrant appear so simple and naive in his understanding of the 

everyday realities of Jerusalem. 

In the course of Pilate's questioning of Jeshua the latter remains 

unchanged as far as his beliefs are concerned while the Procurator 

begins to respond to Jeshua's influence. At first Pilate and Jeshua 

become attracted to one another and soon they are seen to be entirely 

dependent upon one another; each of them is shown as being incomplete 

unless complemented by the other. On the narrative level this is 

shown by the fact that Pilate's one-sided head-ache is cured as the 

metaphysical dimension of his consciousness begins to revive through 

his contact with Jeshua. In Jeshua's case, it is shown by the fact 

that Jeshua is resurrected at the end of the novel and Pilate's 

responsibility for the execution must also be seen reflected in this 

resurrection: without the execution no resurrection would have been 

possible. Thus Jeshua's immortality is, in a sense, brought about by 

Pilate who also comes to share it. In the course of the interview 

the Procurator's cynicism has been pierced by Jeshua's idealistic 

humanism. Pilate's behaviour can be interpreted as a primary stage 

of spiritual revival at which his understanding is torn between hope 

and despair, between the wish to believe and the obligation to doubt. 

6. Good and evil as 'halves of a paradoxical whole' 

According to Jeshua's assurance (735) the Procurator and the 

vagrant are joined together for eternity through Jeshua's execution. 

This joint immortality contains the synthesis of the ideas'which these 

protagonists personify and which have been discussed above. A closer 

examination of this synthesis helps to determine the moral value of 
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these protagonists' actions in the context of their shared predicament 

in Jerusalem. On the cross Jeshua delivers his final testimony 

through proclaiming that cowardice is one of the greatest sins (721) 

while Pilate remains adamant in his conviction that treason is the 

gravest crime (446). These assertions give rise to the following 

questions: 

Does Pontius Pilate act out of cowardice in Jeshua's case? 

Is Jeshua guilty of treason? Does he violate the authority 

of Rome or of the Jewish religion? 

An affirmative answer to these questions would render Pilate and Jeshua 

morally worthless: the Procurator would be branded as a coward and 

the vagrant as a traitor to the state. It must be noted here that 

neither acknowledges the validity of the state which the other rep- 

resents. The rendering of the main characters of the story as 

criminals or villains would provide a neat and unusual, even if 

blasphemous, denouement for a work which is based on the crucial event 

of the Christian myth. In fact, answers to the above questions must 

be sought, not in the light of either one of these statements, but in 

terms of Pilate's and Jeshua's shared predicament in Jerusalem. 

The synthesis of the ideas which Pilate and Jeshua represent must 

in this context be examined in terms of freedom and necessity of the 

protagonists' choice as regards their shared predicament. The pre- 

cariousness of Pilate's office in Jerusalem has been outlined earlier. 

It has been concluded that, on the one hand, Pilate's position is 

undermined by the Jewish power hierarchy and the sanctity of the local 

religious law and, on the other hand, Pilate is terrified of becoming 

the target of Emperor Tiberius' anger. Thus not only his public 

position,, but also his personal safety are seriously threatened. 

Pilate himself admits this openly in a rhetorical question addressed 
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to Jeshua: does the vagrant think that a Roman Procurator would be 

foolish enough to exchange places with his prisoner (448),, thaG is, 

to release Jeshua and thus risk a death-sentence being conferred upon 

himself? Pilate wants to release the prisoner and tries his utmost 

to do so but his attempts fail. Jeshua remains unaware of the-Pro- 

curator's cunning rescue attempts and he moves unswervingly towards 

the Kingdom of Truth and Justice. According to him it is pleasant to 

speak the truth and thus he fails to take advantage of Pilate's 

stealthy prompting which calls for the vagrant to answer craftily so 

that his life may be spared. 

If Pilate's handling of Jeshua's case is considered in terms of 

freedom and necessity it becomes obvious that the Procurator has no 

freedom of choice in determining the course of Jeshua's destiny; 

Pilate acts out of necessity which is dictated to him by the Jewish 

religious authorities, or by his instinct of self-preservation. The 

Procurator is fully aware that Jeshua has been arrested as a result of 

conspiracy: the local priests fear that Jeshua's teachings might turn 

the people against the priests themselves. The only alternative 

course of action in Jeshua's case would involve the Procurator in 

exchanging places with the vagrant, i. e. through protesting openly 

against the decision made by the Jewish Sanhedrin, Pilate would be 

denounced and, most likely, sentenced to death for an. attempt to help 

a political offender. Thus it must be concluded that Pilate's public 

and personal survival in Jerusalem depends on his unquestioning sub- 

mission to the dictates of necessity. The alternatives of freedom 

and necessity exist for the Procurator only as a choice between life 

and death. It is in this context that Bulgakov poses the question of 

whether in. his handling of Jeshua's case Pilate can be termed guilty 

of moral cowardice. 
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Jeshua's predicament, on the other hand, remains totally un- 

affected by the conflict between public duty and private conscience. 

Jeshua follows the dictates of his own heart where the code of his 

instinctive morality is lodged. Thus in his case good and evil are 

determined by intuition which endows him with a certainty of moral 

judgement: intuition does not accommodate any argument or compromise 

but relies, without questioning, on the individual's moral instinct32. 

It is in this context that Jeshua advocates the right of individual 

conscience as separate from the political or social law and that he 

sees this right as constituting a new power, that is, the spiritual 

power. In terms of freedom and necessity it must be argued that, 

paradoxically, the vagrant has no choice either in his defence of the 

ideas which aim to make manifest the reality of the spiritual power. 

Then the original question of whether Jeshua is guilty of treason must 

be qualified as follows: does Jeshua's uncompromising adherence to the 

dictates of his free conscience, of the spiritual power which arises 

from within, make him an offender against the temporal power of Rome 

or the authority of the Jewish religion? 

The answer to the question of Pilate's and Jeshua's guilt is given 

in the synthesis of the ideas which emerge from the juxtaposition of 

these characters in the first place. This answer is illuminated by 

G. C. Jung's statement that men 'must beware of thinking of good and 

evil as absolute opposites'33. Above an attempt has been made to 

suggest that it would be just as naive to attribute Jeshua's execution 

purely to the Procurator's cowardice as it would be to argue that Jeshua 

is guilty of treason. In his book about the life of Jesus. Renan 

asserts that history becomes impossible unless men acknowledge that many 

standards of. sincerity exist amongst them: e. g. in Bulgakov's novel 
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Pilate looks at the truth from the legal point Qf gjew while Jeshua 

measures it against his faith. Furthermore, Renan explains that 

faith discards any other law than the interests of what it believes 

to be the truth34. Jeshua stands by a faith whose thesis he advocates 

by claiming that good people are capable of mutilating a fellow human 

being - as, he presumes, must have happened in Mark Muribellum's case. 

Such a claim is bound to strike Pilate as wildly outrageous and unsound 

as it shows that Jeshua not only fails to take into account the social 

and political realities of his society but he also wholly dismisses the 

existence of any law other than that which serves to enhance the truth 

upon which his faith is founded. It is inconceivable in terms of any 

code of morality that people who mutilate their fellow human beings 

could be called good. Pilate's interest is aroused by the vagrant and 

his philosophy, but because of his cynical outlook on life he cannot help 

showing incredulity towards any faith whose thesis may be defended by 

such an apparently contradictory and naive claim as that made by Jeshua. 

Pilate himself has no faith in people. His relationships with other 

human beings are governed entirely by the law, that is, by the dictates 

which outline the duties pertaining to the Procurator's office. Thus 

the level of sincerity to which Pilate adheres issues from the law and, 

in contrast to Jeshua, his code of morality emerges from dictates imposed 

upon his person by an external factor. 

By demonstrating that Pilate and Jeshua view life from different 

levels of sincerity Bulgakoy shows that good and evil are not 

necessarily opposites of each other but, on the contrary, they may be 

seen, in Jung's words, as 'halves of a paradoxical whole'35. In 

Bulgakov's work the 'paradoxical whole' represents the truth as it is 

seen at'Once both from Pilate's and Jeshua's differing points of view. 
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In other words, for Pilate the law provides the answers to the 

questions of right and wrong; to Jeshua these matters are determined 

by his faith. On the basis of this reasoning it seems justifiable 

to argue that Jeshua's last words on the cross - cowardice is one of 

the greatest sins - refer primarily to himself in the sense that they 

express Jeshua's sincere belief in the fact that he has acted accord- 

ing to his faith, fulfilled the destiny ascribed to him by this faith 

and thus remained innocent of cowardice. Similarly, the principle 

which governs Pilate's behaviour in Jerusalem states that treason is 

the gravest crime. Again it seems appropriate to insist that this 

principle applies first and foremost to the Procurator himself, i. e. 

it is an expression of his bitter but genuine understanding of the 

necessity to abide by the law and Caesar's command. Jeshua's philo- 

sophy emerges as the more compelling of the two protagonists' views on 

life because it is founded on the freedom of individual conscience 

i. e. it is not bound by the necessity of public duty which governs 

Pilate's predicament. 

Pilate and Jeshua attain joint immortality through the Jerusalem 

execution. Pilate comes to hate this immortality and fame and 

declares after nearly two thousand years that he would gladly change 

places with Matthew the Levite (797). Pilate cannot acquire peace 

until the Master releases him to walk with Jeshua along the path of 

moonlight. Like Ivan Bezdomny alias Ivan Nikolayich Poniryov, Pilate 

suffers from attacks of restlessness at full moon. The devil relates: 

- ... 
OKOIIO AByx Tb1CHM neT CHAHT OH Ha 3TO i nnon a xe H 

CIIHT, HO KorAa npHXORHT IIOJIHaH nyHa, Kax BSRHTe, erO TepsaeT 
6eccoHHH a. ... 

Ecnn Bepxo, 'ITO TpyCOCTb - CaMbZ TRZKHi 
nOpOK, TO, noianyl, co6axa s HeM He BHHOBaTa. ... 

By %ITO I, 
TOT, KTO n106HT, gon eH pasgenRTb y'iaCTb Toro, xoro OH Th06HT. 
(796) 

ý'ý.. OH roBOpHT, 4TO H IIpH nyH@ EMy HeT IIOKOA H PTO y 
Hero rmOxasI AO3I ZHOCTb. (797) 
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The devil reveals that Pilate's cause has been pleaded by Jesbua and 

he says that it is now up to the Master to release the Procurator by 

means of finishing his story with one sentence. Thus in Master i 

Margarita Bulgakov employs the Master to release Pilate from the burden 

of the sinner in order that he might share in the glory of the 

saviour36. This happens through the presentation of Pilate's 

character as part of the 'paradoxical whole' which is realised in the 

joint immortality shared by the vagrant and the Procurator. By con- 

firming the decision to execute his potential saviour Pilate has 

effected the saviour's resurrection through which he himself may be 

released from his burden of sin. 

7. Faith and fear 

In his work Renan depicts Jesus as a perfect idealist and also 

as an anarchist who had no understanding of civil government. Renan 

goes so far as to insist that to Jesus, in general, matter represented 

simply a sign of the idea, that is, a material manifestation of a non- 

material concept37. In the Pontius Pilate story Jeshua's character 

parallels closely Renan's Christ. As a perfect idealist Jeshua does 

not consider the consequences of his single-minded adherence to the 

truth on which his faith is founded. During the questioning Pilate 

tries to warn him of these consequences but Jeshua fails to respond to 

these warnings. It becomes evident that Pilate and Jeshua differ 

from one another utterly in the sense that Jeshua has faith in the 

future, in the coming of the Kingdom of Truth and Justice, while 

Pilate lives in constant fear of the future, as regards both Tiberius' 

anger and also any threat of Caesar's power being replaced by another. 

It seems appropriate that a discussion on the theme of faith and 

fear in the Pontius Pilate story should include direct reference to 
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the Master, the creator of this story, whose own experience of fear 

(admittedly after his story was spurned by the world) has been. 

extreme: 

- ... A saTeM, npeACTasbTe ce6e, HacTyuxna ... cTaAHA - 
cTpaxa. ... CnosoM, HacTynxna cTajHR ncHxm ecxoro 
sa6onesaHHH. ... tie Kasanocb, MTO gepes oKoHue, - 
XOTH OHO H 6bmo 9aKpbITO, $nesaeT KaKOH-To cupyT c onelib 

RnHHHb H XonORHbThH mynanbuamH. (562) 

It is significant that the Master is stricken by this fear only after 

he has arrived at some considerable understanding of his critics' 

psychology. He explains to Ivan what he has detected in almost 

all of the hostile criticism: 

'ITO-To Ha peAKOCTb cpanbmHooe H HeyaepeHHoe 'WBCTBOBanocb 
6yKBanbHO ß Ka7Pc{oii CTpOMKe 3THX CTaTei~i, HeCMOTpA Ha HX 

rposH119 H yBepefHau1 TOH. MHe Bee Kasanocb, ... 4TO aBTOpbl 

3THX CTaTei rOBOPAT He TO, LITO OHH XOTAT CKasaTb, H MTO HX 

JIPOCTb Bbl3bIBaeTCA HMeHHO 3THM. (561-2) 

The Master's critics do not say what they want to say because they 

fear the consequences of speaking the truth. They are acutely aware 

of the fact that their society recognises, and allows, only the kind 

of truth which serves to enhance the authority of the official dogma. 

Since the critics have no faith in their work their existence is 

filled with frustration. Ironically, it is the anger arising from 

this frustration which fires the attacks made by the critics on non- 

conformist literature, not the literature itself. The Master under- 

stands the nature of the confinement in which the critics are 

imprisoned by theft fear of breaking the vicious circle. As a result 

of this knowledge the Master himself becomes gripped by helpless fear 

which, in his opinion, is comparable to a psychological illness. 

The next stage in the development of the Master's psychological 

condition is marked by his attempt to destroy the story'by fire. This 

attempt shows that the Master has finally lost his faith in the future 

of his creative issue. The question which arises from this attempt 
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is related to the measurement of the moral value of the Master's 

action: does the Master act out of moral cowardice thus betraying 

his creation? The same question was applied to Pilate's case earlier. 

In the course of Bulgakov's novel both the Master and Pilate are 

seen to digress from the official path for a time in axi. attempt to 

further a personal cause in which they have faith; they try to fight - 

to a varying degree - for the survival and future viability of this 

cause. However, they are eventually driven by fear to give in to the 

opposition for the sake of their own survival: the Master burns his 

manuscript and Pilate confirms the decision on Jeshua's execution. 

Neither the Master nor Pilate lose faith in the truth manifest in the 

cause itself, that is, in the case of the former in his novel and in 

the case of the latter in Jeshua's ideas. They simply lose faith in 

its future viability insofar as they themselves might act for its 

implementation. In the novel Bulgakov implies that the Master ends up 

in a labour camp. On return he is so thoroughly infected by fear that 

he enters voluntarily into the mental asylum. Pilate, on the other 

hand, leads a life of isolation and loneliness which is poisoned by 

his extreme hatred of the people and the city of Jerusalem. Jeshua 

accepts death without protest since trying to-avoid it would be tanta- 

mount to cowardice and, as it is made clear, he believes cowardice to 

be one of the greatest sins. He is resurrected in the Kingdom of 

Light and Pilate is finally released to join him. It must be con- 

cluded that in Pilate's, like the Master's, case fear conquers faith 

to the extent that these characters cease to fight for the truth of 

which their intuition informs them, while in Jeshua's case faith con- 

quers pot only fear but also death. 

It is important to remember that the Master is the author of the 

Pontius Pilate story and consequently both Pilate and Jeshua represent 
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the creative issue of his imagination. In other words, just as 

certain aspects of the Master's character are identifiable with 

Pilate's propensities to good and evil, part of his personality is 

intimately related to Jeshua. Thus the Master's predicament in 

Moscow may be defined in terms of the synthesis which arises from the 

juxtaposition of Pilate's character with Jeshua. This synthesis, 

undermined by the conflict of faith and fear, gives birth to a para- 

doxical code of morality operative at once respective to and irrespec- 

tive of the code of behaviour dictated by the official dogma. In 

practical terms this means that a genuine writer fears constantly 

the consequences of revealing the truth which he has come to perceive 

through his intuition, rather than his society's dogmatic indoctrination. 

In these circumstances the good (faith in truth) in which the writer 

partakes is relativised by the evil (fear of revealing truth) and vice 

versa. Accordingly, in the writer's case good and evil no longer exist 

as absolute moral opposites but as 'halves of a paradoxical whole'38 

In the Master's case the conflict between fear and faith dissolves into 

indifference, and finally oblivion. At the end of the novel it is 

faintly reflected only in the lunacy and dreams of Ivan Nikolayich 

Poniryov, but like any other dream-like vision it vanishes in the bright 

light of the morning. 

8. Conclusion 

To sum up the discussion on the Pontius Pilate story it is possible 

to claim that the philosophical kernel of Bulgakov's work consists of 

the depiction of Pilate's and Jeshua's characters in such a manner that, 

rather than representing a simple opposition of good and egil, they form 

a synthesis which reflects the moral absolutes as 'halves of a para- 

39 doxical whole'. In this context the moral worth of Pilate's and Jeshua's 
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behaviour and actions must be measured in terms of freedom and 

necessity of choice. The examination of the Procurator's and the 

vagrant's predicaments in these terms reveals the extent to which each 

of them is susceptible to faith and fear. 

In the Pontius Pilate story Bulgakov illustrates through Jeshua 

how the rejection of any dogmatic outlook on life, that is, the fulfil- 

ment of freedom of conscience, affects an individual. In an earlier 

novel, Belaya gyardiya, 
40 

a priest makes the following pronouncement: 

- TAzxoo , TBZKoe apeM , ... HO yI BaTb - TO He 
c'neAyeT ... 

(16) 

Jeshua's example in the story represents a disposition of mind which 

is the opposite of despondency. Pilate, on the other hand, has lost 

faith in people and feels at first nothing but total indifference towards 

the vagrant's case. Also, the Master assigns himself to the seclusion 

of the asylum where he can remain indifferent to all that happens out- 

side. Through his faith Jeshua maintains his freedom of conscience, 

while through their fear Pilate and the Master give way to indifference. 

In the novel the devil declares his axiom according to which everyone 

will receive according to his belief. Thus Jeshua's perception and 

pursuit of the metaphysical truth brings him death in the physical 

world and immortality in the fullest sense of the word on the meta- 

physical dimension. Pilate's indifference has been pierced by Jeshua's 

enthusiasm and the yearning which this awakens in the Procurator 

eventually leads him to a renewed contact with the vagrant. The 

Master perceives the truth about good and evil as 'halves of a para- 

doxical whole' and he tries to communicate his knowledge to the world 

through his novel. The world's violent rejection of his offering 

infects him. with fear which turns into indifference. He is finally 

rescued from. his apathy by Margarita's fearless love (reminiscent of 
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Jeshua's fearless idealism and faith). 

This is the essence of the philosophy which expresses Bulgakov's 

understanding of the truth about good and evil as it relates to life 

in the Soviet society in the 1930's. Bulgakov's statement rests upon 

the Christian prototypes as depicted in the Bible, but in it the Bible 

myth has been reshaped in such a manner that it helps to explain the 

meaning of life in the author's own society and time. The following 

ideas of Jung apply well to Bulgakov's creation of the Pontius Pilate 

story, and also the novel as a whole: 

The need for mythic statements is satisfied when we 
frame a view of the world which adequately explains the 
meaning of human existence in the cosmos, a view which 
springs from our psychic wholeness, from the co-operation 
between conscious and unconscious. Meaninglessness inhibits 
fulness of life and is therefore equivalent to illness. 
Meaning makes a great many things endurable - perhaps every- 
thing. ... For it is not that "God" is am jh, but that 
myth is a revelation of a divine life in man. 

Soviet reality is made endurable to Bulgakov because his act of 

depicting the writer's dilemma through the examination of moral 

absolutes in relation to Pontius Pilate's predicament in Jerusalem 

endows his life with meaning. Thus'Master i Margarita may be con- 

sidered as a 'mythical statement' which in its attempt to explain the 

truth about evil penetrates into the ontology of life. The 'mythical 

statement is made by a writer whose aspirations vacillate between fear 

and faith in a society which rejects myths as nonsense. 
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Mikhail Bulgakov demonstrates in Master i Margarita' that in an 

authoritarian state the creative artist is constantly torn between his 

faith in the revelation of the truth as he understands it (i. e. faith 

in his creation) and his fear of the consequences which might ensue 

from this revelation. It is true that Bulgakov, although exhausted 

from being spurned and attacked by critics, succeeded in his unyielding 

efforts to continue writing up to the very end of his life. Yet none 

of his work was published in the Soviet Union after 1927 until the 

appearance of Master i Margarita in'Mgskva in 19662. 

Bulgakov's creative career spans the period when 

Some writersj... chose silence as their "genre" out of 
fear; Bulgakov was no less afraid, but he wrote anyway. 
Those who compromised completely often did so out of 
desire to belong; Bulgakov also wished to belong, but 
compromised very little. Nor did he take refuge in 
cunning vagueness: Bulgakov's thoughts were down on 
paper with sufficient clarity; ... 

3 

However, a feeling of utmost frustration and impotence emerges again 

and again from Bulgakov's letters and remarks relating to his own 

position in Soviet society. The mood out of which Pontius Pilate's 

predicament arises in Master i Margarita is well illustrated by 

Bulgakov's words in a letter written in April 1932: 

OnpaWAanHe eCTb, HO YTemeHHA HeT. 
4 

There is no consolation for the individual who turns away from truth. 

This forms the premise for Bulgakov's exposition of the truth about 

evil in the novel. 

The purpose of this thesis has not been to outline the way in 

which Bulgakov's art mirrors the biographical circumstances of his life. 

Rather this study has sought to illuminate the writer's dilemma in a 

society where freedom of conscience is set against the necessity of 

given moral choices. In this way the question of 'justification' is 

presented, not answered, in relation to the social and political 
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realities which define the artist's or the writer's environment and 

also in relation to the demands which issue from his creative instinct. 

Master i Margarita has been linked here with the protest 

expressed in Vekhi's essays5 at the beginning of this century against 

a dogmatic rationalist and materialist outlook on life. An attempt 

has been made to show that in general the novel serves to undermine 

and deride the notion that utility should triumph at the expense of 

culture. By upholding the metaphysical and irrational aspects of 

being - which are seen to be evil from the official viewpoint - the 

image of a whole human being is traced in the novel. 

It has been argued that the literati of the novel's Moscow 

chapters are seeking to live a lie by ignoring the metaphysical 

aspects of existence. Furthermore, it has been claimed that the 

ordinary citizens are also trying to turn away from the truth as it 

concerns their everyday existence in the city. Belief in magic and 

superstition enables them to deny responsibility for their own and 

their society's actions. In this context Teshua's pronouncement 

that cowardice is one of the greatest sins echoes throughout the novel 

alongside the devil's axiom that everyone will receive according to 

their belief. 

The Pontius Pilate story, like Woland's living globe, allows the 

author to focus effectively on the particular ethical dilemma which 

forms the philosophical kernel of the novel as a whole. Bulgakov 

depicts this dilemma through the juxtaposition of freedom with 

necessity, faith with fear and courage with cowardice. Bulgakov 

suggests that, like the joint immortality of Pontius Pilate and Jeshua, 

these concepts cannot exist in isolation from their opposites; on the 

contrary, they depend on their opposites. The devil draws attention 
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to the importance of shadows, or of evil: the denial of shadows 

negates life itself. 

Despite the serious philosophical and ethical considerations 

presented in Master i Margarita the overall mood of the novel is 

jocular. Bulgakov's debt, stylistic and philosophical, to the 19th 

century Russian writers - first and foremost to Gogol and Dostoevsky - 

is easily detectable in the work. The novel is rooted in the 19th 

century tradition which respects the spiritual nature of man. 

Thus, it must be acknowledged that Master i Margarita bears 

witness to the claim that Mikhail Bulgakov cannot be seen as a martyr 

to his predicament but rather as the devil's cunning disciple who took 

pleasure in unveiling the truth about evil in his time and society. 
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NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION 

1. See preface, p. (vi). 

2. See preface, p. (vi). 

3. These episodes appear in Master i Margarita on pp. 673 and 675 
and they will be discussed in chapter V, pp. 159-160, 

4. P. A. Florensky, Mnimosti v geometrii (Moscow, 1922). 
Bulgakov's interest in this work is explained in M. 0. 
Chudakova's article 'Uslovie sushchestvovaniya' V mire knig 
No. 12 (1974), p. 80. 

5. C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections (New York, 1963), 
p. 329. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 

1. See preface, p. (vi). 

2. E. Proffer, A Pictorial Biography of Mikhail Bulgakov (Ann 
Arbor, 1984), p. 16. 

3. See preface, p. (vi). 

4. D. S. Mirsky, A History of Russian Literature (London, 1968), 
pp. 407-9. 

5. `Socialist reality' is intended here to be read as a contra- 
diction in terms. 

6. Sergei Bulgakov's essay appears in Vekhi on pp. 23-69. 
A. C. Wright states that Sergei Bulgakov was a cousin to 
Afanasy Bulgakov, Mikhail Bulgakov's father, in Mikhail Bulgakov: 
Life and Interpretations (Toronto, 1978), p. 3. B. Proffer 
explains that Sergei Bulgakov was 'claimed by some of the family 
as a relation'; Bulgakov: Life and Work (Ann Arbor, 1984), P. 1. 
Thus, perhaps, a distant uncle. 

7. Vol'nyy, 'Grekh intelligentsii' Grazhdanin No. 51-2 (1909), pp. 
2-3. 

8. Xbid., p. 3. 

9. Ibid., p. 3. 

10. Berdyaev's essay 'Filosofskaya istina i intelligentskaya pravda' 
appears in Vekhi on pp. 1-22. 
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11. In this context the term 'Catholic' is used in a derogatory 
sense. It refers to the kind of ideology and meptali. ty which 
Dostoevsky ascribes to the Roman Catholic Church as an 
institution and to its followers in the Grand Inquisitor 
legend. 

12. The radical intelligentsia's attitude to people is discussed 
further in this chapter on pp. 29-30. 

13. Sergei Bulgakov states that enlightenment was regarded by the 
Russian intelligentsia as synonymous with religious indifference; 
this chapter, p. 17. Frank claims in his Vekhi essay that in 
the Russian context culture was identified with utilitarianism, 
this chapter, p. 32. 

14. This definition is derived from Chambers Twentieth Century 
Dictionary (Edinburgh, 1972), p. 236. 

15. Berdyaev argues that the Russian intelligentsia could not embrace 
concepts of objectivity and universalism; this chapter, p. 15. 
See note 13 for Frank's view of Russian single-mindedness. 

16. My underlining. 

17. The growth of man's arrogance is also discussed in chapter II, 
pp. 36-9 and in chapter III, p. 56. 

18. Sergei Bulgakov's poetic call for inspiration appears in Vekhi 
on pp. 68-9. 

19. Gershenzon's essay is entitled 'Tvorcheskoe samosoznanie', pp. 
70-96. 

20. F. Fordham, An Introduction to Jung's Psychology (Harmondsworth, 
1966), p. 21. 

21. C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections (New York, 1963), p. 
382-3. (Quoted from Jung's Collected Works Vol. XI, pp, 468 f. 
and p. 190). 

22. See also this chapter, p. 13, on Berdyaev's view of the intelli- 

gentsia's false love for mankind. 

23. Jung, op. cit., p. 330. 

24. Frank's essay 'Etika nigilizma' appears in Vekhi on pp. 175-210. 

25. See notes 13 and 15 which relate to Berdyaev's and Sergei 
Bulgakov's views on the narrowness of Russian radical thought. 

26. The following Russian terms are used here by Frank: 
'yTSnHTapHnecxuA anbTpyxsM' and 'cotwanxcr', Vekhi, p. 192. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 

1. See preface, p. (vi). 

2. See preface, p. (vi). 

3. See M. 0. Chudakoya, 'Uslovie sushchestvovaniya' V uiireknig No. 
12 (1974), p. 79. A1$o Chudakova, 'Arkhiv M. A. Bulgakova' 
Zapiski otdela rukopisey Vypusk 37 (Moscow, 1976), p. 73: 
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4. M. A. Orlov, Istoriya snosheniy cheloveka s d'yavolom (St. 
Petersburg, 1904). 

5. F. A. Brokgauz and I. A. Efron: Entsiklopedicheskiy slovar' 
(St. Petersburg, 1890-1901). From now on this work will be 
referred to as the Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia. 

6. Orlov, op. cit., this discussion is based on information derived 
from pp. 4-7. 

7. The Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia Vol. XX (St. Petersburg, 1893), 
pp. 727-9. 

8. C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections (New York, 1963), p. 
334. 

9. The Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia Vol. XX, pp. 727-9. 

10. See this chapter, p. 37. 

11. See this chapter, p. 39. 

12. Genesis 1: 26. 

13. The Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia Vol. XIX (St. Petersburg, 1893), 
pp. 374-7. 

14. Ibid., p. 375. 

15. Ibid., p. 375. 

16. Ibid., p. 375. 

17. See chapter I, pp. 20-24. 

18. The Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia Vol. XIX, p. 376. 

19. Jung, op. cit., p. 334. 

20. The Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia Vol. XIX, p. 377. 
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21. Jung, op. cit., pp. 334 and 338. 

22. See chapter I, p. 27. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 

1. See preface, p. (vi). 

2. See chapter II, p. 49. 

3. See preface, p. (vi). 

4. See chapter I, p. 29. 

5. See preface, p. (vi). The Grand Inquisitor legend is related on 
pp. 270-90. 

6. Ivan Karamazov's encounter with the devil is given in a chapter 
entitled 'Chert. Koshmar Ivana Fedorovicha', pp. 686-704. 

7. M. A. Orlov writes in Istoxiya snosheniy cheloveka s d'yavolom 
(St. Petersburg, 1904) that according to a Swedish belief the 
devil appears to be ill at the sabbath and the guests do their 
best to cure him; p. 37. In Master i Margarita Woland tells 
Margarita before the Ball, p. 674. 

8. Ivan Karamazov's devil refers to his rheumatism on p. 691 and 
explains at great length how he caught a cold on pp. 692-3. 

9. See chapter I, pp. 20-4, on man-godhood and also Chapter II, pp. 
36-8, on man's increased arrogance. 

10. See chapter I, p. 10. 

11. At this point it is necessary to clarify that the term 'uncon- 
scious' is used here in the sense it was understood by C. G. 
Jung. In An Introduction to Jung's Psychology (Harmondsworth, 
1966) F. Fordham explains that according to Jung: ' 

... the 
unconscious is the matrix of consciousness, and in it are to be 
found the germs of new possibilities of life. The conscious 
aspect of the psyche might be compared to an island rising from 
the sea - we only see the part above the water, but a much vaster 
unknown realm spreads below, and this could be likened to the 
unconscious. 

The island is the ego, the knowing, willing "I", the centre of 
consciousness. ' P. 21. 

12. It is important to note here that the pranks which the devil's 
assistants play upon the Moscow citizens are not so much related 
to the unconscious life Q man as to the conscious, but in- 
admissible, life of the citizens whom they show to be torn between 
greed and fear. 

13. See chapter II, p. 36. Socrates' encounters with the demon are 
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related by Solov'ev in the Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedia 
Vol. XIX (St. Petersburg, 1893), p. 376. 

14. See chapter II, p. 49. 

15. Solov'ev's essay on 'Demon' appears in the Brockhaus-Efron 
Encyclopedia Vol. XIX, pp. 374-7. 

16. C. G. Jung, j4e ries, Dreams, Reflections (New York, 1963), p. 
302. 

17. F. Fordham, An Introduction to Jung's Psychology (Harmondsworth, 
1966), pp. 105-6. 

18. Ibid., p. 99. 

19. Ibid., pp. 22-3. 

20. Ibid., p. 26. 

21. Ibid., p. 27. 

22. See chapter I, p. 31. 

23. Jung, op. cit., p. 382. 

24. See this chapter, p. 64. 

25. It is helpful to cite in more detail how Jung understood the God- 
image. In Memories, Dreams, Reflections, p. 383, he explains: 
'It is only through the psyche that we can establish that God 
acts upon us, but we are unable to distinguish whether these 
actions emanate from God or from the unconscious. We cannot 
tell whether God and the unconscious are two different 
entities. ... empirically it can be established, with a 
sufficient degree of probability, that there is in the un- 
conscious an archetype of wholeness which manifests itself 

spontaneously in dreams, etc., and a tendency, independent of 
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archetype of the self. It is this archetype from which we can 
no longer distinguish the God-image empirically. ' (Quoted from 
Jung's Collected Works Vol. XI, pp. 468 f. ) 

26. Ibid., p. 380. (Quoted from Jung's Collected Works Vol. X, in 

preparation at the time. ) 

27. Ibid., p. 381. (Quoted from Jung's Collected Works Vol. VIII, 
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29. This view is put forward by Ivan Karamazov's devil on p. 703. 
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